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ABSTRACT
A new 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-arylazo-5-pyrazolone
and 1, 3-diphenyl-4-arylazo-5-pyrazolone have
been synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis, IR, mass and 1H NMR spectra.
The acid dissociation constants (pKa values) of
the investigated ligands were determined potentiometrically and spectrophotometrically. The
stability constants of the transition metal ions
(VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+) with
the investigated ligands were determined potentiometrically at different ionic strengths (0.167,
0.1, 0.05 and 0.025 M) NaCl at 25ºC and different
temperature (25, 30, 35, and 45ºC). The values of
stability constants were found to decrease with
increasing ionic strengths and temperature. The
stoichiometries were studied using spectrophotometric and conductimetric methods, the
results indicate the existence of 1:1 and 1:2 (M:L)
metal:ligand species. The relationships between
the stability constants of the complexes, ionization constants of the ligands have been discussed and correlated. The thermodynamic parameters (∆G, ∆H and ∆S) and the thermodynamic stability constants for all of the investigated complexes were determined potentiometrically.
Keywords: Azopyrazolones; Lonization Constants;
Stability Constants; Thermodynamic Parameters;
Transition Metal Complexes; Potentiometry;
Spectrophotometry

1. INTRODUCTION
Pyrazolone and azopyrazolone compounds are widely
used as analytical reagents, they are capable of formCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

ing chelates with a number of metal cations [1,2], the
formation of which is accompanied by change in color,
pH, conductivity, and absorption spectra [3]. Azo derivatives have attracted much attention by virtue of
their applicability as potential ligands for a large
number of metal ions [1]. The 4-position of pyrazoline-5-one system is highly reactive and undergoes
coupling reaction with diazonium salts to give 4-arylazo derivatives [4]. The azo-derivatives of 5-pyrazolones as well as their metal complexes have wide
applications in dye industry as well as analytical reagents for determination of trace metals and it is predicted to have some medical and biological applications [5,6]. Different methods were reported for the
syntheses of azopyrazolone derivatives [7-12].
The present paper deals with the determination of
the stability constants of the binary complexes of
VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ metal
ions with the investigated ligands (L1-L6) in the
presence of 0.167, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.025 M at 25ºC. The
thermodynamic parameters (∆G, ∆H and ∆S) and the
thermodynamic stability constants of the investigated
complexes were evaluated in the presence of 0.1 M
NaCl in the temperature range 25-45ºC. The Irving
and Rossotti pH-metric titration using Sarin and
Munchi technique [13] was used to determine the acid
dissociation constants as well as the formation constants for the various complexes at 25ºC. The acid
dissociation constants were also done in 40% ethanolic buffer solutions of varying pH values spectrophotometrically [14]. The molar ratio of the metal
ions to ligands [M]/[L] were studied spectrophotometrically using molar-ratio and continuous variation
methods and were also determined using conductimetric titrations in aqueous ethanolic solutions (40%
v/v).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

m.p.143℃.

2.1. Materials and Methods

2.3. Preparation of Azopyrazolone
Derivatives

All chemicals used in this investigation were chemically
pure grade derived from BDH. They include chlorides of
Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+ and VOSO4 · 3H2O,
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium nitrite (NaNO2),
hydrochloric acid (HCl), acetic acid (CH3COOH), sodium chloride (NaCl), ethylacetoacetate, ethylbenzoylacetate, phenyl hydrazine, ethanol, 2-hydroxyaniline
(o-aminophenol), o-aminobenzoic acid, p-aminobenzoic
acid and diethyl ether; purchased from BDH. Water used
was bidistilled water; distillation process was carried out
using both of condensation process and ion exchange
technique. 10-3 M of azopyrazolone solutions were prepared by dissolving a known mass of the azo compound
in a proper volume of ethanol. 10-3 M solution of the
metal ion in 0.1 M HCl was prepared by dissolving the
appropriate weight of the corresponding metal chlorides
of Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+ and VOSO4·3H2O
in a proper volume of 0.1 M HCl to prevent the hydrolysis of the metal salt solutions. Pure aqueous solutions of
metal ions were also prepared for conductimetric studies.
0.1 M HCl was prepared and standardized against standard sodium carbonate solution, the exact concentration
of the HCl solution was determined and used in calculations (0.1185 M). 0.2 M (CO2-free) NaOH solution was
prepared and standardized against standard HCl solution.
NaCl solutions with different concentrations (1, 0.6, 0.3
and 0.15 M) were also prepared. A series of buffer solutions covering the range (1.5-12) of pH values were
prepared according to Britton method [14] with the
modification involving titration of 100 ml of the mixture
(0.1 M solution of equal amounts of boric, acetic and
phosphoric acids) with 0.5 M NaOH to the desired pH
and then making with water up to 250 ml so as to keep
the ionic strength constant at all pH values [15].

2.2. Preparation of 3-Methyl-1-Phenyl-5Pyrazolone and 1, 3-Diphenyl-5Pyrazolone
A mixture of ethylacetoacetate (6.5 g; 0.05 M) and
phenyl hydrazine (5.4 g; 0.05 M) or ethylbenzoylacetate
(9.6 g; 0.05 M) and phenyl hydrazine (5.4 g; 0.05 M)
was heated in water bath at 100℃ for one hour [7]. The
resulting oil was cooled and stirred with diethyl ether
(50 ml) until solidification occurred, the crude product
was then filtered off, washed with ether until all colored
material removed. The final product was recrystallized
with 20% ethanol-water solution and collected as white
powder of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-5-pyrazolone, yield 90%,
m.p. 131℃ or 1,3-diphenyl-5-pyrazolone, yield 90%,
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

A well-stirred solution of 2-aminophenol, 2-aminobenzoic acid or 4-aminobenzoic acid 0.01 M in 40 ml
ethanol and 20 ml of 2 M HCl was cooled in an ice-salt
bath and diazotized with aqueous sodium nitrite solution
(20 ml, 0.01 M). The cooled (0-5°C) diazonium solution
was added slowly to a well-stirred solution of 0.01 M
3-methyl-1-phenyl-5-pyrazolone or 1, 3-diphenyl-5-pyrazolone in 100 ml ethanol containing sodium hydroxide
(10 g). The reaction mixture was stirred for one hour at
room temperature, and then acidified with dilute HCl
(100 ml, 2.5 M) to neutralize the reaction mixture and
precipitate the azopyrazolone derivatives [16]. The
products were recrystallized from ethanol to give the
derivatives of both 3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-arylazo-5-pyrazolone and 1, 3-diphenyl-4-arylazo-5-pyrazolone. The
resulting derivatives have the following formulae:
X

H
C
N

N

N

N

O

z

Y

X = C6H5, Y = COOH, Z = H;
1, 3-diphenyl-4-(o-carboxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone (L1),
X = CH3, Y = COOH, Z = H;
3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-(o-carboxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone
(L2), X = C6H5, Y = OH, Z = H;
1, 3-diphenyl-4-(o-hydroxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone (L3),
X = CH3, Y = OH, Z = H;
3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-(o-hydroxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone
(L4), X = C6H5, Y = H, Z = COOH;
1, 3-diphenyl-4-(p-carboxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone (L5),
X = CH3, Y = H, Z = COOH;
3-methyl-1-phenyl-4-(p-carboxyphenylazo)-5-pyrazolone
(L6).
Elemental analysis, IR, mass and 1H NMR spectra
were carried out to confirm their structures.

2.4. pH-Metric Titration
The experimental procedure involved the titration of
the following solutions (total volume = 50 ml) against a
standard CO2-free (0.21 M) NaOH solution:
1) 5 ml of HCl (0.12 M) + 5 ml of NaCl (1 M) + 20 M
ethanol,
2) Solution a + 20 ml of 10-3 M of the ligand under
investigation, and,
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3) Solution b + 5 ml of metal salt solution (10-3 M).
These titrations were repeated for 1) ionic strengths I
= 0.167, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.25 M NaCl, at 25ºC, 2) various
temperatures (25, 30, 35, and 45ºC) at I = 0.167 M NaCl.
The pH measurements were carried out using a Jenway, pH-meter 3310 with a glass combined electrode.
The water thermostat was a Thermo Haake WKL 26,
Karlsruhe, Germany accurate to ±0.1ºC. The solutions
were equilibrated in the thermostat for about 15 min
before titration. The equations used for the various calculations [17] were programmed into IBM computer.

2.5. Determination of the Thermodynamic
Parameters
The following thermodynamic parameters: ∆G°, ∆H° and
∆S° were determined for each chelate depending on their
stability constants [18]. The free energy of formation
(∆G°) of a complex is related to its stability constant by
the relation [18]: –∆G° = 2.303 RT logβ where, R = universal gas constant, T = absolute temperature and logβ =
stability constant of the complex. Enthalpy of formation
(∆H°) and entropy (∆S°) were calculated by plotting logβ
versus 1/T. We can specify the quantitative dependence
of the stability constant on temperature from the relation
[18]:
∆G° = ∆H° – T∆S°
∆G° = –2.303 RT logβ = ∆H° – T∆S°
By rearranging, we get
logβ = –∆H°/(2.303 RT) + ∆S°/(2.303 R)
This is a linear equation of the form y = mx + b,
where y = logβ, m = –∆H°/(2.303 R) = slope, x = 1/T,
and b = ∆S°/(2.303 R) = intercept. This means that if the
values of K for a given reaction are determined at various temperature, a plot of logβ versus 1/T will be linear,
with slope ∆H°/(2.303 R) and intercept ∆S°/(2.303 R).
This result assumes that both ∆H° and ∆S° are independent of temperature over the temperature range considered. This assumption is a good approximation over a
relatively small temperature range [18].

2.6. Conductimetric Measurements
The conductivities of VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+
and Ni2+ metal ions with the investigated ligands (L1-L6)
were measured using conductivity meter (Philips pw
9526, digital conductivity meter). The experimental
procedure involves a conductimetric titration of 40 ml
alcohol-water mixture (50% v/v) solution containing 4 ×
10-5 M of a given azopyrazolone derivative against a
standard solution of 10-3 M aqueous metal ion solution
using microburette with continuous magnetic stirring.
The instrument reading was recorded after each addition.
All of the conductivity values were corrected for the
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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effect of dilution during titration. Corrections were made
by multiplying conductivity value (instrument reading)
by the ratio (V + v)/V, where V is the original volume of
the titrand (40 ml and v is the added volume of titrant
[19]). The corrected conductivity values were plotted
versus the molar ratio (L:M). The resulting curves are
composed of straight lines with inflection points indicating the number of ligands around each central metal
ion.

2.7. Spectrophotometric Method Applied for
Determination of PKa Values
The absorption spectra of azopyrazolone compounds
under investigation (L1-L6) were scanned over a range
of wavelengths in universal buffer solutions of different
pH values. For this purpose a known volume of (10-3 M)
solution of the azopyrazolone derivative was added to
the buffer solution in a 10 ml volumetric flask dropwise
with continuous shaking. The mixture was then made up
to the mark with the buffer solution of appropriate pH.
The spectra were obtained at room temperature using
spectrophotometer (Jenway, 6305 UV-VIS spectrophotometer).
The method applied for the determination of pKa values of the different azopyrazolone derivatives is the half
height method [20]. This method depends on the fact that
the limiting absorbance (A1) represents complete conversion of the compound from one form to other. Since
pKa is equal to the pH value at which the two forms
exist in equivalent amounts (pKa = pH (at A½), the pH
corresponding to half the height of the absorbance-pH
curve (A½) is equal to pKa. The (A½) value is given by
the relation:
A  Amin
 A min
A1/ 2  1
2
where A1 = maximum absorbance, Amin = minimum absorption.
The absorption spectra of 3 × 10-5 M solutions of the
azopyrazolones under investigation (ligands L1-L6)
were dissolved in 40% v/v ethanolic buffer solutions of
varying pH values.

2.8. Determination of the Molar Ratio of the
Metal Lons to the Ligands
Spectrophotometrically
The mole ratio of the metal ions to the ligands was studied spectrophotometrically using molar ratio and continuous variation methods. The spectrophotometric method was used to confirm the data obtained by conductimetric and pH-metric methods. UV absorption can be
used to determine stoichiometry of the complexes and
this method appears to be valuable for studying complexes with low stabilities.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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2.8.1. Molar Ratio Method
In this investigation, the concentration of the metal ions
were maintained constant and the ligands concentrations
were varied [21], so a series of metal-ligand aqueous
ethanolic solutions were prepared with different [L]/[M]
ratios. The absorptions of these solutions were measured
using UV spectrophotometer at λmax of the expected
complex ML2. Absorbance versus [L]/[M] curves were
drawn for all complexes.
2.8.2. Continuous Variation Method
This method was used to confirm the data obtained using
molar ratio and conductivity methods. In this method,
the mole fraction was varied by changing the concentrations of the two components, maintaining the total number of moles constant [21]. A series of metal-ligand
aqueous ethanolic solutions were prepared with different
metal mole fractions. The mole fraction of the metal was
plotted against the absorbance of the expected complex
at λmax of the complex. The measured absorbance increase as the molar ratio [M]/([L] + [M]) increase until
the actual molar ratio of the complex is reached, after
this point the absorbance becomes lower because the
metal has no absorption at λmax of the complex.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Determination of Stability Constants
Titration curves were obtained for the titrations of VO2+,
Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ metal ions in the
presence of different molarities of NaCl and different
temperatures. The stability constants of the formed complexes were investigated in the pH range of 4-6.
The mean values of
(the average number of protons associated with the ligand) for the investigated ligands (L1-L6) at different pH values were calculated
from the titration curves of solutions 1 and 2 by employing the relationship derived by Irving and Rossotti
[17]. On plotting log /(1 –
) vs. pH, a straight lines
having an intercept equal to pKa on the pH axis are obtained. From the titration curves of solutions 1-3, the
metal + ligand formation number values
(the average
number of ligand molecules coordinated to the metal ion)
of the metal complexes were obtained at various pH
values. The
values were found to be less or equal to 2,
indicating the formation of 1:1 and 1:2 complexes. The
values were calculated using the Irving and Rossotti
formulation [17]. The free ligand exponent pL was calculated from the so obtained values of
by the equation:
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

 y 1 H  1 

  y  0 y  10 B  V  V 

 
c

pL  log 
V 
 C L  n CM




n+
where, CM is the concentration of ions M used, CL is
the concentration of the ligand, y is the number of dissociable protons ( y = 1 for the investigated ligands), and Vo
is the original volume (50 ml), Vc is the volume of alkali
(NaOH) consumed to reach the same pH values in curve
is the
c corresponding to the titration of solution 3,
formation constant values of the investigated ligands,
and B is the pH value. The mean pKa values obtained
from the corresponding different experimental formation
curves using the average value and straight line methods.
The results obtained for proton-ligand systems (pKa
values) were 3.98, 4.04, 7.68, 7.93, 3.45 and 3.66 for the
investigated ligands L1-L6, respectively. Referring to
these data, the pKa values of ligands L5 and L6 have the
lowest values from all of the six ligands used in this
work because the ionizble group (–COOH) locates in the
para position where there is no attraction with the carbonyl group of the pyrazolone ring, so it is easy to lose
H+ ion, whereas the ligands L1 and L2 have pKa values
higher than L5 and L6 because the ionizable group
(–COOH) locates in ortho position, so there is a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl group of the pyrazolone
ring and –COOH, as a result; it is more difficult to lose
H+, so these two ligands have pKa values higher than L5
and L6 [22]. The pKa values of ligands L3 and L4 have
the highest values from all because the ionizable group
of these two ligands (–OH) locates in ortho position with
lower ability to librate H+ ion because hydroxyl group
has lower acidity than carboxyl group and because of the
presence of hydrogen with the carbonyl group of the
pyrazolone ring [23]. Ligand L1 has pKa value  L2, and
L3 < L4, and L5 < L6, that is because of the presence of
additional phenyl group (electron withdrawing group) in
ligands L1, L3 and L5. The formation curves for the
complexes were obtained by plotting the relation between average number of ligands attached per metal ion
( ) and free ligand exponent (pL), and pL were calculated as previously mentioned. To compute successive
stability constants (logβ1 and logβ2) the method of interpolation is used [17], where logβ1 and logβ2 are equal
to the values of (pL) when ( ) = 0.5 and 1.5, respectively.
logβ1 and logβ2 for all complexes are given in Table 1.

3.2. Relations between the Properties of
Central Metal Lons and the Stability
Constants of the Complexes
The transition metal ions form predominantly ionic and
coordinate bonds. If the bonds are ionic, the born rela-
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Table 1. Collective data of stability constants (logβ1 and logβ2) for all of the investigated complexes.
Ligand

VO2+

Cr3+

Mn2+

Co2+

Ni2+

Cu2+

Zn2+

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

logβ1

logβ2

L1

3.78

5.83

3.92

6.04

3.53

5.29

3.99

6.18

4.08

6.38

4.21

6.60

4.02

6.23

L2

4.72

7.70

4.78

7.31

4.71

7.52

4.90

8.04

4.83

7.53

4.87

7.41

4.82

7.25

L3

5.63

9.54

5.65

9.93

5.43

8.81

5.67

10.06

5.75

10.07

5.76

9.94

5.73

9.87

L4

5.77

9.76

5.79

10.15

5.63

9.50

5.80

9.91

5.90

10.14

5.94

10.47

5.84

10.19

L5

3.26

4.29

3.60

5.68

3.25

5.34

3.75

5.85

3.83

6.71

3.83

5.68

3.78

6.66

L6

4.26

6.34

4.33

6.78

4.25

6.78

4.37

8.05

4.52

8.55

4.58

8.01

4.46

8.37

tion (E = Z2/2r [1 – 1/D]) [24] can be hold for the energy
change on complexation of an ion of charge (Z) and radius (r) [25-27] in a medium of dielectric constant (D).
Since the stability constant is related directly to this
energy, logβ values should increase linearly with Z2/r.
The stability constants of some transition metal complexes show different behaviors which suggest the
probable existence of linearity and nonlinearity of logβ
with Z2/r [28]. The plots of logβ1 and logβ2 versus Z2/r of
the transition metal ions (VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+,
Cu2+ and Zn2+) complexes with the investigated ligands
(L1-L6), does not exhibit linear increase of logβ with
increase of Z2/r. Interpretation in term of the assumption
about ionic character of metal-ligand on which the linearity based is not valid. The other probable case is
steric effects. It is also interest to study the logβ1 and
logβ2 values of the transition metal complexes with the
investigated ligands (L1-L6) as a function of atomic
number 1/r (the inverse of ionic radius) as well as EN
(electronegativity) [28] of metal ions. In this investigation, it was found that the stability constants of the first
raw transition metal complexes with the investigated
ligands (L1-L6) (logβ values) are generally increase with
decreasing ionic radius r (or increasing 1/r) and increase
with increasing atomic number [29], also logβ increases
with increasing electonegativity, this is because upon
increasing electronegativity of the metal ions, the electronegativity difference between the metal atom and the
donor atom of the ligand would expectedly associate
with increase of covalent character of the metal-ligand
bond. These relations are not linear and there are some
exceptions from the mentioned observations because of
the presence of steric effects and ionic bonds. The relations between the ionization constants (pKa) of the ligands and the stability constants (logβ1, logβ2) of their
complexes with the transition metal ions (VO2+, Cr3+,
Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+) can be studied. It is
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

observed that as pKa of the ligand increases, the stability
constant logβ of the complex increase. The semi linear
correlation observed in this study demonstrates that factors which increase or decrease pKa of the ligand also
affect the logKML values for the metal ions in a parallel
fashion. This means that substituent groups that tend to
increase electron density on donor atom and hence tend
to increase the coordination ability of the ligand increase
logKML, and also increase the value of pKa of the ionizable hydrogen [29]. The assumption here is that ligand
basicity is directly related to ligand stability i.e., more
stable complexes being formed from basic ligands [29].
Such correlation cannot be generalized because of the
presence of some exceptions from linearity and because
this result was observed form the ligands and the metal
ions used in this study only.

3.3. Effect of Lonic Strength on Stability
Constants
The stability constants of the metal ions (VO2+, Cr3+,
Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+) complexes with the
investigated ligands (L1-L6) were found to decrease
with increasing ionic strength of the medium as shown
in Table 2. For each complex the relationship between
the stability constant and the square root of the ionic
strength is plotted in Figures 1, 2 and was in agreement
with the Debye-Hűckel equation [30]. The thermodynamic stability constants (logβ°) were obtained by
extrapolating the straight line plots of logβ versus √I to
zero ionic strength. From the plots of logβ versus √I
which illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the logβ° (thermodynamic stability constants) values were obtained and
listed in Table 3. Also values of pKa were found to decrease with increasing ionic strength of the medium
which are in agreement with Debye-Hűckel equation
[30,31]. The equation ∆G = –2.303 RT logβ gives the
relationship between the thermodynamic stability conOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Table 2. Stability constants of VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ complexes with the investigated
ligands L1-L6 at different ionic strengths at room temperature.
Complex

I (mol/l NaCl)
0.167

0.1

0.05

0.025

VO2+
Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+
L2-

5.83
6.04
5.29
6.18
6.23
6.60
6.23

6.16
6.38
5.78
6.5
6.72
7.27
6.60

6.64
6.90
6.12
7.00
7.30
7.59
7.15

6.99
7.18
6.54
7.29
7.67
8.03
7.41

VO2+
Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+
L3-

7.70
7.31
7.52
8.04
7.53
7.41
7.25

8.10
7.65
7.95
8.40
7.85
7.70
7.50

8.63
7.98
8.35
8.90
8.20
8.10
7.90

8.87
8.29
8.69
9.23
8.63
8.50
8.07

VO2+
Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+
L4-

9.54
9.87
8.81
10.06
10.07
9.94
9.93

9.96
10.23
9.26
10.50
10.60
10.25
10.35

10.45
10.60
9.85
10.86
11.10
10.70
10.90

10.85
10.92
10.29
11.21
11.52
11.03
11.45

VO2+
Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+

9.76
10.15
9.50
9.91
10.14
10.47
10.19

10.15
10.50
10.00
10.36
10.45
10.85
10.68

10.60
11.00
10.48
10.75
10.89
11.31
11.14

1.00
11.33
10.82
11.12
11.20
11.66
11.51

L1-

L5VO2+

4.29

4.70

5.20

5.71

Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+
L6-

5.68
5.34
5.85
6.71
6.70
6.66

6.05
5.6
6.20
7.00
7.25
6.80

6.60
5.90
6.70
7.40
7.60
7.20

6.81
6.32
7.12
7.89
8.12
7.60

VO2+
Cr3+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+

6.34
6.87
6.27
8.05
8.55
8.01
8.37

6.67
7.20
6.50
8.51
9.14
8.23
8.80

7.02
7.51
6.90
9.03
9.63
8.80
9.35

7.45
7.99
7.26
9.50
9.84
9.05
9.72

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Table 3. The Thermodynamic stability constants (logβ°) of VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ complexes
with the investigated ligands (L1–L6).

Metal ion

VO2+

Cr3+

Mn2+

Co2+

Ni2+

Cu2+

Zn2+

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

7.73
9.63
11.67
11.77
6.59
8.13

7.92
8.90
11.56
12.1
7.55
8.72

7.30
7.42
11.23
11.65
6.92
7.88

8.00
9.99
11.90
11.87
7.92
10.4

8.58
9.30
12.41
11.87
8.62
10.66

8.89
9.18
11.73
12.41
8.97
9.74

8.18
8.61
12.38
12.33
8.19
10.58

stants decrease with increasing temperature, along with
the pKa value (Figures 3, 4).

3.5. Conductimetric Measurements
The calculated molar ratio [L]/[M] were plotted against
the corrected molar conductance values. The results indicated that the conductance increases with the addition
of the metal ion solutions due to the release of the highly
conducting hydrogen ions as a result of chelation. In-

Figure 1. Plots of logβ versus √I for L1 with the investigated metal ion complexes.

Figure 3. Plots of logβ versus 1/T for L1 with the investigated metal ion complexes.

Figure 2. Plots of logβ versus
tigated metal ion complexes.

I for L2 with the inves-

stant and the free energy change according to the complex formation.

3.4. Effect of Temperature on Stability
Constants
From the pKa and logβ values and their temperature dependence, the values of the thermodynamic functions
G, H and S were calculated [32]. The values of stability constants in Table 4 reveal that the stability conCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 4. Plots of logβ versus 1/T for L2 with investigated
metal ion complexes.
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Table 4. The thermodynamic parameters (△H°, △G° and △S°) for VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ complexes
with the investigated ligands (L1-L6).

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

VO2+

Cr3+

Mn2+

Co2+

Ni2+

Cu2+

Zn2+

–△G°(kJ/mol)

32.984

34.318

29.899

34.974

36.047

37.29

35.224

-△H°(kJ/mol)

36.77

37.53

32.94

37.92

46.34

35.04

26.23

+△S°(kJ/mol. K)

–0.013

–0.013

–0.011

–0.011

–0.035

0.007

0.03

–△G°(kJ/mol)

43.122

40.966

42.157

44.995

42.184

41.47

40.63

–△H°(kJ/mol)

29.87

36.19

31.79

27.19

38.49

36.96

34.47

+△S°(kJ/mol. K)

0.046

0.017

0.036

0.062

0.013

0.016

0.022

–△G°(kJ/mol)

54.194

56.314

49.963

57.071

57.147

56.371

55.955

–△H°(kJ/mol)

35.85

34.47

39.64

36.96

33.32

40.98

42.89

+△S°(kJ/mol. K)

0.064

0.073

0.034

0.067

0.08

0.051

0.043

–△G°(kJ/mol)

55.724

58.001

54.258

56.561

57.932

59.878

58.179

–△H°(kJ/mol)

31.41

27.77

35.24

36.77

38.49

40.98

33.70

+△S°(kJ/mol. K)

0.08

0.1

0.062

0.065

0.063

0.061

0.081

–△G°(kJ /mol)

24.518

32.473

30.499

33.4

38.284

38.292

38.012

–△H°(kJ /mol)

20.68

36.19

28.34

41.94

55.53

29.68

32.94

+△S°(kJ /mol. K)

0.012

-0.014

0.006

–0.031

-0.06

0.027

0.016

–△G°(kJ/mol)

35.87

38.307

35.438

45.514

48.357

45.288

47.307

–△H°(kJ/mol)

34.85

34.09

39.26

24.13

36.19

32.17

35.42

+△S°(kJ/mol. K)

0.003

0.014

-0.013

0.072

0.041

0.044

0.04

spection of the titration curves shows the presence of
two distinctive breaks at metal to ligand molar rations of
1:1 and 1:2, respectively.

3.6. Spectrophotometric Determination of
the pKa Values of the Investigated
Ligands
The absorption spectra were recorded to investigate the
spectral properties of the species liable to exist in such
media and to determine the ionization constant (pKa)
values of the acidic groups present. Britton-Robinson
universal buffers [14] were used to control the pH over
the range 1.5-12.0. The maximum absorption of the ligand increases as pH of the buffer increase. The spectra
in acidic solutions of pH 1.5-6.0 are characterized by a
strong band absorbing maximally within the wavelength
range 370-400 nm. These bands are due to absorption of
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

the nonionized form liable to exist in such solutions and
may be assigned to π-π* electronic transition within the
ligand molecule influenced by intramolecular charge
transfer. The spectra in alkaline solutions are characterized by the presence of a strong band absorbing maximally at the same range, which may be assigned to the
absorption of the ionized form liable to exist at high pH
values as a result of acid base equilibrium. It is noted in
this investigation that the absorption bands assigned to
the ionized form increases gradually by increasing of pH,
attaining the maximum value at pH 10-12.0. The absorbance-pH curves show that the absorbance attains a limiting value at the extreme pH values in highly acidic or
alkaline solutions indicating the existence of only one
ionization step which is the ionization of -OH or -COOH
groups. The variation of absorbance with pH is used for
the calculation of ionization constants (pKa values) of
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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the investigated ligands using the half height method
[20]. The results obtained are of the same order compared to those obtained potentiometrically and are 3.98,
4.08, 7.67, 7.98, 3.40 and 3.64 for the investigated ligands (L1-L6), respectively. The ionization of strong
acidic carboxylic group is ionized at lower pH value, due
to the high stability of the corresponding anion by resonance. They do not impart any spectral changes as the
ionizable proton is not conjugated with the π-system of
the molecule.

3.7. Determination of the Stoichiometry of
the Complexes Spectrophotometrically
The mole ratio of the metal ions to the ligands was studied spectrophotometrically using molar ratio and continuous variation methods. The spectrophotometric method was used to confirm the data obtained by conductimetric method. UV absorption spectra can be used to
determine stoichiometry of the complexes, and this method appears to be valuable for studying complexes with
low stabilities.
3.7.1. Molar Ratio Method
It was observed that the absorption increases linearly as
the ligand concentration increase, because of the formation of the complex until the solution reaches the actual
molar ratio of the investigated complex. At this point all
of the added materials were completely reacted and the
absorption observed is the absorption of the investigated
complex alone. After this point, the excess amount of the
added ligand causes an inflection in the straight line that
is because the ligand has an absorption value differ from
that of the complex at λmax of the complex [21]. [L]/[M]
ratio corresponding to the inflection point in (Abs[L]/[M] curve) indicates to the actual [L]/[M] ratio of the
investigated complex. It was found that all of the complexes in this investigation are able to be stable in the
form ML2.

801

ments for proton-ligand systems (pKa values) were 3.98,
4.04, 7.68, 7.93, 3.45 and 3.66 for the investigated ligands L1-L6, respectively. It is observed that as pKa of
the ligand increases, the stability constant logβ of the
complex increase. The stability constants of the metal
ions (VO2+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+) complexes with the investigated ligands (L1-L6) were found
to decrease with increasing ionic strength of the medium
which was in agreement with the Debye-Hűckel equation. The thermodynamic stability constants (logβ°) were
obtained by extrapolating the straight line plots of logβ
versus √I to zero ionic strength. Also the values of pKa
were found to decrease with increasing ionic strength of
the medium. The values of the thermodynamic functions
G, H and S were calculated. The values of stability
constants reveal that the stability constants decrease with
increasing temperature, along with the pKa value. Conductimetric measurements show the presence of two
distinctive breaks at metal to ligand molar rations of 1:1
and 1:2, respectively. The results obtained from the
spectrophotometric measurements are of the same order
compared to those obtained potentiometrically and are
3.98, 4.08, 7.67, 7.98, 3.40 and 3.64 for the investigated
ligands (L1-L6), respectively. The ionization of strong
acidic carboxylic group is ionized at lower pH value due
to the high stability of the corresponding anion by resonance. They do not impart any spectral changes as the
ionizable proton is not conjugated with the π-system.
The mole ratio of the metal ions to the ligands was studied spectrophotometrically using molar ratio and continuous variation methods. All the investigated complexes are found to be stable in the form ML2, which is
also the most stable one.
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ABSTRACT
The oxidative coupling polymerization of palkoxyphenols with Mn(acac)2-ethylenediamine
catalysts was carried out. The polymerization of
p-methoxyphenol with the manganese(II) acetylacetonate [Mn-(acac)2]-N,N’-diethylethylenediamine catalyst in CH2Cl2 at room temperature
under an O2 atmosphere afforded a polymer,
which mainly consists of the m-phenylene unit,
whereas the polymer obtained with Mn(acac)2
was rich in the oxyphenylene structure. The
polymer yield and regioselectivity were significantly affected by the monomer and catalyst
structures. The former catalyst system was also
used for the coupling reaction of 2-methoxy4-methylphenol. The corresponding carbon-carbon coupling product was isolated with a regioselectivity of 95%.
Keywords: Oxidative Coupling Polymerization;
Phenol; Polyphenylene; Manganese Catalyst;
Regioselectivity

1. INTRODUCTION
Phenolic polymers bearing a polyphenylene main chain
structure have been mainly synthesized by the transition-metal-catalyzed coupling reactions of aryl halides,
such as the Wurtz coupling, Ullmann reaction, Kumada-Tamao-Corriu coupling, etc [1-4]. These reactions
are suitable for the regio and/or coupling selective formation of carbon-carbon bonds between aromatics.
However, from the viewpoint of a convenient and green
chemical method, they have some problems, such as the
synthesis of aryl halides, protection of the hydroxyl
group, and disposing of a large amount of the metal halCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

ide from the reaction system.
On the other hand, the catalytic oxidative coupling
polymerization (OCP) of 2,6-dimethylphenol is industrially utilized for the synthesis of poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4phenylene ether) (PPE), which is one of the most common engineering plastics [5-7]. The OCP is known as the
environmentally conscious method, due to the fact that
the reaction proceeds under mild conditions producing
only water as the by-product. Meanwhile, the OCP mediates a free radical coupling process; therefore, it is
generally very difficult to control the coupling regioselectivity of the phenoxy radicals without producing a
branched chain. For example, the OCP of p-substituted
phenols 1 generally affords a polymer composed of a
mixture of the phenylene (CC ) and oxyphenylene (CO)
units (Scheme 1).
The highly regiocontrolled polymers having a poly(mphenylene) skeleton should have a conjugated higherorder structure which is applicable as novel electronic
and electrochemical materials [8-11]. For instance, a
unique conformation change caused by the cisoid and
transoid main chain structures was reported [1], and a
helix-induction in a chiral environment was also achieved
[2]. The precise coupling regiocontrol of the phenoxy
radicals during the OCP will significantly contribute to
the facile synthesis of novel phenolic polymer materials.

Scheme 1. OCP of 1.
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Studies of the catalyst systems for the regioselective
OCP leading to a poly(phenylene ether) or poly(phenylene) derivative, such as the enzymatic and enzymemodel metal ones, and the copper-amine immobilized on
mesopores, have been reported [12-16]. We also reported
that the OCP of the bifunctional p-alkoxyphenol monomer 2 (Scheme 2) using the commercially available and
typical copper catalyst, di--hydroxo-bis[(N,N,N’,N’tetramethylethylenediamine)copper(II)] chloride [CuCl
(OH)-TMEDA] proceeds in a regioselective manner to
afford a polymer with a CC-unit selectivity of up to 88%
[17]. However, the reigoselectivity has still not been
sufficiently controlled.
p-Alkoxyphenol is one of the attractive phenolic
monomers, because its polymer possesses the poly(hydroquinone) structure, which is a typical redox-active
polymer. In this study, the OCP of the p-alkoxyphenols 1
with various metal catalysts was investigated, and novel
manganese (II) acetylacetonate [Mn(acac)2]-ethylenediamine catalysts for the CC-selective coupling formation
were found.

Scheme 2. Monomers and ligands.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

trometer in CDCl3. The infrared (IR) spectra were recorded using a HORIBA FT-720 spectrometer. The ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectra were taken by a
JASCO V-630 spectrophotometer. The size exclusion
chromatographic (SEC) analyses were performed using a
JASCO PU-2080-Plus equipped with a JASCO UV2075-Plus detector and Shodex AC-8025 and TSK-GEL
columns connected in series [eluent: CHCl3, flow rate =
1.0 mL/min]. Calibration was carried out using standard
polystylenes.

2.1. Materials

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The monomers, p-methoxyphenol (1-OMe, Kanto), 4tert-butoxyphenol (1-OtBu, TCI), p-hydroxybenzoic
acid methyl ester (1-CO2Me, TCI) (Scheme 2), and 2,
were purchased or synthesized as previously reported
[17]. Mn(acac)2, Mn(acac)3 (Wako), manganese(II) acetate [Mn(OAc)2] (Kanto), VO(acac)2, and Co(acac)2
(TCI) were used as received. The dry solvents, CH2Cl2,
tetrahydrofuran (THF), MeOH, and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (Kanto), were employed for the oxidative coupling. The diamines (Scheme 2) were used
without further purification.

2.2. Polymerization
A monomer was added to a mixture of Mn(acac)2 and
ethylenediamine ([monomer]/[Mn(acac)2]/[ethylenediamine] = 1/0.08/0.08) in a solvent (0.6 M), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature under an O2 atmosphere. The product was isolated as the MeOH-1N
HCl (10/1 (v/v))-insoluble part by centrifugation and
drying under reduced pressure at 50℃. The regioselectivity (CC/CO) of the obtained polymers was estimated
from H2 volume generated by adding a polymer solution
in THF to a mixture of an excess amount of lithium aluminum hydride (LiAlH4) in THF [10,12-14,17].

2.3. Measurements
The 1H NMR spectra were measured using a Varian
Unity-Inova (500 Mz) or Mercury 200 (200 MHz) specCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

3.1. OCP with Manganese Catalyst
The OCP of 1-OMe with various catalysts was carried
out. The results are summarized in Table 1. The regioselectivity of CC/CO could not be estimated from the
1
H NMR spectra, because the peaks of the aromatic rings
and hydroxyl group were broad and overlapped, as reported in previous studies [10,12-14,17]. Therefore, it
was evaluated by titration of the hydroxyl group of the
poly(1-OMe).
The polymerization with VO(acac)2 or Co(acac)2, the
former of which was effective as a catalyst for the OCP
of 2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene [18-20], in CH2Cl2-MeOH
[7/1 (v/v)] at room temperature under an O2 atmosphere
did not proceed (entries 1 and 2), whereas Mn(acac)2
showed a catalytic activity to afford a polymer as a
methanol-1N HCl [10/1 (v/v)]-insoluble fraction in 69%
yield with a regioselectivity (CC/CO) of 24/76 (entry 3).
The polymerization in CH2Cl2 also resulted in good to
high yields, and the selectivity was slightly affected by
the solvent (entries 4 and 5). The polar solvents, such as
THF and DMF, however, prevented the production of a
polymer (entries 6 and 7). Therefore, the polymerization
solvent significantly influenced the catalytic activity
during the polymerization with Mn(acac)2. The polymerization with Mn(acac)3 also gave a polymer, although
the catalytic activity was lower than that of Mn(acac)2
(entry 8). This result suggests that the polymerization
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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proceeds through the Mn(III) species generated by the
one-electron oxidation of the Mn(II) ones as mentioned
later. The counter anion also affected the catalyst performance (entry 9).

N,N’-diethylethylenediamine [DEEDA], N,N’-di-n-butylethylenediamine [DBEDA], and N,N’-diphenylethylenediamine [DPhEDA] (Scheme 2), gave a polymer in
moderate to good yields, whose regioselectivity was
quite different from that of the polymer obtained without
the amine ligand, especially, the polymers obtained with
the ethylenediamine were rich in the CC-unit (entries
3-6). For example, the polymerization with DEEDA for
96 h gave a polymer in 47% yield with the regioselectivity (CC/CO) of 87/13.
The effects of the Mn(acac)2-DEEDA catalyst system
during the polymerization under various conditions were
further investigated (Table 3). Although the 24 h-po-

3.2. OCP with Mn(acac)2-Diamine Catalyst
The OCP of 1-OMe with Mn(acac)2 in the presence of
various ethylenediamines ([Mn(acac)2]/[ethylenediamine]
= 1) in CH2Cl2 was then examined (Table 2). The OCP
with TMEDA resulted in a poor yield (entry 1). However,
the polymerizations with pyridine (2 equiv.) and the
ethylenediamines having primary and secondary amino
groups, such as N,N-diethylethylenediamine [NNDEEDA],
Table 1. OCP of 1-OMe with Various Catalystsa.
Entry

Catalysta

Time (h)

Yield (%)b

Mw × 10–3 (Mw/Mn)c

Selectivityd (CC/CO)

e

—

Solvent

1

VO(acac)2

CH2Cl2-MeOH

72

0

—

2

Co(acac)2

CH2Cl2-MeOHe

72

0

—

—

3

Mn(acac)2

CH2Cl2-MeOHe

48

69

5.8 (1.1)

24/76

4

Mn(acac)2

CH2Cl2

48

72

5.1 (1.2)

33/67

5

Mn(acac)2

CH2Cl2

96

91

5.6 (1.2)

28/72

6

Mn(acac)2

THF

48

0

—

—

7

Mn(acac)2

DMF

48

0

—

—

8

Mn(acac)3

CH2Cl2

48

40

4.6 (1.2)

31/69

9

Mn(OAc)2

CH2Cl2

48

0

—

—

a

Conditions: [catalyst]/[1-OMe] = 0.08, [1-OMe] = 0.6 M, temp. = room temperature, O2 atmosphere. bMeOH-1N HCl (10/1 (v/v))-insoluble part.

c

Determined by SEC in CHCl3 (polystyrene standard). dEstimated from the generated H2 volume by the reaction of the obtained polymer with LiAlH4.

e

CH2Cl2/MeOH = 7/1 (v/v).

Table 2. OCP of 1-OMe with Mn(acac)2-Ethylenediamine Catalystsa.
Entry

a

Catalysta

Yield (%)b

Mw × 10–3 (Mw/Mn)c

Selectivityd (CC/CO)

1

Mn(acac)2-TMEDA

7

—

—

2

Mn(acac)2-2Pyridine

60

7.4 (1.3)

50/50

3

Mn(acac)2-NNDEEDA

77

4.4 (1.3)

56/44

4

Mn(acac)2-DEEDA

47

5.2 (1.2)

87/13

5

Mn(acac)2-DEEDA

37

5.7 (1.2)

68/32

6

Mn(acac)2-DPhEDA

62

5.6 (1.2)

79/21

Conditions: [catalyst]/[1-OMe] = 0.08, [1-OMe] = 0.6 M, solvent = CH2Cl2, temp. = room temperature, time = 96 h, O2 atmosphere. bMeOH-1N HCl

(10/1 (v/v))-insoluble part. cDetermined by SEC in CHCl3 (polystyrene standard). dEstimated from the generated H2 volume by the reaction of the
obtained polymer with LiAlH4.

Table 3. OCP of 1-OMe with Mn(acac)2-DEEDA under Various Conditionsa.
Entry

Catalysta

Time (h)

Yield (%)b

Mw × 10–3 (Mw/Mn)c

Selectivityd (CC/CO)
92/8

1

Mn(acac)2-DEEDA

24

14

4.4 (1.2)

2

Mn(acac)2-DEEDAe

96

0

—

—

3

Mn(acac)2-DEEDAf

96

61

5.6 (1.6)

67/33

4

Mn(acac)2-DEEDAg

96

86

7.3 (1.4)

64/36

5

Mn(acac)2-2DEEDA

96

30

6.1 (1.4)

61/39

a

Conditions: [catalyst]/[1-OMe] = 0.08, [1-OMe] = 0.6 M, solvent = CH2Cl2, temp. = room temperature, O2 atmosphere. bMeOH-1N HCl (10/1 (v/v))-in-

soluble part. cDetermined by SEC in CHCl3 (polystyrene standard). dEstimated from the generated H2 volume by the reaction of the obtained polymer
with LiAlH4. eTemperature = 50℃. f[Catalyst]/[1-OMe] = 0.16. gSolvent = CH2Cl2/MeOH [7/1 (v/v)].

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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lymerization produced a polymer in a low yield, the regioselectivity of the obtained polymer was CC/CO =
92/8 (entry 1). Accordingly, during the first stage of the
polymerization, a highly regioselective coupling reaction
should occur. The polymerization at 50℃ did not give a
polymer. The other polymerization conditions, such as
catalyst ratio and solvent, also affected the regioselectivity and catalytic activity (entries 2-4). When two equivalents of DEEDA to Mn(acac)2 was used, both the polymer yield and CC-unit ratio significantly decreased (entry 5), indicating that the 1:1 complex of Mn(acac)2 and
DEEDA should be an active species. Although this catalyst system showed a lower catalytic activity than that of
the polymerization without the diamine, the CC-unit
selectivity was much higher.
The OCP of various monomers, such as 1-OtBu, 1CO2Me, 2, with the Mn(acac)2-DEEDA catalyst in
CH2Cl2 at room temperature for 96 h under an O2 atmosphere was also performed. The polymerizations of
1-OtBu and 1-COOMe did not afford a MeOH-1N
HCl (10/1 (v/v))-insoluble fraction, and the polymerization of 2 resulted in a trace yield. These results
suggest that the steric and/or electronic effects of the
p-substituent significantly influence the polymerizability.
Figure 1 shows the FT-IR spectra of poly(1-OMe)
with a unit ratio of (A) CC/CO = 28/72 and (B) 92/8. In
each spectrum, the absorptions due to the vibrations of
the O-H and C-O-C linkages were observed, indicating
that the polymers are composed of a mixture of CC- and
CO-units. The latter spectrum showed a much larger
phenolic O-H peak due to the fact that this polymer is
rich in the CC-unit [12].
Both polymers with CC/CO = 28/72 and 92/8 were
completely soluble in chloroform, acetone, THF, DMF,
and dimethyl sulfoxide, whereas insoluble in hexane and
methanol. However, the latter polymer was almost solu-

Figure 1. IR spectra of poly(1-OMe) with (A) CC/CO
= 28/72, and (B) CC/CO = 92/8.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

ble in an equivolume mixture of methanol and a 2N
NaOH aqueous solution, while the former was insoluble.
In order to clarify the applicability of this Mn(acac)2DEEDA catalyst, the oxidative coupling reaction of 2methoxy-4-methylphenol 3, which can afford two coupling dimer products, the CC-dimer and CO-dimer [21-23],
as well as the polymeric compounds, was investigated
(Scheme 3). The reaction was conducted under the same
reaction conditions as the polymerization in CH2Cl2 for
96 h at room temperature under an O2 atmosphere, and
the dimers were isolated by silica gel column chromatography (hexane/AcOEt = 10/1). The coupling reaction
with only Mn(acac)2 afforded a 31% yield of the
CC-dimer and 10% yield of the CO-dimer, that is, the
regioselectivity (CC/CO) was 76/24. In the case of the
reaction using Mn(acac)2-DEEDA, the isolated yields
were 57% and 3%, respectively, giving a selectivity of
CC/CO = 95/5. The Mn(acac)2-DEEDA catalyst was
quite effective for the regioselective oxidative coupling.
The UV-Vis spectra of poly(1-OMe) and the obtained
dimeric products of 3 are shown in Figure 2. The maxi-

Scheme 3. Oxidative coupling reaction of 3.

Figure 2. UV-Vis spectra of poly(1-OMe) with (A)
CC/CO = 28/72, (B) CC/CO = 92/8, (C) CC-dimer, (D)
CO-dimer (in CHCl3).
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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mum absorption wavelength was observed at 287 nm for
the polymer with CC/CO = 28/72, whereas the redshifted absorption with the maximum of 299 nm was
observed for the polymer with CC/CO = 92/8. This
should be explained by the extension of the -conjugation length due to the phenylene main chain structure for
the latter polymer. Actually, the CC-dimer of 3 also
showed a maximum absorption at 290 nm, which is
greater than that of the CO-dimer of 282 nm.
The plausible OCP mechanism with Mn(acac)2DEEDA was proposed as follows (Figure 3): The complex of an in situ generated Mn(III) species and 1-OMe
causes the one-electron oxidation of the phenol to form a
species of Mn(II) and the phenoxy radical, which concertedly induces the regioselective intermolecular radical-radical coupling to produce the corresponding carbon-carbon coupling product [15]. The dissociated
manganese species are oxidized by dioxygen to regenerate the active Mn(III) species.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The OCP with Mn(acac)2-ethylenediamine catalyst systems, that regioselectively produces a polymer with the
poly(m-phenylene) backbone, was developed. The catalytic activity and regioselectivity during the polymerization were significantly affected by the monomer and
catalyst structures, and polymerization conditions. Especially, the Mn(acac)2-DEEDA catalyst showed a high
regiocontrol ability. The catalyst can be readily and simply prepared by mixing of the commercially available
Mn(acac)2 and DEEDA.
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ABSTRACT
Depth profiling studies (laser ICP-MS) of ions
(Cl-, Na+, Mg2+) in concrete-based material can
be used to provide useful information on the
migration paths of these ionic species. In particular, deterioration of concrete through infiltration of chloride could lead to costly corrosion
problems with serious impact on the environment. Many modeling studies on concrete matrices depend on the tortuosity of these transport paths. Our work showed that dispersion
paths of ionic species in concrete are intermittent and sporadic, suggesting that applications
of simplifying assumptions in treatment of such
data could lead to appreciable perturbations in
related mathematical models. This paper examines the capability of using a high resolution
ICP-MS laser ablation technique to track Cl– migration in concrete samples in the presence of
other ions such as Na+ and Mg2+. Cationic migration in such materials is underexplored and
data in this particular area could contribute to
modeling studies. Concrete bricks (with and
without surface coatings) were specially prepared in cubic configurations and allowed to
saturate in a ponding medium (sea water). The
study subsequently examined the distribution
of Cl–, Na+ and Mg2+ with depth in protected (epoxy coated) and unprotected cored concrete slivers (5 mm diameter; 2 mm thick) using an 80 µmdiameter laser beam coupled to an ICP-MS instrument. The laser (213 nm) was programmed
to ablate a total depth of 50 µm at each point at
5-µm intervals. The results in unprotected samples indicated that chloride intensity showed a
general decline with depth, suggesting that moCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

bility of the chloride is a function of its interaction with the concrete matrix. In some cases
‘hotspots’ were observed at certain points indicating that transport of the intruding ion was
limited. No significant mobility was observed in
coated samples. The depth-profiling results for
+
2+
Na and Mg were somewhat unexpected. Strong
similarities in their spectra purported that the
matrix was indifferent to charge and size of the
ion. Our experimental data further showed that
the matrix itself offers natural protection to the
reinforced steel rebars by limiting chloride and
metal diffusion at certain locations. Clearly, if
the composition of these protective environments within the concrete could be simulated
on a larger scale and introduced into the matrix
it would offer scope for extended research in
this area. Our work would be of definite interest
to materials and environmental research; and
mechanistic studies on aggregates.
+
2+
Keywords: Concrete; Cl–, Na ; Mg ; Laser
Ablation; Depth-Profiling; ICP-MS

1. INTRODUCTION
In vitro tracking of chloride diffusion (by ICP-MS depth
profiling) in the presence of multi-ionic species (Na+,
Mg2+) can provide information on two fronts: 1) the tortuosity of the migration pattern through the bulk material;
and 2) the extent of diffusion in proofed concrete. It has
been widely reported that concrete matrices incur serious
environmental damage through invasive attacks of Cl– in
the bulk material [1-5]. Concrete structures in contact
with seawater or salt water are, therefore, expected to
incur some form of environmental degradation. Oil and
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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gas companies that have colossal concrete structures
offshore tend to incur financial losses through salt-degradation of this nature. Salt sprays and splashes can
also affect roadside concrete structures and buildings in
the vicinity of the sea. The mechanism of corrosion due
to Cl– invasion in concrete is still a subject of active
study. It has been documented that when a concrete
structure is exposed to seawater, chloride ions from this
medium will gradually infiltrate the matrix, largely
through the pores and fissures in the hydrated cement
mixture [6]. Some migration studies have alleged that
chloride ions linked to MgCl2 have different migratory
properties than those associated with NaCl [7], and
further work in this area would be useful. In the case of
reinforced concrete, penetration of the chloride ions to
the steel rebars, and subsequent accumulation to beyond a certain level, initiates corrosion in the steel,
especially in the presence of moisture and oxygen at
the steel-concrete interface.
Knowledge of the dispersion of Cl– and other species
in a concrete matrix could contribute to mechanistic
studies of ionic diffusion in such materials. Chloride
mobility is particularly important and several factors
could influence its dispersion pattern [8-11], such as: 1)
the extent of transportation through the bulk material (by
aqueous media); 2) salinity of the aqueous medium in
contact with the concrete; 3) the level of interaction of
the Cl– with chemicals and ingrained impurities in the
concrete itself; 4) the porosity of the material; 5) temperature; 6) humidity; and 7) material homogeneity. A
point to note about the last factor is that uneven mixing
of the concrete could lead to considerable material inhomogeneity, which in turn could lead to aberrations in
Cl– migration patterns.
We have developed an ultrasensitive technique for assessing the diffusion of Cl– (and cations such as Na+ and
Mg2+) in bulk concrete samples, and pinpointing areas in
the matrix to study their spatial and depth dispersion.
The technique uses laser ablation linked to a high performance ICP-MS instrument. Our work demonstrates
that systematic depth profiling in concrete samples can
provide clues to the tortuosity of the transport path,
which could be useful in modeling studies. The aim of
this paper, therefore, is to explore the potential of our
method for rapidly tracking migration of Cl– and other
ionic species in suitable bulk samples.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Sample Preparation/Sample Handling
The cement samples used in this study were regular
Portland cement material (Type 1), manufactured by the
1

The Petroleum Institute, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Ras Al Khaimah cement plant in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)1. The concrete mix was designed using fine
and coarse aggregates from the UAE. The maximum
aggregate size was 10 mm. The concrete mix preparation
was based on the British Method Design (BRE 106).
Two lots of concrete mixes were prepared to meet minimum target strengths of 20 N/mm2 and 40 N/mm2 (labeled Grade 20 & Grade 40 respectively). The details of
mix proportions are given in Table 1. Slump tests were
conducted to ensure the practical workability of the concrete mixtures.
Bricks were cast from the two lots of concrete mixture.
After casting, the bricks were cured under wet hessian
blankets and polyethylene film. Compressive strength
tests were performed on three concrete cubes (150 × 150
× 150 mm) from each lot of concrete mix after seven
days to establish if the samples had attained the appropriate strengths. Table 2 shows the compressive strength
results, which confirmed the quality of the cast concretes.
The cured bricks in each lot were further separated
into two batches. Solvent free 100% epoxy resin (waterproof, chloride and carbonation resistant coating for
protection of concrete) was applied to the bricks in one
batch. The coating generally has excellent resistance to
chemicals and UV exposure (i.e., suitable for the petrochemical industry) with an expected life span of about
ten years. No coating treatment was applied to the bricks
in the other batch. The two batches of coated and uncoated bricks in each lot were immersed in a pond of sea
water. After several months, all the bricks were removed
from the pond and samples were cored (discs of 5 mm
diameter by 2 mm thick) from the bulk material using a
standard coring tool [Makita TB131, Taiwan] (Figure 1).
Laser experiments were conducted on coated and uncoated samples (bottom left and right of Figure 1, respectively).

2.2. ICP-MS Laser Ablation Technology
Samples were investigated with a Perkin Elmer SCIEX
DRC-e ICP-MS (Connecticut, USA) fitted with a New
Wave UP-213 laser ablation system. Laser ablation
technology uses a micro-beam (from an Nd: YAG solid
state laser) to ablate samples in a special sample chamber. The fine ablated material is transported by a carrier
gas (Ar) to a hot plasma where it is atomized and converted to ions (characteristic of the elements of the sample), which are subsequently carried to a mass spectrometer for detection (Figure 2).
The extremely high temperature of the plasma (about
10,000 K) separates the sample into individual atoms.
The plasma subsequently ionizes these atoms (M → M+
+ e-) so that they can be detected by the mass specOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Table 1. Concrete mix proportions.
Concrete Targeted

Mix Proportion

Strength (N/mm2)

Cement kg/m3

Water Cement Ratio

Density kg/m3

Aggregate Cement Ratio

% Fine aggregate

20 (Grade 20)

320

0.54

2409

5.98:1

53.0

40 (Grade 40)

400

0.41

2440

4.68:1

52.0

Table 2. Compressive strength of concrete mixes.
Concrete Targeted

Compressive strength after 7 days (N/mm2)

2

Strength N/mm

Average Measured Compressive
Strength N/mm2

Cube 1

Cube 2

Cube 3

20 (Grade 20)

37

38

37.5

37.5

40 (Grade 40)

48

50

53

50

Figure 1. The coring instrument (top); and typical samples of
proofed and unproofed cored discs (bottom left and right, respectively).

Figure 2. The ICP-MS instrument (top); 16-point grid showing
the arrangement of points on a sample irradiated by the laser
(bottom).

trometer. The technique is highly sensitive and can attain
a limit of detection of 10-6 mg/kg (parts per trillion) for
most elements. The concrete cored discs were placed
into a special sample holder with dimensions 5 cm × 5 cm.
No serious pre-treatment was necessary prior to irradiation. Samples were subjected to 213-nm laser irradiation
at different points on the sample (16-point grid―Figure
2). The level of the beam energy was 30%, with a fluence of approximately 3 J/cm2 and beam diameter of 50
µm. The laser was programmed to ablate a depth of 5
µm at each point and repeatedly scanned the surface;
recording measurements after each ablation to a total
depth of 50 µm.

2.3. Instrumental Performance

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Characteristic intensities originating from the elements
of interest were measured; and valid considerations were
given to potential interferences and matrix effects. Prior
to each run, the performance of the instrument was validated [12,13]. The study was largely semi-quantitative in
the absence of standardization, and for purposes of
comparison, all measurements were conducted under
identical experimental conditions. Appropriate spectra
were produced to observe variations in characteristic
elemental profiles spatially and with penetration depth.
A point to note is that the ponding medium produced Cl–,
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Na+ and Mg2+ ions which are in elemental form in the
solid matrix. Validating the analytical performance of the
laser technique was conducted on an available certified
NIST standard (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Maryland, USA; Certificate 613, glass
bead). To ascertain that the instrument was optimally
functional we examined its performance for different
isotopes by taking replicate measurements (n = 3) for
equivalent counting times at random points on the standard. Relative standard deviations of less than 5% were
attained in general (Table 3) indicating that the operational performance of the instrument was acceptable. It
is necessary to underscore that in the absence of matching-matrix standards our method was based on evaluating relative intensities (counts/sec) for purposes of comparison.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Chloride Diffusion in Unprotected
Concrete Matrices-Depth Profiling
Laser ablation technology is capable of depth and surface analysis, displays the elemental (ionic) intensities
and produces an elemental profile [14]. Ablative technology is particularly useful for the measurement of ultra-trace intensities of metals in solids. Chloride detection is more energetically demanding due to the higher
ionization potential of chlorine; therefore, the technique
is limited to determination of minor concentrations of
this element. Interferences from the matrix are generally
common in ICP-MS, but with the availability of sophisticated software and collision reaction cells they are becoming easy to detect and handle.
Depth profiling is a special process to investigate elemental distribution beneath the surface. Very few contemporary instrumental methods have the capability to
study metal intensity with depth [12]. X-ray methods are
useful, but lack the ability to control depth penetration.
Nuclear particle irradiation is equally useful, but such
techniques require nuclear accelerators, and tend to be
limited to only a few microns below the surface. The
competence, therefore, of the laser approach to delve to
discreet depths below the surface of a sample is attractive for homogeneity studies in bulk materials. A typical
spectrum depicting the profile of chloride with depth
appears in Figure 3(a). The general trend portrays oscillating intensities suggesting that migration of chloride
through the bulk material leads to interaction with the
matrix. Similar trends appeared in both sample grades.
Such interaction ultimately results in undesirable metamorphosis of the sample [15] causing material damage
[16]. Clearly, the path of migration through the concrete
would depend on its compositional make-up. The specCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

trum in Figure 3(a) shows that at certain depths the
chloride intensity changes sharply. This could be due to
minor ‘blockages’ that limit permeability and create a
diversion in the migration path itself. These blockages
could be made up of conglomerates of gravel/sand/cement in certain proportions and knowledge of such constitutions would be useful to limit the infiltration of
chloride through the bulk material.
A good example of an obstructed path is shown in
Figure 3(b), which represents a spectrum delineating an
abrupt end to the diffusion of chloride after a depth of
about 25 μm. Evidently, some obstruction in the migration path at a depth of 25 μm prevented the chloride
from travelling any further. The data in Figure 3(b) suggests that either permeability is limited or chloride migration stops. The mechanistic details are difficult to
devise and it is not clear at this stage exactly how permeability and chloride migration are linked. The spectrum in Figure 3(c) is interesting for the simple reason
that it shows dispersion of chloride up to 22 μm and then
a blocked path between 22-32 μm followed by continued
migration beyond a depth of 32 μm. This continued migration could be attributed to either another stream of
chloride ions that overlapped with the track of the laser
beam; or the same stream that went via another route and
again aligned itself with the main stream. This spectrum
in particular delineates the tortuosity of the transport
path, which if understated could lead to deviations in
related modeling studies.

3.2. Spatial Variation of Chloride
Iterative surface scans provided useful information on
the distribution of chloride on the surfaces of the concrete samples. Figure 4 presents a bar-graph showing
the typical variation of chloride intensity at different
ablation points on the surface of a selected sample. For
convenience, points on the plot represent maximum to
minimum intensities to exemplify the dramatic fluctuation of chloride intensity.
The reason for such sharp variations on the surface is
not clear and could possibly be attributed to the inhomogeneous nature of the matrix itself. The pronounced
difference in intensity by as much as a factor of about 20
would indicate that there are sites on the surface that are
Table 3. Measurements (counts/sec) of reproducibility in a
NIST 613 standard.
Measurement

59

Co

85

Rb

51

V

138

Ba

140

Ce

238

U

1

567

1700

2900

7069

1333

1167

2

567

1767

2900

7103

1367

1200

3

633

1733

3101

7069

1367

1267

Mean±

589±

1733±

2967±

7080±

1356±

1211±

RSD

5.2%

1.6%

3.2%

0.23%

1.2%

3.4%
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prone to accumulation of chloride―whereas at other
points chloride can easily infiltrate the sample (through
the medium of the ponding solvent). It would be of considerable interest to identify the locations on the surface
matrix that tend to inhibit chloride diffusion. From the
accumulated data it would seem that the matrix itself
offers natural protection to the reinforced concrete by
limiting chloride diffusion at certain spots. A knowledge
of the composition of those inhibiting sites would be
useful and if simulated could be converted into a chemical additive or inhibitor to serve as a protective layer.

3.3. Hotspots/Degradation Problems

Figure 3. Depth-profiling spectra of chloride: (a) an example
of an unbroken path (Grade 20); (b) an example of a blocked
path (Grade 20); and (c) an example of a path that is blocked
between 22-32 μm and continued chloride migration thereafter
(Grade 40).

The appearance of sporadic abnormally tall peaks in a
spectrum demonstrates the presence of ‘hotspots’, (Figure 5). ‘Hotspots’ are sites in the interior of the sample
where chloride ‘agglomerates’. Once again, such accumulation of chloride ions could be due to several factors.
Sudden blockages in the diffusion path; ‘bottlenecks;’
pores and pockets where the ponding solvent decelerates
in its progressive dispersion could collectively be responsible for the ‘hotspot’ phenomenon. The mechanism
linked to corrosion of reinforced steel is difficult to define. However, reports in the literature suggest that chloride plays a key role in the degradation process [6].
Chloride tends to weaken and destroy the thin coatings
of iron oxides on the rebars. The steel is subsequently
exposed to oxygen and moisture and begins to corrode.
It is known that a minimum level of chloride is necessary to initiate corrosion [6,17]. Our data indicate that
‘hotspots’ are convenient internal sites in the matrix
where chloride ions have the opportunity to accumulate
and contribute to internal degradation. Such interactions
combined with increased stress in the material lead to
delamination in the matrix, which subsequently results in
staining of the concrete. Typical staining resulting from
these factors appears in one of our samples shown in
Figure 6.

3.4. Proofed Concrete

Figure 4. Typical spatial distribution of chloride on sample
surface.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Most protective layers in concrete tend to shield it from
internal degradation. Effective proofing on concrete
should be impervious to infiltration of chloride ions.
Figure 7(a) represents a depth-profile spectrum of the
proofing itself. Clearly, no chloride or other metals are
present. The proofing itself works efficiently provided
no cracks or fissures exist in the coating. A point to bear
in mind is that minor fissures and cracks permit permeation of the ponding solvent and access of chloride into
the sample. A meticulous scan of the coating was made
with the laser and Figure 7(b) represents an imperfection in the epoxy where the ponding medium infiltrated
the coating and traces of chloride were seen. In general the
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absence of chloride would proclaim the efficiency of the
proofing. However, as with all epoxies exposure to a
combination of solar radiation and sea water tends to
cause the surface to 'chalk' and degrade a few microns each year. Hairline cracks are formed in this
way through which the immersion solvent can gain free
passage.

3.5. Na+ and Mg2+ Diffusion

Figure 5. Example of ‘hotspot’ in depth-profiling spectrum of
chloride (Grade 20).

Figure 6. Staining and corrosion damage due to invasive attack
of chloride.

Figure 7. (a) Depth-profiling spectrum of epoxy proofing (Grade
20); (b) depth-profiling spectrum of cracked epoxy proofing
showing chloride infiltration (Grade 40).
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

A report by Mussato et al. [7] suggests that the migratory properties of chloride ions originating from MgCl2
differ from those linked to NaCl. Whether or not this
theory has been verified is not clear, but our work tends
to lend credence to the view that differences in such
transport properties could exist. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
represent typical depth profiling spectra of Na+ and Mg2+
respectively in the unproofed sample. Similar trends
appeared in both sample grades. Control samples
showed no serious levels of ionic species.
Both spectra seem to mimic each other. This was an
unexpected development and purported that the matrix
‘adsorbs’ both cations concurrently irrespective of size
and charge of the ion. It could also suggest that there are
points or ‘bottlenecks’ within the matrix where physical
conditions promote supersaturation of the salts of these
metals thus leading to their agglomeration and the spectral similarities observed in Figure 8. However, of significance is that the level of sodium chloride is about
five times higher than magnesium chloride in sea water
and a comparison of the heights of the peaks in Figures

Figure 8. Typical depth-profiling spectra of a Grade 20 sample:
(a) sodium; and (b) magnesium.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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8(a) and 8(b) indicate that the intensities of Mg2+ and
Na+ do not vary appreciably, indirectly suggesting that
transport differences linked to chloride could exist and
should be more closely investigated. Both spectra also
delineate areas of high and diminished intensity. The
areas of low intensity indicate that the region in the interior of the sample is not conducive to ‘adsorption’ of the
metal cations, and could be attributed to meager interaction with the matrix. As in the case of chloride, the areas
of high intensity suggest that the metals linger due to
some interaction with the matrix. Figures 9(a) and 9(b)
portray typical depth-profiling spectra of a proofed sample. Again the spectrum of Na+ mirrors that of Mg2+.
Both spectra (Figure 9) reveal peaks up to a depth of
10 μm suggesting that the ponding medium penetrated
the proofing and left traces of these metals on the surface.
This leads us to believe that such penetration could have
taken place through a hairline crack or fissure as we observed in Figure 7(b), and that the unbroken proofing
itself was impervious to the seawater.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Our experimental data showed that the matrix itself offers natural protection to the reinforced steel rebars by
limiting chloride and metal diffusion at certain locations.
Clearly, if the composition of these protective environments within the concrete could be simulated on a larger
scale and introduced into the matrix (in the form of additives or inhibitors) it would offer scope for extended

research in this area. Unquestionably, adding ‘chemical
inhibitors’ to the concrete mixtures could be a useful
way to control the rate of corrosion (provided that they
complement the natural function of the matrix in shielding the steel rebars). Exploring the possibility of differences in migratory properties of chloride ions associated
with MgCl2 and NaCl could also be the subject of future
study.
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ABSTRACT
A series of new mixed ligand complexes of
cobalt(II), nickel(II), copper(II) and cadmium(II)
have been synthesized with 3-benzyl-1H-4-[(2methoxybenzylidine) amino]-1, 2, 4-triazole-5thione (MBT), 3-bezyl-1H-4-[(4-chlorobenzylidine)
amino]-1, 2, 4-triazole-5-thione (CBT), 3-benzyl1H-4-[(4-nitrobenzylidine)amino]-1, 2, 4-triazole5-thione (NBT) and dehydroacetic acid sodium
salt (Nadha). The mixed ligand complexes have
been characterized by elemental analysis, spectroscopic spectral measurements (IR, UV-Vis.),
molar conductance, magnetic measurements and
thermal studies. The stoichiometry of these complexes is M:L1:L2 = 1:1:1, 1:2:1 or 1:1:2 where L1
= NBT, CBT and MBT and L2 = Nadha. Tetrahedral structure was proposed for all Cd(II) mixed
ligand complexes while the square planar geometry was proposed for Cu(II) mixed ligand
complex with NBT. Octahedral structure was
proposed for Ni(II), Co(II) mixed ligand complexes
and Cu(II) mixed ligand complexes with CBT
and MBT ligands. The thermal decomposition
study of the prepared complexes was monitored
by TG, DTG and DTA analysis in dynamic nitrogen atmosphere. TG, DTG and DTA studies confirmed the chemical formulations of theses
complexes. The kinetic parameters were determined from the the thermal decomposition data
using the graphical methods of Coats-Redfern
and Horwitz-Metzger. Thermodynamic parameters were calculated using standard relations.
Keywords: Mix Ligand Complexes; Mercaptotriazoles;
Dehydroacetic Acid

1. INTRODUCTION
3-acetyl-6-methyl-2H-pyran-2, 4(3H)-dione, a commerCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

cially available compound usually obtained through the
auto condensation of ethyl acetoacetate [1], it has been
shown to posses modest antifungal properties [2]. The
importance of similar pyrones as potential fungicides is
reinforced by the existence of several natural fungicides
possessing structures analogous to 5, 6-dihydro dehydroacetic acid, like alternaric acid, the podoblastins and
lachnelluloic acid [3-5], studies have shown that such
compounds and their complexes have very interesting
biological properties[6-13]. Like dehydroacetic acid,
mercaptotriazoles and their complexes have been shown
to posses enhanced biological activities [14-27]. The
work of the present paper is devoted to the synthesis and
characterization of some new mixed ligand complexes
containing mercaptotriazoles and dehydroacetic acid.
The mercaptotriazole ligands containing the thioamide
groups which are capable of undergoing thione-thiol
(HN – C = S N = C – SH) tautomerism and can
coordinate to the metal atom through both nitrogen and
sulphur atoms. While the sodium salt of dehydroacetic
acid behaves as a monobasic bidentate ligand through
two oxygen atoms. Hence the present paper reports the
thermal analysis studies of some mixed ligand complexes. The associated thermal decomposition mechanisms are reported.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Materials and Measurements
All chemicals used in the preparative work were of analytical grade, they include the following: dehydroacetic
acid sodium salt (Nadha), carbon disulphide, potassium
hydroxide, absolute ethanol, methanol, Dimethylformamide (DMF), phenylacetic acid, o-methoxy benzaldehyde,
p-nitrobenzaldehyde, p-chlorobenzaldehyde, CuCl2·2H2O,
NiCl2· 6H2O, CoCl2· 6H2O, CdCl2· 2.5H2O. They were
used without further purification.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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(Nadha) ligand was added. Refluxing of the resulting
solution carried for 8 hours. The product obtained was
left overnight, filtered through sintered glass, washed
with methanol and dried in vacuum over anhydrous
CaCl2.

2.2. Synthesis of the Mercaptotriazole
Ligands
The ligands 3-benzyl-1H-4-[(2-methoxybenzylidine)
amino]-1, 2, 4-triazole-5-thione (MBT), 3-benzyl-1H
-4-[(4-chlorobenzylidine)amino]-1, 2, 4-triazole-5-thione
(CBT) and 3-benzyl-1H-4-[(4-nitrobenzylidine)amino]1, 2, 4-triazole-5-thione (NBT) were synthesized according to literature survey [28-30]. The purity of the
ligands was checked by elemental analysis (Table 1).
The structures of ligands are shown in Figure 1.

2.4. Synthesis of Co(II), Ni(II) and Cd(II)
Mixed Ligand Complexes
To 1 mmol of CoCl2.6H2O/NiCl2.6H2O or CdCl2.2.5H2O
and 2 mmols of sodium acetate in 25 mL methanol, a
solution of MBT, CBT or NBT (1 mmol in 25 mL hot
methanol) was added dropwise with constant stirring in
one direction. When the precipitate was formed, 2
mmols: 0.3802 grams in 10mL methanol of Nadha was
added. Refluxing of the resulting solution carried for 8
hours. The mixed ligand complex appears on cooling the
solution after 4-6 hours. The product obtained was left
overnight, filtered through sintered glass, washed with
methanol and dried in vacuum over anhydrous CaCl2.

2.3. Synthesis Cu(II) Mixed Ligand
Complexes
To a solution of copper chloride 1 mmol in 10 mL methanol, a solution of the (MBT, CBT or NBT) ligands (1
mmol in 25 mL hot methanol was added dropwise with
constant stirring in one direction. When the precipitate
w as for me d, 2 mmo ls in 10 mL me th ano l of
Table 1. The Analytical data for the mercaptotriazole ligands.
Free ligand
(Empirical formula)
Formula weight
MBT
(C17H16N4OS)
M.Wt.= 324.401
NBT
(C16H13N5O2S)
M.Wt.= 339.379
CBT
(C16H13N4SCl)
M.Wt.= 328.820

Analytical Data
% Found (Calculated)
N

C

H

63.09
(62.94)

5.11
(4.97)

17.47
(17.27)

9.71
(9.88)

56.55
(56.62)

3.282
(3.86)

19.82
(20.63)

9.39
(9.44)

58.79
(58.44)

4.10
(3.98)

17.04
(17.03)

9.64
(9.75)

H2
C

S

H
N

N

N
N

S
CHAr

triazole ligands

where Ar is:
OCH3
, 3-benzyl-4-[(2-methoxybenzylidene)amino]-1H-1,2,4-triazole-5-thione (MBT)

ONa
O2N

Cl

O

,3- benzyl-4-[(4-nitrobenzylidene)amino]-1H-1,2,4-triazole-5-thione(NBT)

, 3-benzyl-4-[(4-chlorobenzylidene)amino]-1H-1,2,4-triazole-5-thione(CBT)

O

O

Dehydroacetic acid(Sodium salt)

Figure 1. structures for the ligands.
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having 1:1:1, 1:1:2 or 1:2:1 (metal ion: mercaptotriazole
ligand: Nadha) ratio with Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and
Cd(II). The methods used for the preparation and isolation of the mixed ligand complexes give materials of
good purity as supported by their analyses. All the mixed
ligand complexes are colored except Cd(II) complexes
are white. They are stable in air and nonhygroscopic.
The synthesized complexes are sparingly soluble in the
common organic solvents but they are completely soluble in DMF or DMSO.
The molar conductance values for complexes (2,
4-9) recorded as DMF solutions are within the range
8.14-30.9 Ohm-1cm2mol-1 (Table 2) which indicates the
nonelectrolyte nature of these complexes. While the
mixed ligand complexes (1, 3, 10-12) show molar
conductance values within the range 71.0-84.9 Ohm-1
cm2mol-1 indicating that these complexes are 1:1 electrolytes [31].

2.5. Physical Measurements
The carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulfur of the solid
complexes were determined by Elementar analyzer system Gmbh Vario El. Conductivity measurements for the
various complexes were carried out using Jenway 4320
meterlab conductivity meter in DMF solutions at 10-3 M
concentrations at room temperature. Electronic spectra
of the solid complexes were run on perkin Elmer
UV/VIS spectrophotometer Lambda 40 using 1-cm
matched silica cells. Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out at room temperature using a
magnetic susceptibility balance of the type MSB-Auto.
Molar susceptibilities were corrected for diamagnetism
of the component atoms by the use of Pascal’s constants.
The calibrant used was Hg[Co(SCN)4]. The infrared
spectra of the free ligands and the metal complexes were
recorded on a shimadzu 470 infrared spectrophotometer
(4000-400 cm-1) using KBr discs. Thermogravimetric
studies of the various complexes was carried out using a
shimadzu DTG-60Hz thermal analyzer, at heating rate
10oC min-1 in dynamic nitrogen atmosphere.

3.2. UV-Visible Spectra and Magnetic
Susceptibility Measurements
The electronic spectra of the Cu(II), Ni(II),Co(II) and
Cd(II) mixed ligand complexes have been recorded as
DMF solutions in the wavelength range 250-1100 nm.
The υmax in kK. and εmax in cm2mol-1 are depicted in Table 3. The corrected magnetic moment (μeff) in Bohr
magneton units of the mixed ligand complexes are given
in Table 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Elemental Analyses and Conductivity
Measurements
The analytical data of the metal complexes are given in
Table 2. The data reveal the formation of complexes
Table 2. Analytical and physical data for the complexes.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Complex
[Empirical formula]
(Formula weight)
[Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl
CuC24H20N5O6SCl(605.51)
[Cu(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]
CuC24H22N4O5SCl2(612.97)
[Cu(MBT)2(dha)]Cl.H2O
CuC42H41N8O7S2Cl(932.95)
[Co(NBT)(dha)2].H2O
CoC32H29N5O11S(750.59)
[Co(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O
CoC24H24N4O6SCl2(626.37)
[Co(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]
CoC25H25N4O6SCl(603.94)
[Ni(NBT)(dha)2].2H2O
NiC32H31N5O12S(768.37)
[Ni(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O
NiC24H24N4O6SCl2(626.13)
[Ni(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]
NiC25H25N4O6SCl(603.70)
[Cd(NBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O
CdC24H22N5O7SCl(672.39)
[Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O
CdC24H22N4O5SCl2(661.83)
[Cd(MBT)(dha)]Cl
CdC25H23N4O5SCl(639.40)

Color
Red
Green
Green
Green
Grey
Grey
Green
Green
Green
White
White
White

C
47.59
(47.60)
47.45
(47.02)
54.85
(54.07)
51.08
(51.20)
46.56
(46.01)
49.63
(49.71)
49.96
(50.02)
46.21
(46.03)
49.25
(49.73)
42.70
(42.87)
43.88
(43.55)
47.35
(46.96)

Analytical Data
% Found (Calculated)
H
N
3.10
11.92
(3.32)
(11.56)
4.02
9.43
(3.61)
(9.14)
3.58
11.43
(4.42)
(12.01)
3.92
9.20
(3.89)
(9.33)
3.72
9.12
(3.86)
(8.94)
4.60
9.16
(4.17)
(9.27)
3.90
8.96
(4.06)
(9.11)
4.24
8.19
(3.86)
(8.94)
4.02
8.83
(4.17)
(9.28)
3.10
9.65
(3.29)
(10.41)
3.23
12.72
(3.35)
(8.46)
3.67
8.93
(3.62)
(8.76)

S
4.43
(5.29)
5.81
(5.23)
6.38
(6.87)
4.18
(4.27)
5.38
(5.11)
5.49
(5.30)
4.09
(4.17)
5.34
(5.12)
5.26
(5.31)
4.84
(4.76)
4.66
(4.84)
4.93
(5.01)

Λo
ohm-1 cm2 mol-1

μeff
(BM)

79.83

-

16.47

-

71.0

-

24.2

5.12

30.9

4.86

8.14

4.55

22.6

3.16

14.3

2.98

17.2

3.05

71.8

-

84.9

-

75.2

-

-: diamagnetic
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Table 3. Electronic spectral data of the synthesized mixed ligand complexes.
No.

Complex

υ(k.K)
(εmaxcm2mol-1)
33.17(35140.84)
25.80(5948.31)
12.40(29.60)

1

[Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl

2

[Cu(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]

36.27(23049.82)
34.29(21219.11)
15.44(26.69)

3

[Cu(MBT)2(dha)]Cl.H2O

36.93(53248.13)
30.79(25121.52)
13.33(48.33)

4

[Co(NBT)(dha)2].H2O

34.85(84126.39)
26.91(20410.62)
17.24(143.6)

5

[Co(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O

6

[Co(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]

7

[Ni(NBT)(dha)2].2H2O

8

[Ni(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O

9

[Ni(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]

10

[Cd(NBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O

11

[Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O

12

[Cd(MBT)(dha)]Cl

Three sets of bands could be recognized in the electronic spectra of the obtained mixed ligand complexes as
listed in Table 3. The first set with υmax in the range
30.79-37.12 kK., could be attributed to intraligand
charge transfer transitions [32]. The second set of includes bands having υmax in the range 22.42-29.54 kK.
These bands are assigned as LMCT transitions [32].
The third set of bands of Cu(II) complexes 2 and 3
have υmax at 15.44, 13.33 kK. and is assigned for a d-d
transition which is typical for distorted octahderal Cu(II)
complexes [33]. These bands are assigned to all the three
transitions 2B1g2B2g, 2B1g2A1g and 2B1g2Eg [33].
While complex (1) shows an absorption d-d band at
12.40 kK. which has been attributed to 2B1g2A1g transition suggesting square planar geometry [33,34].
The d-d transition bands observed for Co(II) mixed
ligand complexes(4-6) are found to have υmax in the
range 15.62-17.24 kK. could be attributed to 4T1g(F)
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

37.09(57420.32)
15.62(131.05)
36.76(38944.24)
31.21(55761.13)
15.71(131.62)
32.30(45142.33)
22.42(56013.97)
15.89(118.74)
34.39(12535.04)
15.64(26.70)
35.66(12174.10)
31.42(14453.81)
15.02(12.30)
37.12(16417.18)
33.46(8509.42)
29.47(5046.47)
36.92(46607.37)
32.11(12100.81)
29.54(6728.32)
37.10(115683.04)
30.96(78832.13)

assignment
Intraligand
LMCT
2
B1g2A1g
Intraligand
Intraligand
2
B1g2B2g,
2
B1g2A1g,
2
B1g2Eg
Intraligand
Intraligand
2
B1g2B2g,
2
B1g2A1g,
2
B1g2Eg
Intraligand
LMCT
4
T1g(F) 4A2g(υ2),
4
T1g(F)4T1g(P)(υ3)
Intraligand
4
T1g(F) 4A2g(υ2),
4
T1g(F)4T1g(P)(υ3)
Intraligand
Intraligand
4
T1g(F) 4A2g(υ2),
4
T1g(F)4T1g(P)(υ3)
Intraligand
LMCT
3
A2g(F)3T1g(F)
Intraligand
3
A2g(F)3T1g(F)
Intraligand
Intraligand
3
A2g(F)3T1g(F)
Intraligand
Intraligand
LMCT
Intraligand
Intraligand
LMCT
Intraligand
Intraligand

4

A2g(υ2) and 4T1g(F)4T1g(P)(υ3) transitions, suggesting
distorted octahedral environment around Co(II) ions
[33,34].
The d-d transition bands observed for Ni(II) mixed ligand complexes (7-9) are found to have υmax in the range
15.02-15.89 kK. could be attributed to 3A2g(F) 3T1g(F)
transitions, suggesting octahedral geometry for the Ni(II)
complexes [33].
All the mixed ligand Cd(II) complexes are diamagnetic as expected for d10 electronic configuration. On the
basis of elemental analyses, infrared spectra, molar conductance values and thermal analyses, tetrahedral geometry is proposed for all the complexes.
The corrected magnetic moment values for Cu(II),
Co(II) and Ni(II) mixed ligand complexes are reported in
Table 2. All the Cu(II) mixed ligand complexes (1-3)
display a dimagnetic nature which is attributed either to
their polymeric nature or super exchange interaction [35]
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in the complex molecules and/or high polarizability [36]
of the ligands which supplies more electron density to
copper ion and consequently the ions interact more
strongly. The room temperature magnetic moment values
of the Co(II) mixed ligand complexes (4-6) are within
the range 4.55-5.12 B.M. expected for octahedral Co(II)
complexes [35,37]. These lower magnetic moment values of the complexes may be attributed to the presence
of low symmetry component in the ligand field as well
as the covalent nature of the metal ligand bonds [38].
The room temperature magnetic moment values of Ni(II)
mixed ligand complexes (7-9) are 3.16, 2.98 and 3.05
B.M., respectively suggesting octahedral geometry [37,39].

3.3. IR Spectra
Relevant IR bands that provide considerable structural
evidence for the formation of mixed ligand complexes
are reported in Table 4.
The IR spectrum of the free (Nadha) ligand exhibit a
series of significant IR absorption bands appearing in the
vibrational regions at 1713, 1642 and 1252 cm-1 have
been ascribed to the stretching vibrations of υ(C=O)
lactone, υ(C=O)carbonyl and υ(C–O) phenolic, respectively [40,41]. In all the complexes υ(C=O) lactone remains unaltered while the other two peaks shift to lower
frequency. This shift has been attributed to the coordination of the ligand to form the mixed ligand complexes.
NBT, CBT and MBT ligands show four bands at
1565-1588, 1275-1340, 1008-1040 and 780-815 cm-1
which are assignable to thioamide I, II, III, IV vibrations,
respectively [42]. Theses bands have contributions from
δ(C-H) + δ(N-H), υ(C=S) + υ(C-N) + δ(C-H), υ(C-N) +
υ(C-S) and υ(C=S) modes of vibrations, respectively.

These bands are expected to be affected differently by
the modes of coordination to the metal ions. In the complexes, these bands shift to lower frequency suggesting
the coordination of the sulfur atom to the metal ions [43].
All the ligands and their complexes show a band
within the range 3102-3030 cm-1 which is attributed to
υ(NH) vibration, indicating that the mercaptotriazole
ligands and the complexes are in the thione form. The
strongest bands observed in the range 1619-1625 cm-1 in
the IR spectra of NBT, CBT and MBT ligands can be
assigned to υ(C=N) vibrations of the azomethine group.
This band in the complexes shifts to lower frequency
indicating the coordination of the azomethine nitrogen to
the metal ions. The bands observed in the region 480520 cm-1 may be assigned to υ(M-N) vibration [44].
The IR spectra of the mixed ligand complexes containing hydration and/or coordination water molecules
display a broad band within the range 3340-3489 cm-1
due to υ(OH) vibrational modes of the water molecules
[45] and this was confirmed by the results of thermal
analysis. Figure 2 shows the Proposed structure for
some mixed ligand complexes.

3.4. Thermal Decomposition Studies
The measured curves obtained during TGA scanning
were analysed to give the percentage mass loss as a
function of temperature .The different kinetic parameters
were computed from thermal decomposition data using
Coats-Redfern. And Horwitz-Metger methods [46,47].
Thermodynamic parameters: entropy (ΔS#), enthalpy
(ΔH#) and free energy (ΔG#) of activation were calculated as shown in Table 5 using the following standard
relations [48].

Table 4. Relevant IR Spectral data for the complexes.
Thioamide Bands
II
III
υ(C=S)+
υ(C-N)+
υ(C-N)+
υ(C-S)
δ(C-H)
1240
1000
1240
1000
1260
1000
1270
1000
1260
1010
1250
1020

Compound

υ(OH)
(H2O)

[Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl
[Cu(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]
[Cu(MBT)2(dha)]Cl.H2O
[Co(NBT)(dha)2].H2O
[Co(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O
[Co(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]

3350
3300
3350
3350

1550
1550
1550
1550
1540
1560

[Ni(NBT)(dha)2].2H2O

3400

1560

1270

[Ni(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O

3350

1560

[Ni(MBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]

3350

1550

[Cd(NBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O

3400

[Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O
[Cd(MBT)(dha)]Cl

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

I
δ(C-H)+
δ(N-H)

dha characterstic bands
IV
υ(C=S)

υ(C=O)
carbonyl

υ(C–O)

790
790
780
790
800
770

1630
1630
1630
1640
1640
1620

1240
1240
1230
1220
1240
1240

1000

810

1630

1240

1270

1010

780

1600

1200

1180

1000

770

1620

1250

1540

1250

990

810

1630

1190

3440

1560

1260

1010

760

1620

1220

-

1570

1250

1010

750

1620

1230
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O
N

O

N
M

O
M

x H 2O

Cl .xH

O

S

OH2

S

2O

Cl

M = Cu(II), Co(II), Ni(II) or Cd(II); x = 0 or 1
Figure 2. The Proposed structure for some mixed ligand complexes.

atom and COCH3 moiety (calcd. = 12.986%; found =
12.666%). The third step (T = 394.14-751.73oC, E# =
160.68 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of carbon atom
and C 6 H 4 O 3 moiety (calcd. = 22.477%; found =
23.102%). The residual product is assignable to be Cu
(calcd. = 10.494%; found = 10.403%).

3.4.1. Thermal Analysis of [Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl
The TGA of the square planar complex [Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl gave three steps (Figure 3, 4). The first step (T
= 26.04-291.4oC, E# = 98.78 KJ/mol) is assignable to
removal of C15H13N5O2S moiety (calcd. = 54.063%;
found = 53.829%). Step two (T = 291.61-392.12oC, E# =
211.85 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of chlorine
I, -C15H13N5O2S
[Cu(NBT)(dha)]Cl
III, -C, -C6H4O3

[Cu(C)(C6H4O3)]

3.4.2. Thermal Analysis of Some Complexes
The TGA of the complexes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 gave
three steps. The first step (T = 29.69-208.26oC, E# =
17-178.34 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of one water
molecule. Step two (T = 169.55-388.84oC, E# = 35.48I, -H2O
[Cu(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)]
[Cu(CS)(dha)Cl]

II,-Cl, -COCH3
[Cu(C)(dha)]Cl

III, -Cl, -C8H7O3

Cu

430 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of C15H13N4Cl
moiety. The third step (T = 321.16-751.62oC, E# = 93261 KJ/mol ) is assignable to removal of C8H7O3 moiety
and chlorine atom giving CuO + CS as residual products:
II, -C15H13N4Cl
[Cu(CBT)(dha)Cl]
CuO + CS

Figure 3. TG-DTG curves of complex 1.
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100/ T K-1
Figure 4. Coats-Redfern and Horwitz-Metzger plots of complex 1(a: 1st step, b: 2nd step, c: 3rd step).

The TGA of the complexes 8, 9, 12 gave four steps. The
first step (T = 27.51-316oC, E# = 42.69-58 KJ/mol) is
assignable to removal of two water molecules. Step two
(T = 191.98-339.03oC, E# = 53.18-205.84 KJ/mol) is
assignable to removal of C8H7O3 moiety and chlorine

atom. The third step (T = 318-529.38.57oC, E# = 136205.91 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of C6H4Cl moiety. The fourth step (T = 444.59-751.64oC, E# = 62.35196.92 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of C10H9N4
moiety giving NiO + S as residual products.

I, -2H2O

[Ni(CBT)(dha)Cl]

[Ni(CBT)(dha)Cl(H2O)].H2O
[Ni(CBT)(O)]

III, -C6H4Cl

IV, -C10H9N4
[Ni(C10H9N4S)(O)]

3.4.3. Thermal Analysis of [Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.H2O
The TGA of the tetrahedral complex [Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.
H2O gave five steps. The first step (T = 37.43-173.98oC,
E# = 94.16 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of one water
molecule (calcd. = 2.722%; found = 2.322%). Step two
(T = 175.18-218.69oC, E# = 67.71 KJ/mol) is assignable
to removal of chlorine atom (calcd. = 5.356%; found =
5.289%). The third step (T = 219.89-284.97oC, E# =
194.96 KJ/mol) is assignable to removal of C7H5N2Cl
I, -H 2O
[Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl.H 2 O
III, -C 7 H 5N 2Cl
V, -CO, -S, -C 8H 7

II, -Cl

[Cd(C 9H 8N 2S)(dha)]

NiO + S

moiety (calcd. = 23.054%; found = 23.186%). The
fourth step (T = 286.97-475.42oC, E# = 78.45 KJ/mol) is
assignable to removal of C6H7O2 and CHN2 moieties
(calcd. = 22.988%; found = 22.154%). Step five (T =
477.41-751.71oC, E# = 193.02 KJ/mol) is assignable to
removal of sulphur atom and CO and C8H7 moieties
(calcd. = 24.661%; found = 23.154%) giving CdO + C
as residual products (calcd. = 21.216%; found =
20.804%).

[Cd(CBT)(dha)]Cl
IV,-CHN 2 -C 6H 7O 2

[Cd(CBT)(dha)]
[Cd(C 8H 7S)(C 2 O 2 )]

CdO + C

3.5. Thermal Stability
Comparing the values of the initial decomposition temperatures (Ti,dec.) of the organic part or the activation
energy data for the prepared mixed ligand complexes the
following data is obtained:
MBT rather than CBT and NBT forms the most stable
complexes with Cu(II), Co(II) and Cd(II) while the most

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

II, -C8H7O3, -Cl

stable Ni(II) complex in presence of CBT as a S, N donor ligand (Figure 5).
For complexes containing the same mercaptotriazole
ligand; Cd(II) have been found to form the most stable
complexes in presence of NBT or MBT ligands. While
in case of presence of CBT ligand, Cu(II) forms the most
stable complex.
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Figure 5. Relationships between the activation energy for the first decomposition step for the mixed ligand complexes and the S, N donor ligand: Cu(II)(A) and Ni(II)(B) complexes.
Table 5. Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for the thermal decomposition of the synthesized complexes.
Complex
No.

1

Step

n

1

1.0

1578.17

–188.10

103.00

198.39

0.999

107.20

2.0

0.9991

211.85

3407.68

–183.36

217.00

330.53

0.9988

222.27

2.0

0.9997

160.68

2566.76

–188.02

167.48

321.12

0.9997

174.50

2

1

4

98.78

2

3

3

1.0000

Horwitz-Metzger equation
(Kinetic Pararmeters)
(Thermodynamic parameters)
r
E
Z
ΔS
ΔH
ΔG

3
1
2

Coats-Redfern equation
(Kinetic Pararmeters)
(Thermodynamic parameters)
r
E
Z
ΔS
ΔH
ΔG

0.0
0.0
2.0
1.0

0.9998
1.0000
1.0000
0.9995

58.56
85.48
257.51
76.98

937.11
1369.69
4138.54
1232.71

–188.98
–189.47
–181.58
–189.14

61.35
89.79
262.56
80.71

124.63
188.10
372.78
165.59

1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9992

64.25

7

8

–83.20

111.39

153.59

80.12

227.39

177.77

3.85 × 108

–88.92

181.25

253.92

7

–103.6

67.02

101.72

6

2.69 × 10

94.41

8.91 × 10

–116.4

98.70

159.13

267.55

3.06 ×
1021

160.51

272.5

175.14

7

84.60

3.81 × 10

–103.1

88.32

134.61

321.52

340.62

163.69

2

2.0

0.9988

453.67

7256.60

–176.09

458.25

555.15

0.9602

336.07

7.15 ×
1029

3

0.5

1.0000

57.76

935.37

–195.66

63.97

210.04

1.0000

70.52

158.19

–210.44

76.69

233.80

1

0.5

1.0000

58.72

941.80

–190.37

62.03

137.71

0.9999

65.35

2.52 ×
106

–124.73

68.63

118.22

2

1.0

1.0000

29.71

482.62

–198.33

34.13

139.38

0.9999

38.66

11.10

–229.69

43.05

164.94

3

1.0

1.0000

102.44

1652.87

–192.18

109.65

276.47

1.0000

117.13

29439.29

–168.24

124.31

270.34

1

2.0

0.9999

28.06

454.21

–196.43

31.36

109.42

1.0000

34.74

117.06

–207.70

38.02

120.56

2

0.0

0.9990

51.59

833.72

–194.04

56.14

162.42

0.9997

60.77

1181.68

–191.14

65.30

169.99

–144.91

107.00

202.79

98.47

282.57

212.51

145.31

189.31

125.84

198.06

283.06

172.22

5

6

4.75 × 108
1.97 ×
1017

3.70 ×
105
2.06 ×
1018
3.54 ×
1020
2.58 ×
1023

3

1.0

1.0000

90.97

1463.43

–190.93

96.46

222.67

0.9999

101.53

4

1.0

1.0000

266.18

4280.90

–182.62

272.10

402.03

0.9998

276.69

1

2.0

0.9995

178.34

2771.21

–182.18

181.97

261.54

0.9923

185.69

2

2.0

0.9986

268.70

4316.30

–180.55

273.35

374.39

0.9981

278.43

3

0.0

0.9863

93.38

1505.70

–192.24

100.00

253.12

0.9904

106.49

18225.42

–171.51

113.07

249.68

1

0.33

1.0000

17.13

555184.60

–138.27

20.83

82.38

1.0000

24.41

1.40

–245.41

28.09

137.33

2

0.0

0.9984

35.86

581.46

–197.03

40.41

148.25

0.9995

44.84

23.76

–223.62

49.36

171.75

–35.28

206.06

233.24

–177.35

53.17

127.10

3

2.0

0.9970

186.82

2965.89

–186.33

193.23

336.75

0.9967

199.69

2.30 ×
1011

1

0.0

0.9914

42.69

688.84

–193.36

46.16

126.77

0.9953

49.72

4726.17
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2

0.5

1.0000

60.18

970.55

–192.84

64.77

171.16

0.9999

69.22

3

2.0

0.9986

205.91

3316.03

–185.51

212.41

357.28

0.9984

218.87

4

2.0

0.9999

196.92

3172.60

–187.12

204.46

374.11

1.0000

212.76

1

0.0

0.9999

58.40

934.77

–188.99

61.18

124.38

1.0000

64.07

2

0.0

0.9982

53.00

856.16

–193.50

57.38

159.346

0.9992

61.76

3

2.0

0.9996

136.12

2170.36

–187.74

141.67

267.04

0.9994

146.75

4

0.0

0.9968

122.46

1965.60

–189.79

128.90

275.86

0.9977

135.86

1

0.33

0.9993

23.05

373.88

–198.97

26.74

115.11

0.9999

30.34

9

10

11

2

2.0

0.9938

496.60

7928.71

–174.71

500.83

589.74

0.9951

506.27

3

2.0

1.0000

261.18

4197.54

–181.55

266.29

377.74

0.9547

271.43

1

0.0

0.9999

94.16

1516.85

–186.87

97.65

176.19

1.0000

101.22

2

1.0

1.0000

67.71

1088.20

71.70

–190.73

163.28

0.9998

75.49

3

2.0

0.9957

194.96

3136.70

–183.48

199.77

305.84

0.9952

204.54

4

0.5

1.0000

78.45

1265.17

–192.73

84.34

221.06

1.0000

89.88

5

0.5

0.9997

193.02

3109.77

–186.37

199.77

351.11

0.9948

256.82

1

2.0

0.9982

511.43

8173.13

–175.35

516.15

615.49

0.9988

522.15

2

1.0

0.9997

323.45

5192.46

–179.77

328.55

438.69

0.9995

333.73

3

0.5

1.0000

205.84

3314.81

–185.32

212.18

353.47

1.0000

218.72

4

0.0

0.9944

62.35

1012.09

–196.88

70.13

254.30

0.9946

80.32

12

3.6. Conclusions
Studying the TGA and DTA curves for the complexes
indicates that there is a series of thermal changes on the
DTA curves associate the weight loss in the TGA curves.
This study leads to the following conclusions:
1) The presence of more than one exothermic peak in
the DTA curves of all the complexes reveals that the
pyrolysis occurs in several steps [49].
2) The difference in the shape of the DTA curves of
the complexes containing the same metal ion with respect to each other may be attributed to the structural
features of the ligand or the strength of the chelation
between the metal ion and the ligand; this also led to the
variety in the thermal behaviour of the complexes [50].
3) The thermal behaviour of the complexes displays
an observable difference with respect to each other. This
difference indicates that the thermal behaviour of these
complexes depends mainly on the type of the ligands
rather than the type of the metal ion.
4) Most complexes having DTA curves characterized
by the presence of main sharp and strong exothermic
peaks in their ends. These peaks are associated with a
weight loss on the TGA curves corresponding to the decomposition of one stable intermediate compounds into
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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1.19 ×
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2.00 ×
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12913.82
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24.03
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73.78

169.92

–21.71

225.33

242.29

–62.43

220.25

276.86

–106.69

66.84

102.51

–186.62

66.11

164.44

–73.54

152.28

201.39

–128.70

142.26

241.92

–228.99

34.01

135.72

730.26

510.48

138.86

157.11

276.50

180.06

–54.07

104.70

127.42

–136.12

79.46

144.81

58.05

209.32

175.76

–173.41

95.74

218.75

14.14

263.54

252.05

650.47

526.84

158.30

262.93

338.79

177.70

–7.20

225.02

230.51

–227.98

88.05

301.31

the corresponding final residue [50].
5) The entropy values for all degradation steps of all
degradation steps of all complexes were found to be
negative, which indicates a more ordered activated state
that may be possible through the chemisorption of some
decomposition products [51-53].
6) The relatively low values of values of ΔH# for the
prepared complexes confirm the M-S or M-N bond rupture [54,55]
7) The high values of the free energy of activation
(ΔG#) for most of the steps in the decomposition reactions of the complexes mean that the decomposition reactions are slower than that of the normal ones [48].
8) In general there are no obvious trends in the values
of ΔH# and ΔS# for the studied complexes. This may be
attributed to the fact that the thermal decomposition of
the complexes is controlled not only by the structure of
the ligands but also by the configuration of the coordination sphere [56,57].
9) The values of the free energy of activation (ΔG#) of
a given complex, generally increase significantly for the
subsequent decomposition stages. This is due to the increase TΔS# values significantly from one step to another which overrides the values of ΔH# [48].
10) Increasing the ΔG# values for the subsequent of a
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given complex reflects that the rate of removal of a
given species will be lower than that of the precedent
one [48]. This may be attributed to the structure rigidity
of the remaining complex.
11) There is much closeness in the enthalpy (ΔH#)
values obtained by Coats-Redfern equation and HorwitzMetzger equation, indicating that the thermal degradation of these complexes follow the standard methods.
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ABSTRACT
A simple, accurate and precise spectrophotometric method has been proposed for the determination of eleven cephalosporins, namely;
cefaclor monohydrate, cefadroxil monohydrate,
cefalexin anhydrous, cefradine anhydrous, cefotaxime sodium, cefoperazone sodium, ceftriaxone sodium, ceftazidime penthydrate, cefazolin sodium, cefixime and cefpodoxime proxetil in bulk drug and in pharmaceutical formulations. The method depends on hydrolysis of
the studied drugs using 0.5M NaOH at 100°C
and subsequent reaction of the formed sulfide
ions with NBD-Cl (4-chloro-7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,
3-diazole) to form a yellow-colored chromogen
measured at 390 nm. Different variables affecting the reaction (e.g. NaOH concentration, hydrolysis time, NBD-Cl concentration and diluting solvent) were studied and optimized. Under
the optimum conditions, linear relationships
with good correlation coefficients (0.9990-1
0.9999) were found in the range of 5-160 μg mL
for all studied drugs. The limits of assay detection and quantitiation ranged from 0.289 to 5.867
and from 0.878 to 17.778 μg mL-1; respectively.
The accuracy and precision of the proposed
method were satisfactory. The method was successfully applied for analysis of the studied
drugs in their pharmaceutical formulations and
the recovery percentages ranged from 96.6 to
103.5%.

biotics have assumed a prominent role in modern antimicrobial therapy due to enhanced intrinsic microbiological activities and favorable safety profile. Chemical
structures of cephalosporins drive from the 7-aminocephalosporanic acid (7-ACA) composed of a β-lactam
ring fused with a dihydrothaizine ring (Figure 1), but
differ in the nature of substituents at the 3- and/or
7-positions of the cephem ring. These substituents affect
either the pharmacokinetic properties (3-position) or the
antibacterial spectrum (7-position) of the cephalosporins
[1,2]. Traditionally, cephalosporins are divided into first-,
second-, third-, and fourth-generation agents. Table 1
shows cephalosporins studied in this work. Several
methods have been reported for cephalosporins determination. The official procedures in pharmaceutical
preparations utilize high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [3] which is expensive. Other reported
procedures include spectrophotometric [4-9], spectrofluorimetric [10-13], chemiluminescence [14-16], chromatographic [17-20] and electrochemical methods [21-24]
and most of them are lengthy and/or tedious.
The hydrolytic degradation of cephalosporins was
very often used as a preliminary step in the analytical
procedure used for their determinations [25-32]. The
literature reveals that many spectrophotometric methods
were developed for cephalosporins determinations that
based on hydrolysis of these drugs using alkaline degra-

Keywords: Spectrophotometry; Cephalosporins;
NBD-Cl; Pharmaceutical Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Cephalosporins have been used since 1948. These antiCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of 7-aminocephalosporanic acid.
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Table 1. Chemical structures of the investigated cephalosporin antibiotics.
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dation and subsequent reaction of the formed sulfide
ions with chromogenic reagents [26,27].
NBD-Cl (Figure 2) has been reported as fluorogenic
reagent for determination of amines [33] and for spectrophotometric determination of many compounds
[34-41]. Thiocompounds have been reported to form
intensely colored products in an alkaline medium with
NBD-Cl which could be used for their colorimetric determination [42]. It is always required to develop analytical methods using low cost techniques. UV-Vis spectrophotometry is still considered a convenient and economical technique for routine analysis of drugs in pharmaceutical formulations. On the basis of the aforementioned reasons, it was decided to develop a quantitative
method for the determination of the studied cephalosporins based on their alkaline hydrolysis and subsequent reaction of the resulting hydrolysates with
NBD-Cl, which may be used for their analysis either in
pure forms or in pharmaceutical formulations. This
method is selective for cephalosporins, since other
β-lactam antibiotics such as penicillins do not give sulfide ions under the degradation conditions employed
[27,43-45].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Apparatus
Shimadzu UV-1700 PC, UV-Visible Spectrophotometer
(Tokyo, Japan), ultrasonic cleaner (Cole-Parmer, Chicago, USA), sartorious handy balance-H51 (Hannover,
Germany) and MLV type thermostatically controlled
water bath (Salvis AG Emmenbruck, Luzern, Germany).

2.2. Materials and Reagents
All solvents used were of analytical-reagent grade, sodium hydroxide (El-Nasr Chemical Co. Cairo, Egypt)
0.5 M aqueous solution, hydrochloric acid (El-Nasr
Chemical Co. Cairo, Egypt), 4-cholor-7-nitrobenzofurazan [NBD-Cl] (Fluka Chemie AG, Switzerland)
freshly prepared (3 × 10-3 M) equivalent to 0.060% w/v
in acetone, samples of cephalosporins were generously
supplied by their respective manufacturers and were
used as supplied: cefaclor monohydrate and cefradine
Cl
H
N
O
N
H
NO2

Figure 2. Chemical structure of NBD-Cl.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

anhydrous (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, USA), cefadroxil monohydrate (Amoun Pharmaceutical Industries
Co., APIC, Cairo, Egypt), cefalexin anhydrous (GalaxoWellcome, S.A.E., El Salam City, Cairo, Egypt), cefotaxime sodium (CID, Cairo, Egypt), cefoperazone sodium (Pfizer Co., Egypt), ceftazidime pentahydrate and
ceftriaxone sodium (T3A Pharma Group, Assiut, Egypt),
cefpodoxime proxetil (Hoechst Marion Roussel, S. A. E.,
Cairo, Egypt), cefixime (El-Hekma Co., Cairo, Egypt)
and cefazolin sodium (Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceutical Co., Cairo, Egypt) and pharmaceutical formulations containing the studied drugs were purchased from
local market.

2.3. Preparation of Standard Solutions
Stock solutions containing 100 mg mL-1 of each cephalosporin were prepared in double distilled water
(methanol was used in case of cefadroxil monohydrate,
cefalexin anhydrous, cefaclor monohydrate, cefradine
anhydrous, cepodoxime proxetil and cefixime). Working
standard solutions containing 0.5-2.5 mg mL-1 (in case
of cefadroxil monohydrate and cefalexin anhydrous), 16 mg mL-1 (in case of cefradine anhydrous), 2-8 mg mL-1
(in case of cefaclor monohydrate, cefazolin sodium, cefotaxime sodium, ceftriaxone sodium and cefpodoxime
proxetil), 2-10 mg mL-1 (in case of cefixime) and 216 mg mL-1 (in case of cefoperazone sodium and ceftazidime pentahydrate) were prepared by suitable dilution of the stock solution with double distilled water (in
case of cefadroxil monohydrate, cefalexin anhydrous,
cefaclor monohydrate, cepodoxime proxetil and cefixime, dilution was made using methanol). The stock
and working standard solutions must be freshly prepared.

2.4. Preparation of Sample Solutions
Tablets and capsules. Twenty tablets or the contents of
20 capsules were weighed, finely powdered and mixed
thoroughly. An accurately weighed amount of the powder obtained from tablets or capsules equivalent to 250 mg
of each drug was transferred into a 25-mL volumetric
flask, dissolved in about 10 mL double distilled water
(10 mL methanol was used in case of cefadroxil monohydrate, cefalexin anhydrous, cefaclor monohydrate,
cefradine anhydrous, cepodoxime proxetil and cefixime),
sonicated for 15 min, diluted to the mark with double
distilled water (in case of cefadroxil monohydrate, cefalexin anhydrous, cefaclor monohydrate, cefradine anhydrous, cefpodoxime proxetil and cefixime, dilution
was made using methanol), mixed well and filtered; the
first portion of the filtrate was rejected. Further dilutions
with the same solvent were made to obtain sample solution containing the specified concentration for each drug
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as mentioned under the preparation of standard solutions
and then the general procedure was followed.
Vials and powder for oral suspension. An accurately
weighed amount of powder equivalent to 250 mg of each
drug was transferred into a 25-mL volumetric flask, then
the procedure was followed as under tablets and capsules
beginning from (dissolved in about 10 mL double distilled water……….).

2.5. General Procedure
Accurately measured one milliliter aliquot volume of the
standard or sample solutions was transferred into 10-mL
volumetric flask. 5 mL of 0.5 M NaOH were added and
the flask was heated in a boiling water-bath for 30 min,
cooled to room temperature and completed to volume
with double distilled water. One milliliter of the resulting
drug hydrolysate was pipetted into 10-mL volumetric
flask, 1.0 mL of 3 × 10-3 M NBD-Cl was added followed
by 1 mL of concentrated HCl. The resulting solution was
mixed well and the flask was completed to volume with
ethanol. The absorbance was measured at 390 nm against
reagent blank treated similarly.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Absorption Spectra
As shown in Figure 3, the absorption spectrum of
NBD-Cl in acetone shows a maximum absorption at
340 nm. All the investigated drugs after alkaline hydrolysis give a very weak absorption taking cefalexin
anhydrous hydrolysate as a representative example
which gives a very broad absorption maximum at 350 nm.
The interaction colored product of cefalexin anhydrous
hydrolysate with NBD-Cl shows absorption maximum at
390 nm (Figure 3).

3.2. Optimization of Reaction Variables
Since the developed method depends on the formation of
colored product by the interaction of NBD-Cl with sulfide ions resulted from the alkaline degradation of
cephalosporins so, optimization studies were carried out
extensively to find the optimum conditions for the alkaline degradation and subsequently the optimum yield of
sulfide ions and the maximum stability of the chromogen
formed taking cefalexin anhydrous (15 μg mL-1) as a
representative example for these studies. These variables
include:
Effect of NaOH concentration. The influence of sodium hydroxide concentration on producing the maximum absorption intensity was investigated using 0.11.0 M NaOH keeping other factors constant. Maximum
absorption readings were obtained upon using 0.5 M
NaOH; above this concentration and up to 1 M NaOH,
the absorbance remains constant. So, this concentration
was selected for further work (Figure 4).
Effect of hydrolysis time. The effect of hydrolysis time
on the absorption intensity was studied using different
heating times in a boiling water bath (at 100°C) starting
from 10 min until 2 hours and the reaction was carried
out as usual. The obtained absorbance readings were
plotted against hydrolysis time. The maximum absorption intensity was attained after 20 min and remained
stable for at least 100 min. Thirty minutes hydrolysis
time was used in all subsequent experiments as shown in
Figure 5.
Effect of NBD-Cl concentration. The concentration of
NBD-Cl, for the maximum color development was varied in the range of 0.75 × 10-3-4 × 10-3 M. It was found
that 1 mL of 3 × 10-3 M NBD-Cl was the most suitable con0.6

Absorbance, 390 nm

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of (a) NBD-Cl (3 ×
10-3 M), (b) cefalexin anhydrous hydrolysate alone
(20 µg mL-1) and (c) the reaction colored product
between NBD-Cl and cefalexin anhydrous hydrolysate.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Effect of NaOH concentration on the absorbance
of the reaction colored product at 390 nm.
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Table 2. Effect of different acids on the absorbance readings of
the reaction colored product of cefalexin anhydrousa with
NBD-Cl.

0.6

Absorbance, 390 nm

0.5

Absorbanceb
0.460
0.400
0.413
0.210
0.315

Acid (1mL)
Hydrochloric acid
Sulfuric acid
Perchloric acid
Acetic acid
Nitric acid

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

a

0

Cefalexin anhydrous concentration used is 15 μg mL-1; bAverage

of three determinations.
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Hydrolysis time (min)

Figure 5. Effect of hydrolysis time on the absorbance of the
reaction colored product at 390 nm.

rapid and the interaction colored product can survive
before dilution unchanged for at least 1 hour. However,
measurements were achieved instantaneously.
Effect of diluting solvent. Different solvents were
tested in order to select the most appropriate solvent for
optimum color development. The results given in Table
3 show small shifts in the position of the maximum absorption peak. The absorption intensities were slightly
influenced. Ethanol was used throughout this work because it gave the highest absorbance readings and the
most reproducible results.
Stability of the reaction colored product. Stability time
was obtained by following the absorbance readings of
the developed reaction product for 24 hours at room
temperature (25 ± 5°C). It was found that the produced
color was stable for 24 hours for all studied drugs.

3.3. Calibration Curves
Figure 6. Effect of NBD-Cl concentration on the absorbance of the reaction colored product at 390 nm.

centration for determination of the studied drugs as
shown in Figure 6. Owing to the presence of labile chloride, a daily fresh solution is recommended.
Effect of type and concentration of acid. Different acids such as sulfuric, hydrochloric, perchloric, nitric and
acetic acids were tested to determine the most suitable
acid for the reaction. One milliliter of concentrated hydrochloric acid was selected in this study as it gave the
highest absorbance readings taking cefalexin anhydrous
(15 μg mL-1) as a representative example (Table 2).
Further investigations were carried out in order to find
the most suitable concentration of hydrochloric acid. It
was observed that higher absorbance readings and more
reproducible results were obtained upon increasing hydrochloric acid concentration. As a result of these investigations, 1 mL of concentrated hydrochloric acid was
used for subsequent work.
Effect of reaction time. The reaction between the investigated drugs hydrolysates and NBD-Cl was very
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Linear relationship was obtained for all studied drugs by
applying the developed method (Table 4). Good linearity of the calibration curves were clearly evident by excellent correlation coefficients which ranged from
0.9990 to 0.9999 and coefficients of determination
ranged from 0.9978 to 0.9998. This wide variation in the
linearity range may be attributed to the different yields
Table 3. Effect of solvent on λ max and the absorbance of the
formed chromogen between cefalexin anhydrousa and NBD-Cl.
Solvent

λmax(nm)

Ab

Water
Ethanol
Methanol
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Propan-1-ol
Propan-2-ol
Dimethylformamaide
Dimehtylsulfoxide

404
390
391
392
398
390
389
393
401

0.404
0.470
0.401
0.427
0.456
0.467
0.463
0.425
0.458

a

Cefalexin anhydrous concentration is 15 μg mL-1; bAverage of 3
determinations.
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Table 4. Summary of quantitative parameters and statistical data using the proposed procedure.
Intercept
(a) ± SDa

Slope
(b) ± SDa

-0.013 ± (3.6 × 10-3)

0.041 ± (0.2 × 10-3)

Drug
Cefadroxil monhydrate
Cefalexin anhydrous
Cefradine anhydrous
Cefaclor monohydrate
Cefazolin sodium
Ceftriaxone sodium

-2

-0.126 ± (5.0 × 10 )
-3

0.076 ± (7.5 × 10 )
-2

0.055 ± (1.3 × 10 )
-3

Linearity
Range
(µg
mL-1)

Correlation
coefficient
(r)

Determination coefficient
(r2)

LODb
(µg
mL-1)

LOQc
(µg
mL-1)

5-25

0.9999

0.9998

0.29

0.88

-3

5-25

0.9999

0.9998

0.42

1.26

-4

10-60

0.9999

0.9998

1.90

5.77

-4

20-80

0.9996

0.9992

4.29

13.00

0.398 ± (1.2 × 10 )
0.013 ± (1.5 × 10 )
0.010 ± (2.1 × 10 )
-4

0.016 ± (4.3 × 10 )

0.009 ± (1.9 × 10 )

20-80

0.9994

0.9988

1.58

4.78

0.033 ± (5.3 × 10-3)

0.010 ± (0.5 ×10-4)

20-80

0.9996

0.9992

1.75

5.30

Cefotaxime sodium

0.056 ± (1.2 × 10 )

0.010 ± (1.5 × 10 )

20-80

0.9990

0.9980

3.96

12.00

Cefpodoxime proxetil

0.046 ± (1.6 × 10-2)

0.009 ± (1.3 × 10-4)

20-80

0.9990

0.9980

5.87

17.78

-2

-4

Cefixime

0.095 ± (3.2 × 10 )

0.007 ± (0.2 × 10 )

20-100

0.9989

0.9978

1.51

4.57

Cefoperazone sodium

0.019 ± (8.3 × 10-3)

0.005 ± (0.6 × 10-4)

20-160

0.9998

0.9996

5.48

16.60

20-160

0.9994

0.9988

4.88

14.80

-3

-4

Ceftazidime penta0.048 ± (7.4 × 10-3)
0.005 ± (0.7 × 10-4)
hydrate
a
Average of six determinations; b Limit of detection; c Limit of quantitation.

of sulfide ions from the studied cephalosporins [45].

3.4. Method Validation Study
The method was validated according ICH guidelines on
the validation of analytical methods [46] and complied
with USP 31 validation guidelines [3]. All results were
expressed as percentages, where n represents the number
of values. For the statistical analysis Excel 2003 (Microsoft Office) was used. A 5% significance level was
selected.
LOD and LOQ. The limits of detection and quantitation for all studied drugs ranged from 0.29 to 5.87 and
from 0.88 to 17.78 μg mL-1; respectively which indicate
high sensitivity of the proposed method (Table 4).
Accuracy. The accuracy of the method was determined by investigating the recovery of each of the studied drugs at three concentration levels covering the specified range (six replicates of each concentration). The
results shown in Table 5 depict good accuracy and recovery percentage ranged from 98.0 to 102.3%.
Precision. As shown in Table 6, the small values of
SD and % RSD point to high precision of the proposed
method.
Selectivity. The effect of the presence of common excipients such as; starch, talc, lactose, glucose, sucrose,
magnesium-stearate and gum acacia was studied. It was
found that no interference was introduced by any of
them.
Robustness. Robustness was examined by evaluating
the influence of small variation in the experimental parameters on the analytical performance of the proposed
method [47]. The studied parameters were: NaOH con-
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centration, NBD-Cl concentration, heating temperature
and heating time on the method suitability and sensitivity.
It was found that none of these variables significantly
affects the performance of the method (Table 7) which
indicates the robustness of the proposed method.

3.5. Applications to the Analysis of
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms
The proposed method was applied successfully for determination of the studied drugs in their pharmaceutical
dosage forms. Six replicate measurements were made in
each case, the results obtained were validated by comparison with a previously reported method [48]. No significant difference was found by applying t- and F-tests
at 95% confidence level indicating good accuracy and
precision (Table 8). Recovery studies were also carried
out by standard addition method [49]. The results in Table 9 indicate good recoveries (96.0 to 103.8%) and
confirm that there is no interference from frequently
encountered excipients or additives.

3.6. Suggested Reaction Mechanism
Cephalosporins were previously reported to produce
sulfide ions upon alkaline degradation and it was found
to be one of their major degradation products [43-45,
50-55]. NBD-Cl is an active halide derivative, which
was considered as a likely target for good nuclophiles,
under alkaline conditions, such as amines, amino acids
and thiocompounds [40-42].
In the proposed method, sulfide ions were allowed to
react with NBD-Cl via SN2 mechanism. The high nucleophilicity of sulfide ions, the presence of Cl– anion as
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Table 5. Accuracy of the proposed method for analysis of the studied drugs at three concentration levels.
Recovery (%) ± SDa
Drug

25 µg mL-1

50 µg mL-1

Cefaclor monohydrate

100.6 ± 0.93

101.4 ± 0.75

102.1 ± 0.30

Ceftriaxone sodium

99.3 ± 0.52

100.6 ± 0.96

100.2 ± 0.51

Cefotaxime sodium

99.7 ± 1.35

101.5 ± 0.83

101.3 ± 1.16

Cefixime

98.3 ± 1.24

98.7 ± 0.58

98.6 ± 0.73

Cefazolin sodium

101.1 ± 1.08

98.9 ± 0.60

102.3 ± 0.68

Cefpodoxime proxetil

99.4 ± 0.35

99.4 ± 0.47
Recovery (%) ± SD

75 µg mL-1

99.0 ± 0.29
a

Drug

10 µg mL-1

15 µg mL-1

20 µg mL-1

Cefadroxil monohydrate

99.9 ± 1.31

100.4 ± 0.83

99.1 ± 0.90

Cefalexin anhydrous

98.6 ± 0.26

102.2 ± 1.29
Recovery (%) ± SD

-1

98.0 ± 0.41
a

80 µg mL-1

120 µg mL-1

Drug

40 µg mL

Ceftazidime pentahydrate

102.3 ± 0.86

98.9 ± 1.25

99.6 ± 0.82

Cefoperazone sodium

98.0 ± 0.70

100.3 ± 1.11

101.4 ± 1.03

Recovery (%) ± SDa

a

Drug

15 µg mL-1

30 µg mL-1

45 µg mL-1

Cefradine anhydrous

98.3 ± 0.51

100.8 ± 0.66

100.7 ± 0.87

Average of six replicates.

Table 6. Intra- and inter-day precision of the proposed spectrophotometric method.
Drug
Cefaclor monohydrate

Cefalexin anhydrous

Drug Conc. (µg
mL-1)
25

Cefradine anhydrous

Cefoperazone sodium

Ceftazidime pentahydrate

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

99.6 ± 0.93

% RSD
0.93

Inter-day precision
Mean ± SDa
99.4 ± 1.29

% RSD
1.30

50

99.9 ± 1.65

1.66

98.5 ± 0.90

0.91

75

100.1 ± 1.40

1.40

100.7 ± 1.12

1.12

10

100.3 ± 1.17

1.16

98.9 ± 1.23

1.25

1.52

99.0 ± 0.97

0.98

15
Cefadroxil monohydrate

Intra-day precision
Mean ± SDa

100.4 ± 1.53

20

100.1 ± 1.16

1.16

100.5 ± 0.88

0.88

10

99.4 ± 0.99

1.00

101.0 ± 1.09

1.08

15

99.9 ± 0.85

0.85

100.5 ± 0.77

0.76

20

100.2 ± 1.37

1.37

98.7 ± 0.68

0.69

15

100.1 ± 1.03

1.02

99.5 ± 1.13

1.14

30

100.0 ± 1.15

1.15

98.4 ± 0.85

0.86

45

100.6 ± 1.16

1.15

100.4 ± 1.54

1.54

40

99.6 ± 0.93

0.93

101.3 ± 1.43

1.41

80

99.7 ± 0.67

0.67

101.7 ± 1.63

1.61

120

100.3 ± 1.35

1.34

99.1 ± 1.40

1.41

40

100.0 ± 1.39

1.39

100.9 ± 0.99

0.98

80

99.6 ± 1.30

1.31

101.3 ± 1.27

1.25

120

99.9 ± 1.04

1.05

98.9 ± 1.12

1.13
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Table 6. (Continued).
Drug
Ceftriaxone sodium

Cefotaxime sodium

Cefixime

Cefazolin sodium

Cefpodoxime proxetil

a

25

Intra-day precision
% RSD
Mean ± SDa
1.56
100.4 ± 1.57

99.2 ± 0.99

1.00

50

101.0 ± 1.27

1.26

100.8 ± 1.15

1.14

75

99.8 ± 1.38

1.39

98.6 ± 1.54

1.57

Drug Conc. (µg
mL-1)

Inter-day precision
Mean ± SDa
% RSD

25

99.3 ± 1.05

1.06

99.0 ± 0.77

0.78

50

98.8 ± 0.78

0.79

101.4 ± 1.46

1.44

75

99.4 ± 1.29

1.30

98.5 ± 0.91

0.93

25

99.5 ± 0.81

0.81

100.9 ± 0.99

0.98

50

99.8 ± 1.02

1.03

99.7 ± 1.17

1.17

75

99.6 ± 1.48

1.48

98.3 ± 1.65

1.67

25

100.5 ± 1.15

1.14

100.6 ± 0.68

0.67

50

100.6 ± 1.36

1.35

99.6 ± 1.35

1.35

75

101.4 ± 0.74

0.73

98.8 ± 1.12

1.14

0.89

25

101.3 ± 0.77

0.76

50

100.5 ± 1.15

100.4 ± 0.89

1.15

99.7 ± 1.55

1.55

75

100.0 ± 1.70

1.70

100.6 ± 1.63

1.62

Average of six determinations.

Table 7. Robustness of the proposed spectrophotometric method.
Recovery (%) ± SDa
Experimental parameter variation
No variationb
1- NaOH concentration
0.45 M
0.55 M
2- NBD-Cl concentration
2.8 × 10-3M
3.2 × 10-3M
3- Heating temperature
95°C
100°C
4- Heating time
25 min
35 min
Table 7. (Continued).

Cefadroxil
monohydrate
(20 µg mL-1)
99.4 ± 1.21

Cefalexin
anhydrous
(20 µg mL-1)
99.8 ± 0.31

Cefradine
anhydrous
(40 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 1.82

Cefaclor
monohydrate
(60 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 1.13

Cefoperazone sodium
(80 µg mL-1)
99.2 ± 0.56

Ceftazidime
pentahydrate
(80 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 0.47

98.3 ± 0.85
98.6 ± 1.19

97.9 ± 1.20
100.9 ± 1.15

101.5 ± 1.32
98.2 ± 0.52

97.5 ± 0.54
101.3 ± 0.77

101.8 ± 1.11
99.4 ± 1.31

97.4 ± 1.12
98.3 ± 1.34

102.0 ± 0.25
98.5 ± 1.31

100.3 ± 1.35
100.9 ± 0.92

98.2 ± 1.56
98.0 ± 1.15

102.1 ± 0.35
98.5 ± 0.91

100.9 ± 1.58
98.5 ± 0.83

100.9 ± 1.15
102.0 ± 0.88

98.8 ± 0.78
99.6 ± 1.35

97.9 ± 1.20
100.8 ± 1.60

102.4 ± 156
100.4 ± 0.90

102.7 ± 2.21
99.8 ± 1.02

101.0 ± 1.27
101.3 ± 1.27

101.4 ± 2.04
98.0 ± 2.15

100.5 ± 1.23
100.1 ± 1.40

99. 2 ± 0.99
100.4 ± 1.53

98.5 ± 1.57
98.7 ± 0.68

97.5 ± 1.98
99.6 ± 0.93

99.1 ± 1.40
100.9 ± 0.99

99.4 ± 1.29
98.5 ± 0.90

Recovery (%) ± SDa
Experimental parameter variation
No variationb

Ceftriaxone sodium
(60 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 0.66

1- NaOH concentration
100.2 ± 1.35
0.45 M
98.7 ± 0.98
0.55 M
2- NBD-Cl concentration
99.6 ± 1.15
2.8 × 10-3M
98.0 ± 0.75
-3
3.2 × 10 M
3- Heating temperature
99.0 ± 1.30
95°C
97.5 ± 0.68
100°C
4- Heating time
101.1 ± 1.44
25 min
98.1 ± 0.81
35 min
a
Average of three determinations;
b
Following the general assay procedure conditions.
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Cefotaxime
sodium
(60 µg mL-1)
97.6 ± 1.55

Cefixime
(60 µg mL-1)
100.7 ± 0.98

Cefazolin
sodium
(60 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 1.23

Cefpodoxime
proxetil
(60 µg mL-1)
99.5 ± 1.01

99.5 ± 0.67
98.3 ± 0.49

99.6 ± 1.27
98.4 ± 0.73

98.6 ± 0.88
102.4 ± 1.145

98.1 ± 0.60
99.5 ± 1.27

102.0 ± 0.71
102.3 ± 0.58

102.3 ± 1.30
99.5 ± 0.69

99.7 ± 1.35
101.5 ± 0.70

98.4 ± 1.40
99.9 ± 0.49

99.4 ± 0.66
98.4 ± 1.13

98.7 ± 0.66
101.9 ± 1.35

100.6 ± 0.48
97.5 ± 1.44

100.8 ± 0.72
99.1 ± 0.65

97.8 ± 0.90
101.4 ± 1.41

99.6 ± 0.56
100.8 ± 1.27

99.7 ± 0.70
101.9 ± 0.72

97.8 ± 0.49
98.0 ± 1.34
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Table 8. Determination of the studied drugs in their pharmaceutical dosage forms.
Drug
Cefaclor
monohydrate

Cefadroxil
monohydrate

Cefalexin
anhydrous

Cefradine
anhydrous

Pharmaceutical product
Ceclor® suspensionc
250 mg of cefaclor monohydrate/5 mL

97.8 ± 0.5, t = 0.382a
F = 1.562a

97.7 ± 0.40

Bacticlor® suspensiond
250 mg of cefaclor anhydrous/5 mL

97.2 ± 0.5, t = 1.913
F = 1.562

96.7 ± 0.40

Duricef® tabletse
1 g of cefadroxil monohydrate/tablet

98.7 ± 0.3, t = 2.038
F = 2.250

99.0 ± 0.20

Duricef® suspensione
250 mg of cefadroxil monohydrate/5 mL

96.6 ± 1.3, t = 1.605
F = 2.641

97.6 ± 0.80

Duricef® capsulese
500 mg of cefadroxil monohydrate/capsule

97.9 ± 1.3, t = 1.332
F = 1.032

98.9 ± 1.30

Biodroxil® capsulesf
500 mg of cefadroxil monohydrate/capsule

102.4 ± 1.4, t = 0.930
F = 1.361

101.7 ± 1.20

Biodroxil® suspensionf
250 mg of cefadroxil monohydrate/5 mL

103.1 ± 0.6, t = 1.359
F = 2.250

102.7 ± 0.40

Ceporex® tabletsg
500 mg of cefalexin anhydrous/tablet

99.3 ± 1.6, t = 0.646
F = 1.778

98.7 ± 1.20

Ceporex® suspensiong
250 mg of cefalexin anhydrous/5 mL

99.0 ± 1.5, t = 0.735
F = 3.516

98.5 ± 0.80

Ospexin® suspensionh
250 mg of cefalexin anhydrous/5 mL

103.5 ± 1.5, t = 0.576
F = 3.516

103.1 ± 0.80

Velosef® capsulese
250 mg of cefradine anhydrous/capsule

97.7 ± 0.5, t = 1.530
F = 1.562

97.3 ± 0.40

Velosef® tabletse
1 g of cefradine anhydrous/tablet

103.3 ± 1.2, t = 1.019
F = 2.250

102.7 ± 0.80

Velosef® suspensione
205 mg of cefradine anhydrous/5mL

99.0 ± 1.5, t = 0.588
F = 3.516

98.5 ± 0.80

Velosef® vialse
1 g of cefradine anhydrous/vial

97.9 ± 1.2, t = 0.267
F = 1.778

97.7 ± 0.90

®

Cefotaxime
sodium

a

Recovery % ± SD
Proposed method
Reported methodb
(n = 6)
(n = 6)

i

Cefotax vials
500 mg of cefotaxime sodium/vial
Claforan® vialsj
500 mg of cefotaxime sodium/vial
®

k

98.2 ± 1.8, t = 0.365,
F = 3.932;
97.9 ± 1.2, t = 0.326,
F = 1.778;

97.9 ± 0.90
97.7 ± 0.90

Ceftazidime
pentahydrate

Fortum vials
500 mg of ceftazidime pentahydrate/vial

98.9 ± 0.6, t = 1.460,
F = 4.001;

98.5 ± 0.30

Cefoperazone
sodium

Cefozon® vialsl
500 mg of cefoperazone sodium/vial

102.3 ± 1.4, t = 1.721,
F = 4.003;

101.2 ± 0.70

Ceftriaxone
sodium

Ceftriaxone® vialsm
500 mg of ceftriaxone sodium/vial

97.7 ± 0.4, t = 1.643,
F = 4.002;

98.0 ± 0.20

Cefixime

Ximacef® capsulesn
400 mg of cefixime/capsule

102.1 ± 1.4, t = 0.797
F = 1.361

101.5 ± 1.20

Cefazolin
sodium

Zinol® vialso
500 mg of cefazolin sodium/vial

98.9 ± 1.3, t = 1.493
F = 3.449

98.0 ± 0.70

Cefpodoxime
proxetil

Orelox® tabletsq
100 mg of cefpodoxime proxetil/tablet

98.2 ± 1.8, t = 0.298
F = 3.932

97.9 ± 0.90

Theoretical value for t and F at 95% confidence limit, t = 2.228 and F = 5.053; b Reference 48; cEgyptian Pharmaceuticals and chemicals industries Co., S.A.E., Bayad El-Arab, Beni Suef, Egypt; d Pharco Pharmaceuticals, Alexandria under license from Ranbaxy UK; e Bristol-Myers
Squibb Pharmaceutical Co., Cairo, Egypt; f Kahira Pharm. & Chem. Ind. Co. under license from Novartis Pharma S.A.E., Cairo, Egypt;
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GlaxoSmithKline, S.A.E., El Salam City, Cairo, Egypt; h Pharco Pharmaceuticals, Alexandria under license from Biochemie GmbH., Vienna,
Austria; i T3A Pharma Group, Assiut, Egypt; j Hoechst Orient, S.A.E., Cairo, Egypt ; k GalaxoWellcome, S.A.E., El Salam City, Cairo, Egypt;
l
Egyptian International Pharmaceutical Industries Co., El Asher Ramadan City, Cairo, Egypt; m Kahira Pharm. & Chem. Ind. Co. under licence
from Novartis Pharma S.A.E., Cairo, Egypt; n Sigma pharmaceutical industries, S.A.E., Egypt; oPharco Pharmaceuticals, Alexandria,
Egypt; q Aventis, Zeitoun, Cairo, Egypt.

Table 9. Standard addition method for the assay of the studied drugs in their pharmaceutical dosage forms by the proposed method.
Drug

Pharmaceutical
formulation
Ceclor® suspension

Cefaclor
monohydrate

Bacticlor® suspension
Duricef®
tablets
Duricef® suspension

Cefadroxil
monohydrate

Duricef® capsules
Biodroxil® capsules
Biodroxil® suspension
Ceporex® tablets

Cefalexin anhydrous

Ceporex® suspension
Ospexin® suspension
Velosef® capsules

Cefradine
anhydrous

Velosef®
tablets
Velosef® suspension
Velosef®
vials

Ceftazidime
pentahydrate

Cefotaxime
Sodium

Fortum®
vial
Cefotax®
vials
Claforan®
vials

Cefoperazone
Sodium

Cefozon®
vials

Ceftriaxone
Sodium

Ceftriaxone vials
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Authentic drug added
(μg mL-1)
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
20.00
40.00
60.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
20.00
40.00
60.00
10.00
20.00
30.00

Authentic drug found
(μg mL-1)
9.97
19.40
28.83
10.06
19.26
29.40
5.11
9.95
14.85
4.90
10.02
14.64
4.83
9.60
14.78
4.89
10.36
14.98
4.87
9.84
15.38
4.98
10.07
14.82
5.05
9.79
15.06
4.95
9.92
14.68
9.85
20.09
28.86
9.69
19.85
30.10
9.72
19.94
31.14
10.16
19.62
29.85
20.34
38.76
61.32
9.66
20.20
29.30
10.35
19.60
29.19
19.50
38.88
59.46
10.08
19.36
30.98

Recovery (%) ± SDa
99.7 ± 1.21
97.0 ± 1.80
96.1 ± 1.52
100.6 ± 1.10
96.3 ± 0.81
98.0 ± 0.90
102.2 ± 1.41
99.5 ± 1.72
99.0 ± 0.50
98.0 ± 1.81
100.2 ± 1.63
97.6 ± 1.12
96.6 ± 1.50
96.0 ± 1.30
98.5 ± 0.71
97.8 ± 1.54
103.6 ± 0.91
99.9 ± 0.60
97.4 ± 1.91
98.4 ± 0.42
102.5 ± 1.20
99.6 ± 1.41
100.7 ± 1.73
98.8 ± 0.62
101.0 ± 1.00
97.9 ± 1.81
100.4 ± 0.91
99.0 ± 1.30
99.2 ± 1.81
97.9 ± 1.94
98.5 ± 0.85
100.5 ± 0.63
96.2 ± 1.11
96.9 ± 0.80
99.3 ± 0.50
100.3 ± 0.71
97.2 ± 0.92
99.7 ± 1.50
103.8 ± 1.93
101.6 ± 1.10
98.1 ± 1.63
99.5 ± 1.94
101.7 ± 1.33
96.6 ± 1.63
102.2 ± 1.32
96.6 ± 0.7
101.0 ± 0.9
97.6 ± 1.5
103.5 ± 1.8
98.0 ± 1.6
97.3 ± 0.7
97.5 ± 1.8
97.2 ± 0.9
99.1 ± 0.7
100.8 ± 1.4
96.8 ± 1.5
103.3 ± 1.3
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Table 9 (Continued)
Pharmaceutical
formulation

Drug

Ximacef® capsules

Cefixime

a

Authentic drug added
(μg mL-1)
15.00
30.00
45.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
30.00

Cefazolin
Sodium

Zinol®
vials

Cefpodoxime
proxetil

Orelox®
tablets

Authentic drug found
(μg mL-1)
14.76
29.82
44.91
9.78
19.87
30.27
9.84
19.83
29.60

Recovery (%) ± SDa
98.4 ± 0.5
99.4 ± 1.1
99.8 ± 1.4
97.8 ± 0.8
99.4 ± 0.7
100.9 ± 1.7
98.4 ± 0.9
99.2 ± 1.5
98.6 ± 1.6

Average of six determinations.

product is stable in strong acidic medium, moreover
acidification could minimize possible competition between the generated sulfide nucloephile and excess OH–
which may lead to decrease in the chromogen formed.
The proposed reaction mechanism is given in the following scheme:

a good leaving group at position 4 in addition to the
presence of nitro group as an electron withdrawing
group at position 7 of the aromatic ring in NBD-Cl result
in replacement of Cl– anion with the attacking sulfide
ions which in turn lead to the formation of a yellowcolored chromophore (λmax at 390 nm). The reaction
O
S
R1

C

HN

0.5M NaOH
N

Sulfide ions

100°C/ 30 min

R2

O
C
O

R3

SH

Cl

H
N

H
N

S-2 +

O

Conc. HCl

O
N
H

N
H
NO2

NO2

Scheme 1 Suggested reaction mechanism between sulfide ions and NBD-Cl
The production of sulfide ions was confirmed by carrying out specific qualitative tests such as dilute hydrochloric acid, cadmium acetate, sodium nitroprusside and
methyelene blue tests [56] or by comparing λmax of the
formed chromogen with that obtained after applying the
developed method to sodium sulfide and the same results
were obtained.

4. Conclusions
The developed spectrophotometric method is precise,
accurate and sensitive. No interference from the frequently encountered excipients and additives. Statistical
analysis proves that the method could be applied for the
analysis of the studied drugs in their pure forms and in
pharmaceutical formulations.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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ABSTRACT
Phosphorus (P) is a vital plant nutrient, available to plant roots only in soluble forms that are
in short supply in the soil. Adding phosphatebased fertilizers to increase agricultural yields
is a widely used practice; however, the bioavailability of P remains low due to chemical
transformations of P into insoluble forms. Thus,
phosphate solubilizing bacteria (PSB) play an
important role in reducing P deficiency in soil.
The goal of this study was to assess biotechnological potential of phosphate-solubilizing
bacterial strains. In this study, phosphate solubilizing microorganisms (PSM) were isolated
from different soil samples of Southern regions
of Kazakhstan. The biological activity of PSM
was studied based on their effect on the growth
of wheat seeds. The different taxonomic genera
of these PSM were identified: Arthrobacter spp.,
Aureobacterium spp., Azotobacter spp., Bacterium spp., Baccillus spp. Finally, phosphatesolubilizing activity of isolated strains of PSM
was assessed.
Keywords: Soil; Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria;
Identification; Labile Phosphorus; Fertilizers;
Phosphate; Phosphorus

1. INTRODUCTION
Phosphorus (P) is the second most important plant nutrient after nitrogen. However, most Phosphorus in soil
(up to 95-99%) is part of insoluble compounds, which
makes P unavailable for plant nutrition [1]. In order to
increase crop yields, mineral phosphate fertilizers are
regularly incorporated into the soil. However, immedi-
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ately after fertilizer application is done, most of the applied phosphorus transforms into an insoluble form [2].
As a result, most P in the soil is found in poorly soluble,
highly stable forms with limited availability to plants.
Only 5% or less of the total amount of P in soil is available for plant nutrition [3]. The vicious cycle continues
as such low bioavailability of P requires regular application of phosphate-based fertilizers [4].
According to assessments made by the experts from
the U.S. Geological Survey and the International Association of Fertilizer Producers, the demand for fertilizers
over the next 5 years will increase by 2.5-3% annually
[5]. At such rate of phosphate consumption, all global
phosphate resources would be exhausted within 100-125
years [5]. Taking into account the long-term increase in
demand for P and phosphate production, peaking in 20
years, the importance of partial P recycling continues to
grow. Recovering phosphates from livestock waste is
one of the examples of reusing P for agriculture [5].
Other ways to control the wastage of phosphate resources include reducing P run-off into the oceans.
Considering the anticipated food production crisis as
it relates to phosphate deficit in the future, efforts to
study and apply microbiological phosphate solubilization processes are well justified. Phosphate solubilizing
Microorganisms (PSM) play an important role in plant
nutrition and growth promotion, especially when phosphate fertilizers are used extensively for long periods of
time. It has been proven that agricultural application of
PSM boosts crop yields [6]. On the other hand, soil activity depends on the activity of phosphate solubilizing
bacteria [7].
P solubilization mechanisms include acid formation,
chelating metal ions and exchange reactions. The most
active among PSM are micromycetes of following genera: Aspergillus, Penicillium, Curvularia, and phos-
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phate-solubilizing yeast, which is more active in solubilizing phosphates than bacteria. However, since bacteria
are more suitable for high-volume production of biotechnology products, the goal of our research was to
assess biotechnological potential of phosphate-solubilizing bacterial strains, isolated over the course of our
research.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The subject of this research was to study microorganisms identified from the soils of Southern Kazakhstan.
Soil samples were taken in accordance with the aseptic
regulations and recommendations and were stored in
sterile parchment paper bags [8].
Calcium orthophosphate-dissolving bacteria were
identified in the Muromcev medium of the following
composition (g/l): glucose–10.0, asparagines–1.0, К2SO4–
0.2, MgSO4–0.2, corn extract–0.02; agar–20.0, tap water,
pH = 6.8, sterilized at 0.5 atm. for 20 minutes. The salts
were added in dry form, which provided gradual interaction with the medium over the course of sedimentation.
The proportion of dissolving agent was 1.5 grams of
Ca3(PO4)2 per liter of liquid medium. Nistatin was introduced additionally to suppress the growth of micromycetes, in proportion 500 000 units per 250 ml of sterilized medium. Mediums prepared by this method were
distributed in 25 ml amounts per Petri dish. After cooling
down, the agar medium was added the soil suspensions
(in 10-4-10-7 dilution) in 0.1 ml volume amounts. Petri
dishes with soil suspension on the surface were incubated at 28ºC for 3-9 days. We counted only colonies
that had zones of calcium phosphate dissolution around
them.
To evaluate phosphate solubilizing microorganisms’
influence on seed germination, we used wheat seeds.
Laboratory research was conducted according to the
Schroth, Hancock method 1982 [9]. The surface of the
seeds was sterilized with 10% sodium hypochloride solution for 20 minutes, after which the seeds were washed
with 70% ethanol and triple sterile distilled water.
Cultures of microorganisms under the study were incubated in 250 ml flasks, containing 100 ml of medium
for cultivation (beef extract broth) at 28ºC until they
reached steady stage of growth (titer is 1  106 cells/mL).
Culture-containing liquid was obtained by centrifuging
bacterial suspension for 10 minutes at 5000 RPM. Bacterial biomass sediment was washed three times with
physiological saline solution, later diluted with sterile
distilled water. We used 10 ml of test subculture per 20
seeds for 2 hours in each seed treatment round.
In accordance with aseptic regulations, inoculated
seeds were placed onto dampened filter paper in Petri
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dishes. For control specimens, we used seeds treated
with sterile water and sterile medium used for bacteria
cultivation. Incubation was done at 28ºC.
Phosphate solubilizing activity of bacterial strains was
determined using the Novogrudsky medium [10]. We
added 1% suspension of phosphate-solubilizing bacterial
(PSB) strains into the flasks containing 100 ml of medium, and incubated the flasks on the shake flask propagator for 14 days at 180 RPM. After 14 days, we calculated the amount of labile phosphorus in the cell culture
liquid by colorimetric method using blue phosphorusmolybdenum complex [11].
The active mass concentration was converted into
РО3-4 mg/L format using the following formula:
X = (1000  a)/(V  1000) mkg/L = 0.1 а (mg/L),
where:
a―phosphate ion content in the sample, defined by
calibration chart, mkg;
V―aliquot of a sample, 10 cubic centimeters.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The form or type of phosphorus compounds in soil depends on oxidation-reduction conditions of the medium.
The main component of mineral phosphates is tricalcium
phosphate (calcium orthophosphate). In all of the soil
samples assessed in our study using Muromcev medium,
we observed visible zones of phosphate dissolution
(Figure 1).
Inoculation of plants seeds by active strains of microorganisms is often beneficial to their growth and development. Such effect can be defined by different mechanisms: by intensification of nitrogen fixation and phosphate solubilization, by production of physiologically
active substances, by an increase in root absorption capacity, or by improved solubility of highly immobile
compounds of plant nutrients [12].
Table 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the influence of phosphate solubilizing bacterial treatment on wheat seed
germination. Our research demonstrates that applying
PSB in seed treatment increases wheat germination capacity (see strains P3-P6) and stimulates root growth as
observed in all specimens (P1-P6).
Strains that positively affected wheat seed germination were identified at the species level. Table 2 presents
morphological and biochemical characteristics of studied
strains.
Based on the obtained data on strain characteristics,
phosphate-solubilizing bacterial strains were identified
as follows: P1–Artrobacter sp., P3–Bacillus sp.,
P6–Bacterium sp., P8–Aureobacterium sp., Az 1–Azotobacter sp. In order to evaluate PSB strains’ ability to
mobilize phosphorus from insoluble soil phosphates, a
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Figure 1. Phosphate dissolution zones around phosphate solubilizing bacteria colonies.

Figure 2. Germinated wheat seeds after treatment with PSB cell culture liquid. Left: control; Right: treatment
with the P6 strain.
Table 1. The influence of phosphate solubilizing bacterial treatment on wheat seed germination.
Strain of PSB

Germination capacity , %

Average length of sprout, mm

Average length of root, mm

Control

65,00

40,69  5,02

34,34  3,93

P1

46,65

32,40  3,03

40,88  2,66

P2

61,65

43,25  9,84

44,73  7,52

P3

66,65

29,40  8,79

43,15  4,69

P4

68,35

20,63  7,94

35,88  5,99

P5

76,65

24,58  17,55

38,92  3,26

P6

66,65

32,76  0,23

41,84  9,16

P7

51,65

23,29  8,12

33,63  5,50

P8

60,00

25,79  11,77

40,71  7,49

further experiment was conducted using strains P1, P3,
P6, P8, Az1, which were grown over a 14-day period. In
the obtained cell culture liquid, the assessment of soluble
(labile) phosphorus concentration was done.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

The assessment of phosphate solubilization activity by
PSB strains (Table 3) has demonstrated that phosphorus
mobilization activity has increased more than 100 times
in comparison to control sample. The most active strains
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Table 2. Morphological, physiological, and biochemical characteristics of phosphate solubilizing bacteria strains in the study.
Strains

Characteristics
Morphology
Gram Staining
Mobility
Acid-Fastness
Catalase
Oxidase
Growth on Beef/Peptone Broth
Relationship with oxygen
Dilution of gelatin
Hydrogen sulphide formation
Nitrate formation
Starch Hydrolysis
Indole formation
Ammonia formation
Spore formation
Growth on Beef/Peptone Broth
with NaCl
3%
6%
Starch conversion

P-1

P-3

P-6

P-8

Az1

rods
+
Immobile
–

rods
Mobile
+

rods
–
Mobile
–

rods
+
Mobile
–

rods
–
Mobile

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
P.anaerobe
+
–
–
+
–
+
–

+
+
P.anaerobe
+
+
+
–
+
–
+

+
+
P.anaerobe
–
–
+
–
–
–
–

–
+
Aerobes
+
+
–
–
–
–
–

+
+
+

+
+
–

+
+
–

+
+
–

A
AG
A
A
А
A
A
A
Аs
Аs
Аs

A
Аs
A
Аs
Аs
A
Аs
A
A
Аs
Аs

Aerobes

+

–

+

Carbohydrate uptake:
Glucose
Galactose
Glucose
Xylose
Lactose
Fructose
Arabinose
Saccharose
Maltose
Glycerin
Mannitol

A
Аs
A
Аs
Аs
A
A
A
A
Аs
A

-3℃
22℃
28℃
30℃
37℃

+
+
+
+
+

AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG
AG

Growth under different temperatures
–
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
–

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

Comment: Аs-assimilates, A-acid formation, AG–acid and gas formation

Table 3. Phosphate solubilization activity with the following
PSB strains.
Strains:
P8
P1
P3
P6
Аz 1
P1 + P8 +
Аz 1
Control

Concentration of Р2О5 in mkg per 1000 ml of
medium/phosphate mobilization
75 000/0,008
70 000/0,007
44 000/0,004
20 000/0,002
47 300/0,005

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

146 000/0,015
800/0,00008

were P8, P1 and Az1 strains, whereas strain P6 was least
active. Growing three strains simultaneously (P1 + P8 +
Аz 1) allowed the highest level of phosphorus mobilization.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained over the course of this study let us
theorize that phosphate solubilizing bacteria positively
affect wheat seed germination in a multifaceted way.
Identification of PSB in our study has demonstrated that
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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they belong to different taxonomic bacterial genera:
Azotobacter sp., Artrobacter sp., Bacterium sp., Bacillus
sp., and Aerobacterium sp. We believe that the strains
obtained in samples P8, P1 and Az 1 are of particular
interest for further research.
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ABSTRACT
In our previous study, complete single DNA
strands which were obtained from nuclei, chloroplasts and plant mitochondria obeyed Chargaff’s second parity rule, although those which
were obtained from animal mitochondria deviated from the rule. On the other hand, plant mitochondria obeyed another different rule after
their classification. Complete single DNA strand
sequences obtained from chloroplasts, plant
mitochondria, and animal mitochondria, were
divided into the coding and non-coding regions.
The non-coding region, which was the complementary coding region on the reverse strand,
was incorporated as a coding region in the
forward strand. When the nucleotide contents of
the coding region or non-coding regions were
plotted against the composition of the four nucleotides in the complete single DNA strand, it
was determined that chloroplast and plant mitochondrial DNA obeyed Chargaff’s second
parity rule in both the coding and non-coding
regions. However, animal mitochondrial DNA
deviated from this rule. In chloroplast and plant
mitochondrial DNA, which obey Chargaff’s
second parity rule, the lines of regression for G
(purine) and C (pyrimidine) intersected with regression lines for A (purine) and T (pyrimidines),
respectively, at around 0.250 in all cases. On the
other hand, in animal mitochondrial DNA, which
deviates from Chargaff’s second parity rule,
only regression lines due to the content of homonucleotides or their analogs in the coding or
non-coding region against those in the complete single DNA strand intersected at around
0.250 at the horizontal axis. Conversely, the intersection of the two lines of regression (G and
A or C and T) against the contents of heteronucleotides or their analogs shifted from 0.25 in
both coding and non-coding regions. NucleoCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

tide alternations in chloroplasts and plant mitochondria are strictly regulated, not only by the
proportion of homonucleotides and their analogs, but also by the heteronucleotides and their
analogs. They are strictly regulated in animal
mitochondria only by the content of homonucleotides and their analogs.

Keywords: Evolution; Chargaff’s Parity Rules;
Organelle; DNA; Genome; Coding and Non-Coding
Regions

1. INTRODUCTION
“Chargaff’s second parity rule” [1], G ≈ C, A ≈ T and
[(G + A) ≈ (T + C)] is retained in single DNA stranded
that is formed from double-stranded DNA; however, it is
difficult to imagine how the G and C or A and T base
pairs are formed in the single DNA strand, or why G ≈ C
and A ≈ T. Therefore, the biological significance of
Chargaff’s second parity rule (first described 40 years
ago) has not yet been elucidated because of its unclear
fundamental reasoning. In fact, it is unclear whether
Chargaff’s second parity rule is even linked to biological
evolution. However, recently, this historic puzzle [2], has
been solved, based on the fact that genome nucleotide
composition is homogeneous [3] and that both the forward and reverse strand compositions are very similar
[4]. The second parity rule derives the similarities of
nucleotide composition found between the forward and
reverse strands. On the other hand, nucleotide contents
represented by Chargaff’s first parity rule [5], G = C, A
= T and [(A + G) = (T + C)], excludes biological significance, and this rule is mathematically definitive and
independent of biological significance. Under this rule, the
nucleotide contents in nuclei are defined by these equations in any organism from bacteria to Homo sapiens.
The existence of deviations from Chargaff’s second
rule was reported by other groups [6,7]. Only single
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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DNA strands that form double-stranded genomic DNA
obey Chargaff’s second parity rule, whereas organelle
DNA does not obey this rule [8]. Nikolaou and Almirantis reported that mitochondrial DNA might be classified
into three groups based on GC and AT skews, and that
their DNA deviated from Chargaff’s second parity rule
[7]. They also reported that chloroplasts shared the patterns of bacterial genomes [7]. Mitochondrial gene sequences support the view that the evolutionary antecedents of mitochondria are a subgroup of the alpha-Protobacteria [9], such as Rickettsia, Anaplasma,
and Ehrlichia [10]. In addition, molecular phylogenetic
studies showed that the closest bacterial homologs of
chloroplasts are cyanobacteria [11]. Recently, deviations
from Chargaff’s second parity rule in animal mitochondrial DNA were attributed to a different rule, and a single origin of species was derived from these mathematical genomic analyses [12]. We have also examined nuclear and organelle DNA and shown that the nucleotide
compositions are correlated with each other, and are
correlated within the coding region of nuclear DNA [4].
Additionally, only homonucleotide contents are correlated to each other between the coding or non- coding
regions and the single DNA strand in organelles [13].
These analyses indicate that biological evolution is expressed by linear formulae [4]. In the present study, we
have investigated the precise nucleotide relationships
between the coding or non-coding regions and the complete single DNA that forms the double-stranded DNA.
These analyses included not only homonucleotides, but
also heteronucleotides, as Chargaff’s second parity rule
is linked to the double-stranded DNA structure [2,8]. In
fact, it would be interesting to determine whether Chargaff’s second parity rule is preserved, not only in the
complete genome, but also in the separated coding and
non-coding regions, to understand biological evolution.

847

cause their nucleotide alternations differ [4]. In the present study, however, the coding region in the reverse
strand was incorporated into the forward strand as the
complement, and the nucleotide content in the coding
region was plotted against the complete single DNA
strand to understand whole genome evolution [2]. According to this process, each of the four nucleotide
components are expressed by four equations, and the
homonucleotide content is expressed by a regression line
whose regression coefficient is close to 1.0 in normalized values. Similarly, when the nucleotide content of
the coding region were plotted against the total G content in the complete single DNA strand, the lines for
both G and C completely overlapped in chloroplasts.
Similarly, the lines for T and A also overlapped (Figure
1, upper panel). This suggests that G ≈ C and T ≈ A in
the coding region. Similar results were obtained for the
non-coding region (Figure 1, lower panel).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genome data were obtained from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/sites), and the list of organelles examined has
been described in our previous paper [13]. The same
species which were examined in our previous study were
used to compare the present result with the previous data
[13]. To evaluate the biological evolution of whole organelles, the coding region in the reverse strand was
incorporated into the coding region in the forward strand
as the complement [2]. Calculations were performed
using Microsoft Excel (version 2003).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Codon Evolution in Chloroplasts
The coding and non-coding regions were separated beCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 1. Nucleotide relationships in normalized chloroplast
values. Upper panel, coding region; lower panel, non-coding
region. Red squares, G; green triangles, C; blue diamonds, A;
and shallow blue crosses, T. The composition of each nucleotide in the coding or non-coding region was plotted against the
G content in the complete single DNA strand. The vertical axis
represents the composition of the four nucleotides; the horizontal axis represents the G content in the complete single
DNA strand.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Each line was computationally characterized and the
results are shown in Table 1. Using normalized values in
the four equations, as the summation of the four nucleo
tides is 1, the summation of the four equation slopes is 0
and that of the constant values at the vertical intercept is
1.0 in all cases [4]. This fact is based on mathematical
rule using normalized values. As shown in Figure 1, the
absolute values of the slopes of the lines for G and C or
the lines for T and A were mathematically similar for
both coding and non-coding regions, while the former
two slopes were positive but the latter two were negative.
That is, the G and C lines are symmetrical to the A and T
lines in both the coding and non-coding regions. In addition, the slopes differed between the coding and noncoding regions, where the absolute values of the slopes
were 0.760  0.049 and 1.192  0.078 in the coding and
non-coding regions, respectively. Thus, the compositions
of the four nucleotides correlated well with the nucleotide compositions in the complete single DNA strand.
Regression coefficients were more than 0.9 or close to
0.9, except those for the A and T contents against the
total T and A contents, which were 0.79 and 0.77, respectively, in the coding region.
Based on Figure 1, the overlapped lines for G and C
clearly intersected with the overlapped lines for T and A.
The points of intersection for the overlapped lines of
regression were calculated based on the regression line
equations presented in Table 1. The combinations of the
two lines for calculations were either lines for G and A
(purines) or lines for C and T (pyrimidines). All combinations were approximately 0.25 at the point of intersection for both the coding and non-coding regions in chloroplasts (Table 2).

Table 1. Regression lines representing nucleotide contents in
the coding and non-coding regions against the nucleotide contents in the complete single strand DNA based on 97 chloroplasts.
Coding

R

Non-coding

R

Gc = 0.781 G + 0.045

0.93

Gn = 1.247 G – 0.050

0.97

Cc = 0.792 G + 0.042

0.91

Cn = 1.221 G – 0.039

0.94

Tc = –0.795 G + 0.461

0.90

Tn = –1.304 G + 0.556

0.95

Ac = –0.778 G + 0.453

0.86

An = –1.164 G + 0.533

0.95

Gc = 0.720 C + 0.054

0.88

Gn = 1.156 C – 0.037

0.93

Cc = 0.809 C + 0.037

0.96

Cn = 1.236 C – 0.046

0.97

Tc = –0.735 C + 0.452

0.85

Tn = –1.101 C + 0.525

0.92

Ac= –0.795 C + 0.458

0.90

A n= –1.291 C + 0.558

0.97

Gc = –0.742 T + 0.423

0.88

Gn = –1.220 T + 0.565

0.95

Cc = –0.786 T + 0.436

0.90

Cn = –1.206 T + 0.567

0.92
0.96

Tc = 0.831 T + 0.051

0.93

Tn = 1.181 T – 0.054

Ac = 0.697 T + 0.090

0.77

An = 1.246 T – 0.077

0.90

Gc = –0.700 A + 0.407

0.90

Gn = –1.093 A + 0.520

0.92

Cc = –0.753 A + 0.423

0.93

Cn = –1.156 A + 0.547

0.95

Tc = 0.650 A + 0.112

0.79

Tn = 1.005 A + 0.006

0.88

Ac = 0.804 A + 0.058
0.96
An = 1.244 A – 0.073
0.97
Xc and Xn mean the nucleotide content in the coding and non-coding
regions, respectively.

Table 2. Crossing points obtained from two regression lines
based on 97 chloroplasts.
Vs.
G

C

Lines

Coding

G-A

0.262

Non-coding
0.242

C-T

0.264

0.236

G-A

0.267

0.243

C-T

0.269

0.244

3.2. Codon Evolution in Plant Mitochondria
The nucleotide contents in the coding and non-coding
regions were plotted against those in the complete single
DNA strand for DNA obtained from plant mitochondria
(Figure 2). The G line overlapped with the C line, whereas the T line slightly diverged from the A line in the
coding region compared (Figure 2, upper panel). Scattering of the sample points was observed for each of the
four nucleotides, particularly in the high G content region of the complete single DNA strand. In the noncoding region, the G line differed significantly from the
C line (Figure 2).
Furthermore, the C line was parallel to the G line.
Scattering of sample points was observed in the complete genome, and was likely due to the small genome
sizes [12]. Both the G and C lines were almost symmetrical with to both the A and T lines, respectively, for both
the coding and non-coding regions.
Each line was computationally characterized and the
results are shown in Table 3. The absolute values of the
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

T

A

Av.

G-A

0.231

0.260

C-T

0.238

0.260

G-A

0.232

0.254

C-T

0.222

0.250

G-A

0.248  0.019

0.250  0.009

C-T

0.248  0.022

0.248  0.010

slopes were 0.857  0.168 and 0.840  0.131 in the coding and non-coding regions, respectively, and the values
similar between the both regions. The summation of the
four equation slopes is 0, and that of the constant values
at the vertical axis is 1 in all cases, as explained in Figure 1. The regression coefficients were around 0.9, except for low regression coefficients of 0.57 and 0.45
from the T and A contents in the coding region.
The point of intersection of the two regression lines
was calculated based on the regression line equations
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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the other hand, C and T compositions were not correlated with G content in the complete single DNA strand
(R-values of 0.24 and 0.01). Similar results were obtained in the non-coding region (Figure 3, lower panel
and Table 5).
When nucleotide contents in the coding region or
non-coding region were plotted against nucleotide contents in the complete single DNA strand, homonucleotides and their analogs (purines or pyrimidines) showed
good correlations. However, heteronucleotides and their
Table 3. Regression lines representing nucleotide contents in
the coding and non-coding regions against the nucleotide contents in the complete single strand DNA based on 47 plant
mitochondria.

Figure 2. Nucleotide relationships in normalized plant mitochondrial values. Upper, coding region; lower, non-coding
region. Red squares, G; green triangles, C; blue diamonds, A;
and shallow blue crosses, T. The composition of each nucleotide in the coding or non-coding region was plotted against the
G content in the complete single DNA strand. The vertical axis
represents the composition of the four nucleotides; the horizontal axis represents the G content in the complete single
DNA strand.

presented in Table 3. All combinations due to G and A
lines or C and T lines were approximately 0.24 in both the
coding and non-coding regions for DNA obtained from
plant mitochondria (Table 4).

Coding

R

Non-coding

R

Gc = 0.993 G – 0.005

0.97

Gn = 0.839 G + 0.040

0.90

Cc = 0.904 G – 0.002

0.86

Cn = 0.981 G – 0.003

0.92

Tc = –0.770 G + 0.480

0.69

Tn = –0.803 G + 0.457

0.91

Ac = –1.127 G + 0.527

0.87

An= –1.018 G + 0.506

0.96

Gc = 0.808 C + 0.039

0.85

Gn = 0.663 C + 0.081

0.77

Cc = 0.955 C + 0.002

0.98

Cn = 0.956 C + 0.014

0.97

Tc = –0.797 C + 0.474

0.77

Tn = –0.749 C + 0.437

0.92

Ac = –0.966 C + 0.484

0.81

An = –0.870 C + 0.467

0.88

Gc = –0.793 T + 0.434

0.82

Gn = –0.560 T + 0.375

0.64

Cc = –0.890 T + 0.454

0.90

Cn = –0.916 T + 0.474

0.91
0.83

Tc = 0.984 T + 0.018

0.93

Tn = 0.685 T + 0.088

Ac = 0.699 T + 0.094

0.57

An = 0.790 T + 0.063

0.79

Gc = –0.767 A + 0.423

0.87

Gn = –0.722 A + 0.426

0.91

Cc = –0.746 A + 0.404

0.83

Cn = –0.784 A + 0.428

0.86

Tc = 0.435 A + 0.200

0.45

Tn = 0.666 A + 0.096

0.88

Ac = 1.078 A– 0.027

0.98

An = 0.840 A + 0.049

0.92

Xc and Xn mean the nucleotide content in the coding and non-coding
regions, respectively.

Table 4. Crossing points obtained from two regression lines
based on 47 plant mitochlondria.
Vs.
G

3.3. Codon Evolution in Vertebrate
Mitochondria
Nucleotide contents of the coding and non-coding regions were plotted against nucleotide contents in the
complete single DNA strand (Figure 3). When the four
nucleotide compositions in the coding region we plotted
against the G content in the complete single DNA strand,
the G content in the coding region was expressed by a
linear regression line with a high regression coefficient
(Figure 3, upper panel). The nucleotide A content could
also be expressed by a linear regression line with a relatively high regression coefficient (0.82) (Table 5). On
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

C

T

A

Av.

Lines

Coding

G-A

0.251

Non-coding
0.251

C-T

0.288

0.258

G-A

0.251

0.252

C-T

0.269

0.248

G-A

0.228

0.231

C-T

0.233

0.241

G-A

0.244

0.241

C-T

0.173

0.229

G-A

0.244  0.011

0.244  0.009

C-T

0.241  0.051

0.244 0.012
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Table 5. Regression lines representing nucleotide contents in
the coding and non-coding regions against the nucleotide contents in the complete single strand DNA based on 45 vertebrate
mitochondria.
Coding

R

Non-coding

R

Gc = 0.948 G – 0.004

0.96

Gn = 1.133 G + 0.007

0.87

Cc = 0.386 G + 0.233

0.24

Cn = 0.322 G + 0.192

0.30

Tc = 0.019 G + 0.272

0.01

Tn = –0.542 G + 0.330

0.50

Ac = –1.353 G + 0.500
Gc = 0.148 C + 0.093

0.82
0.21

An = –0.913 G + 0.471
Gn = 0.295 C + 0.091

0.31
0.87

0.73

Cc = 1.165 C – 0.029

0.99

Cn = 0.681 C + 0.053

Tc = –0.882 C + 0.516

0.76

Tn = –0.562 C + 0.405

0.71

Ac = –0.431 C + 0.420
Gc = –0.068 T + 0.152

0.36

0.45

0.26

An = –0.414 C + 0.452
Gn = –0.120 T + 0.203

Cc = –0.960 T + 0.546

0.80

Cn = –0.533 T + 0.381

0.66

Tc = 1.167 T – 0.037

0.98

Tn = 0.647 T + 0.078

0.80

Ac = –0.139 T + 0.340
Gc = –0.505 A + 0.292

0.11

0.07

0.75

An = 0.006 T + 0.337
Gn = –0.674 A + 0.383

Cc = –0.388 A + 0.411

0.36

Cn = –0.295 A + 0.332

0.40

Tc = –0.212 A + 0.342

0.20

T = 0.198 A + 0.189

0.27

Ac = 1.106 A – 0.045

0.99

An = 0.771 A + 0.096

0.90

0.12

0.76

Xc and Xn mean the nucleotide content in the coding and non-coding
regions, respectively.

Table 6. Crossing points obtained from two regression lines
based on 45 vertebrates.
Figure 3. Nucleotide relationships in normalized vertebrate
mitochondrial values. Upper, coding region; lower, non-coding
region. Red squares, G; green triangles, C; blue diamonds, A;
and shallow blue crosses, T. The composition of each nucleotide in the coding or non-coding region was plotted against the
G content in the complete single DNA strand. The vertical axis
represents the composition of the four nucleotides; the horizontal axis represents the G content in the complete single
DNA strand.

analog relationships (i.e., G vs. C or T and A vs. C or T)
showed no correlation for vertebrate mitochondria (Table 5). This rule was observed in all cases in vertebrate
mitochondria.
The calculated points of intersection of two regression
line equations are presented in Table 6. The G and A
(purines) lines intersected at 0.219 and 0.227 in the coding region and non-coding region, respectively, against
the G (purine) content in the complete single DNA
strand; while the C and T (pyrimidines) lines intersected
at 0.106 and 0.160 in the coding and non-coding regions,
respectively, against the G (purine) content (Table 6).
The former values were close to 0.250, whereas the latter were relatively far from this value. On the other hand,
the G and A (purines) lines intersected at 0.565 and
0.506 in the coding and non-coding regions, respectively,
against the C (pyrimidine) content in the complete single
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Vs.
G

C

T

A

Lines

Coding

Non-coding

G-A

0.219

0.227

C-T

0.106

0.160

G-A

0.565

0.509

C-T

0.266

0.283

G-A

2.648

1.063

C-T

0.274

0.257

G-A

0.209

0.199

C-T

0.115

0.290

DNA strand. The C and T (pyrimidines) lines crossed at
0.266 and 0.283 in the coding and non-coding regions,
respectively, against the C (pyrimidine) content in the
complete single DNA strand (Table 6). The former two
values were significantly different from 0.250, whereas
the latter two values were close to 0.250.
When the A (purine) and T (pyrimidine) contents in
the complete single DNA strand were used instead of the
G (purine) and C (pyrimidine) contents, consistently
similar results were obtained (Table 6). Combinations of
regression line equations (G and A or C and T) against
heteronucleotide content in the complete single DNA
strand rarely attained 0.250 as a point of intersection.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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3.4. Codon Evolution in Invertebrate
Mitochondria
As determined in a previous study [12], although nucleotide content relationships in the complete invertebrate mitochondrial genome were heteroskedastic, they
were classified into two groups, I and II, based on their
distributions on the graph. Plotting the C content of the
coding region against the G content in the complete single DNA strand in invertebrate mitochondria, it showed
that mitochondria could be clearly classified into two
groups (denoted by a dotted line on Figure 4). This is
consistent with the result obtained from the complete
genome [12].
Nucleotide content relationships were also investigated in the classified invertebrate I mitochondria. Plotting the four nucleotide compositions in the coding region against the G content in the complete single DNA
strand produced four lines of regression (Figure 5, upper
panel); however, all four lines differed from each other.
Similar results were obtained for the non-coding region
(Figure 5, lower panel). The values of their regression
coefficients, the slope, and constants for each equation
are shown in Table 7. Relationships between the coding
or non-coding region, the complete single DNA strand,
and the homonucleotides and their analogs contents,
correlated well for invertebrate I mitochondria (Table 7).
As shown in Figure 5, the lines for C and T against
the G content in the complete single DNA strand intersected at around 0.250 for both the coding and
non-coding regions. The points of intersection of two
lines of regression equations are presented in Table 7
and were calculated and tabulated in Table 8. The points

Figure 4. Nucleotide relationships in invertebrate mitochondria. Nucleotide contents were normalized, and the C content
in the coding region was plotted against the G content in the
complete single DNA strand. The vertical axis represents the G
and C compositions and the horizontal axis represents the G
content in the complete single DNA strand. The dotted line
represents the G content in the coding region against the G
content in the complete single DNA strand.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 5. Nucleotide relationships in normalized invertebrate I
mitochondrial values. Upper, coding region; lower, non-coding
region. Red squares, G; green triangles, C; blue diamonds, A;
and shallow blue crosses, T. The composition of each nucleotide in the coding or non-coding region was plotted against the
G content in the complete single DNA strand. The vertical axis
represents the composition of each of the four nucleotides, the
horizontal axis represents the G content in the complete single
DNA strand.

of intersection from the two lines of regression equations
(G and A or C and T) against homonucleotides or their
analog contents in the complete single DNA strand were
close to 0.250, while those against heteronucleotides or
their analogs contents were rarely 0.250 for invertebrate
I mitochondria (Table 8).
Additionally, the nucleotide composition relationships
observed between the coding or non-coding region and
the complete single DNA strand were also examined for
invertebrate II mitochondria. The characteristics of the
lines of regression are shown in Table 9. The points of
intersection for two lines of regression equations are
shown in Table 10. The results obtained from invertebrate II mitochondria were similar to those of invertebrate I mitochondria.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Table 7. Regression lines representing nucleotide contents in
the coding and non-coding regions against the nucleotide contents in the complete single strand DNA based on 31 invertebrate I mitochondria.
Coding
Gc = 0.781 G + 0.030

R
0.94

Non-coding
Gn = 1.364 G – 0.050

R
0.96

Table 9. Regression lines representing nucleotide contents in
the coding and non-coding regions against the nucleotide contents in the complete single strand DNA based on 28 invertebrate II mitochondria.
Coding
Gc = 1.004 G – 0.002

0.96

R

Non-coding
Gn = 0.904 G + 0.018

0.89

R

Cc = 1.496 G + 0.027

0.68

Cn = 1.645 G – 0.024

0.79

Cc = 0.306 G + 0.066

0.54

Cn = 0.190 G + 0.096

0.26

Tc = –1.014 G + 0.437

0.51

Tn = –1.628 G + 0.531

0.77

Tc = –0.041 G + 0.396

0.05

Tn = –0.355 G + 0.413

0.35

Ac = –1.263 G + 0.506
Gc = 0.229 C + 0.078

0.76

0.77

Ac = –1.269 G + 0.539
Gc = 0.485 C + 0.126

0.85

0.59

An = –1.380 G + 0.543
Gn = 0.513 C + 0.011

0.30

An = –0.740 G + 0.472
Gn = 0.839 C + 0.083

0.53

0.78

0.77

Cc = 1.006 C + 0.009

0.99

Cn = 0.916 C – 0.008

0.95

Cc = 0.835 C + 0.017

0.94

Cn = 1.087 C – 0.006

0.93

Tc = –0.740 C + 0.461

0.80

Tn = –0.866 C + 0.507

0.88

Tc = –0.763 C + 0.486

0.57

Tn = –1.169 C + 0.495

0.74

Ac = –0.495 C + 0.453
Gc = –0.224 T + 0.194

0.64

An = –0.562 C + 0.489
Gn = –0.459 T + 0.259

0.67

0.05

An = –0.757 C + 0.429
Gn = –0.400 T + 0.339

0.50

0.64

Ac = –0.558 C + 0.371
Gc = –0.055 T + 0.209

0.24

0.53

Cc = –0.961 T + 0.515

0.87

Gn = –0.825 T + 0.437

0.79

Cc = –0.401 T + 0.274

0.63

Cn = –0.640 T + 0.372

0.76

Tc = 0.984 T – 0.002

0.98

Tn = 1.016 T + 0.010

0.94

Tc = 0.913 T + 0.047

0.94

Tn = 1.033 T – 0.041

0.91

Ac = 0.201 T + 0.292
Gc = –0.327 A + 0.241

0.24

0.29
0.80

Ac = –0.457 T + 0.470
Gc = –0.727 A + 0.413

0.27

0.67

An = 0.268 T + 0.294
Gn = –0.659 A + 0.351

0.88

An = 0.007 T + 0.330
Gn = –0.585 A + 0.370

0.73

Cc = –0.809 A + 0.498

0.63

Cn = –0.899 A + 0.497

0.75

Cc = –0.208 A + 0.188

0.46

Cn = –0.081 A + 0.157

0.14

Tc = 0.197 A + 0.247

0.17

Tn = 0.563 A + 0.135

0.45

Tc = –0.230 A + 0.460

0.34

Tn = 0.011 A + 0.343

0.88

0.35

0.02

Ac = 0.939 A + 0.015
0.97
An = 0.995 A + 0.018
0.95
Xc and Xn mean the nucleotide content in the coding and non-coding
regions, respectively.

Ac = 1.165 A – 0.061
0.98
An = 0.654 A + 0.130
0.86
Xc and Xn mean the nucleotide content in the coding and non-coding
regions, respectively.

Table 8. Crossing points obtained from two regression lines
based on 31 invertebrate mitochondria.

Table 10. Crossing points obtained from two regression lines
based on 28 invertebrate II mitochondria.

Vs.
G

C

T

A

Lines

Coding

Non-coding

G-A

0.233

0.216

C-T

0.163

0.170

G-A

0.518

0.445

C-T

0.259

0.289

G-A

0.231

0.048

C-T

0.266

0.232

G-A

0.157

0.201

C-T

0.250

0.248

4. DISCUSSION
The slopes for the lines of regression representing nucleotide contents differ between the coding and noncoding regions in nuclear DNA [4]. Comparing chloroplasts DNA with mitochondrial DNA, the slopes of the
regression lines were the same in the coding region, although those values differed in the non-coding region
(Tables 1 and 3). Thus, the evolutionary differences observed between chloroplasts and mitochondria are controlled in the non-coding region. In fact, mitochondria
and chloroplasts have been proposed to be derived from

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Vs.
G

C

T

A

Lines

Coding

Non-coding

G-A

0.238

0.276

C-T

0.951

0.934

G-A

0.235

0.217

C-T

0.293

0.222

G-A

0.510

0.022

C-T

0.173

0.247

G-A

0.251

0.194

C-T

0.621

–2.022

proteobacteria [9,10] and cyanobacteria [11]. A comparison of the human genome [14,15] with the sea urchin
genome [16] has revealed that the number of protein
coding genes is similar between the two species, while
the non-coding region of the former is much larger than
that of the latter. This fact also suggests that the noncoding region plays an important role in developmental
biology. In chloroplasts and plant mitochondria, the rule
that G ≈ C, T ≈ A and [(G + A) ≈ (C + T)] is not only
observed in the complete genome, but also in the coding
or non-coding region in plant organelles, based on nucleotide content relationships between the coding or
non-coding region and the complete single DNA strand.
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On the other hand, the nucleotide content relationships
for either the coding or non-coding regions did not obey
Chargaff’s second parity rule in nuclear genomes [4],
instead, (G + A) > (C + T) in the coding region [17]. In
addition, animal mitochondrial evolution seems to differ,
not only from nuclear, but also from plant organelles.
Plasmids, which are not compartmentalized from the
nucleus, showed codon frequencies that resemble those
of the host [18]. Thus, the compartmentalization of cellular organelles is likely to strongly influence organelle
evolution.
To understand the establishment of Chargaff’s second
parity rule, the existence of both forward and reverse
strands is necessary [2,8]. Namely, it is clear that the
second parity rule is based on the double helical structure of DNA [19], where the complementary relationship
between the two strands plays a role. Primitive genomes
might be constructed by double-stranded DNA and mutations that occur synchronously over the genome [20]
are governed by linear formulae [4]. In addition, Chargaff’s parity rules are alternated to four linear formulae
based on single nucleotide content, as shown above.
Thus, biological evolution is likely to be based on the
nucleotide contents expressed by linear formulae.
Chargaff’s first parity rule [5], G = C, A = T, and [(G
+ A) = (C + T)], is well known and uses the four nucleotide contents that are normalized as follows: G + C + A +
T = 1. Therefore, 2G + 2T = 1 or 2G + 2A = 1. Finally, T
= 0.5 – G or A = 0.5 – G. Eventually, four nucleotide
contents are expressed by just G content: G = G, C = G,
T = 0.5 – G, and A = 0.5 – G. Namely, each of the four
nucleotide contents are expressed by linear formulae
based on just one nucleotide content (G). Thus lines for
G and C or for lines T and A overlap. In addition, the G
line intersects the A line at 0.250 and the C line crosses
the T line at 0.250. Thus, the four regression lines obtained from the sample that obeys Chargaff’s first parity
rule cross exactly at 0.250. In addition, the four regression lines based on a sample that obeys Chargaff’s second parity rule will intersect at around 0.250. In the present study, four regression lines based on chloroplasts
(Figure 1 and Table 1) and plant mitochondria (Figure
2 and Table 3), which both obey Chargaff’s second parity rule, intersect at around 0.250 (Tables 2 and 4). On
the other hand, for animal mitochondria, only two regression lines due to homonucleotides or their analogs in
the complete single DNA strand intersect around 0.250,
while the other two regression lines due to heteronucleotides or their analogs in the complete single DNA strand
rarely intersect at 0.250. Thus, nucleotide alternations,
not only in homonucleotides and their analogs but also
in heteronucleotides and their analogs, are strictly regulated against the complete single DNA strand in samples
that obey Chargaff’s second parity rule; namely, chloroCopyright © 2010 SciRes.
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plasts and plant mitochondria. However, only alternations of homonucleotides and their analogs are strictly
regulated in both coding and non-coding regions against
the complete single DNA strand in animal mitochondria.
These results indicate that the evolutionary process of
animal mitochondria differs from that of chloroplasts
and plant mitochondria, possibly due to deviations from
Chargaff’s second parity rule. This is consistent with the
previous conclusion that provided evidence for a single
origin of life [12].
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infection differs by sex, then does avoidance of infection
also differ by sex? The beetle-tapeworm system lends
itself to the study of this question.
In the tapeworm Hymenolepis diminuta, adults live in
the small intestines of rodents, the definitive host. Eggs
pass out of the rodents in their feces. The cysticercoid, or
larval stage, occurs in an insect (the intermediate host,
most often a beetle) that becomes infected by feeding
upon infective feces. The rodent completes the cycle
when it ingests an infected beetle. Thus, the success of
this parasite depends on rodent-to-beetle transmission,
which depends upon consumption of the egg stage by
the beetle.
Prior studies [13,14] tested the fecal preference of
groups of beetles, but did not examine unisex groups of
beetles. One study [15] tested the fecal preference of
tapeworm-infected male and female beetles (Tenebrio
molitor) both in groups and as individuals. Only one
study [5] examined unisex groups of uninfected beetles
(T. molitor), which allows for sex comparisons while
eliminating potentially confounding interactions between
the sexes during the preference trial. The purpose of this
study is to assess the relative importance of sex in fecal
preference by recording beetle movement in an arena
containing infective and uninfective feces at one-minute
intervals for one hour.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In general, male vertebrates tend to show a greater intensity and prevalence of parasites than females [1-3],
while the same pattern is not observed as commonly in
invertebrates [4]. However, there are some exceptions in
which experimentally infected arthropods result in a
male infection bias [5-7]. This male infection bias in
invertebrates may be linked to differences in infection
susceptibility that are immunological [8-9], differences
in infection exposure that are behavioral [10-11], or
some combination [12]. If susceptibility and exposure to

The “OSU Strain” [16] of H. diminuta was maintained in
male Sprague-Dawley rats and beetles (T. molitor).
Three rats were infected with 30 cysticercoids and
maintained on commercial rodent chow and water. Three
additional rats, obtained from the same commercial
source, of identical age and from the same litter, were
maintained under the same conditions as the infected rats
to serve as the source of control (uninfective) feces. On
the morning of the trials, rat cages were checked every
10 minutes, and fecal pellets were collected with forceps

ABSTRACT
Males and females often differ in their susceptibility and exposure to infection. Thus, they may
also differ in their ability to avoid infection. The
beetle, Tenebrio molitor, risks infection with
cysticercoids when ingesting rat feces containing eggs of the tapeworm, Hymenolepis diminuta. Previous studies demonstrated that
beetles sometimes prefer infective feces suggesting that the tapeworm influences the foraging behavior of beetles. After recording beetle
movement in an arena containing infective and
uninfective feces for one hour, sex main effects
were not significant, but the effect of sex asked
in trials was significant for males. Specifically,
more male beetles occurred on the uninfective
bait than on the infective bait. This observation
suggests that male beetles avoid infective feces,
which decreases their probability of infection
with H. diminuta. If the cost of infection is higher
in males, then selection to avoid infective feces
may act more strongly on males.
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to minimize contamination by rat urine. After each trial,
the infective fecal pellets were examined to verify the
presence of H. diminuta eggs.
Beetles were maintained on wheat bran, and small
pieces of potato were added to the cultures on a regular
basis. Pupae were removed from the cultures, and male
and female pupae [17] were placed in separate dishes
containing wheat bran. Beetles that emerged during a 24 h
period were collected such that a daily cohort of beetles
was maintained for both sexes.
Before the trial, seven to ten day-old male and female
beetles (starved for two to three days) were placed in
unisex groups of ten. To mitigate pseudo-replication,
twelve groups of each sex were used in the preference
trial in an alternating sequence. Each group was placed
under a glass bowl in the center of a plastic arena under
red light conditions. Beetles were provided with two
types of bait: uninfective (control) or infective feces both
of which had been collected within 10 minutes of defecation and randomly paired. Control feces were positioned randomly either in areas 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 (Figure 1) and infective feces were positioned in the opposing areas. A paper towel was used to mash the fecal pellets on the squares to prevent their displacement by beetles during the trial. Each bait area (25 mm2) was large
enough for all beetles to occur simultaneously and was
located in a quadrant containing no bait (defined as a
non-bait area). After 15 minutes, the bowl was removed
and the beetles’ movements were videotaped for 60 minutes under red light conditions. During video play back,
the number of beetles observed at each bait area (square)
and non-bait area (quadrant) was recorded at one-minute
intervals. These occurrences were then summed over the
60 minute trial to obtain the total number of beetle occurrences at infective and control baits as well as
non-bait areas.
Preference was measured as the difference between
the number of beetles occurring at infective and control
baits at each minute of the 60 minute trial. The same
calculation was performed for the number of beetles
occurring in non-bait areas. These differences in the
number of beetle occurrences in the bait and non-bait
areas were analyzed with the Mixed procedure in SAS
(v.8, Cary, NC) with sex and trial as class variables and
sex nested in trial as a random effect. The response
variable was defined as the number of beetles at control
bait/non-bait minus the number of beetles at infected
bait/non-bait. Thus, a difference of zero indicates no
preference.
The maximum proportion of female and male beetles
occurring at the bait areas for each 60-minute trial was
plotted against the average proportion of beetles at the
bait areas (after an arcsine square root transformation for
both proportions), and the slopes were compared. The
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

same was done for the maximum proportion of female
and male beetles occurring in the non-bait areas.

3. RESULTS
The number of beetle occurrences did not differ between
males and females in bait (Table 1; Mixed procedure, P
= 0.159) or non-bait areas (P = 0.873). However, more
males occurred at the uninfective bait than at the infective bait (X ± SE = 1.58 ± 0.54, P = 0.008), while females did not differ in the number of occurrences at either bait (X ± SE = 0.46 ± 0.54, P = 0.412). The number
of beetle occurrences in the non-bait areas did not differ
between infected and control halves of the arena for
males (Table 1; X ± SE = 0.30 ± 0.28, P = 0.292) or for
females (X ± SE = 0.24 ± 0.28, P = 0.403).
In a plot of the maximum number of beetles at each
bait area against the average number of beetles at each
bait area (data from Table 2), the slopes did not differ
between males and females at the infective (F1, 20 =
0.045, P = 0.834) or the control bait areas (F1, 20 = 2.75,
P = 0.113). In a plot of the maximum number of beetles
in each non-bait area against the average number of beetles in each non-bait area (data from Table 3), the slopes

Figure 1. Diagram of the test arena for groups of beetles. Alternative baits were placed in the square bait areas located in
four quadrants. Position of the control feces was determined
randomly (e.g., either squares 1 and 3, or 2 and 4). Each bait
area was 25 mm2 and located in a quadrant containing no bait
defined as a non-bait area. The diameter of the center circle
was 64 mm and the distance from its center to the edge of a
square was 75 mm.
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Table 1. Results of the mixed procedure (SAS v.8) for beetle preference by sex for the bait area (top), and for the non-bait (beetles in
quadrant–beetles on bait) area (bottom) in group trials.
Mean difference estimate1,2

s.e.

t

p

Sex

-1.12

0.77

-1.46

0.159

Trial (males)

1.58

0.54

2.90

0.008

Trial (females)

0.46

0.54

0.84

0.412

Sex

-0.06

0.40

-0.16

0.873

Trial (males)

0.30

0.28

1.08

0.292

Trial (females)

0.24

0.28

0.85

0.403

Effect

1

For males and females, the mean difference equals total number of beetles at control bait/non-bait area minus total number of beetles at infected

bait/non-bait area such that a positive value indicates preference for uninfective feces.
2

n♂ = 12, n♀ = 12, d.f. = 22 in all cases; data from Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Total number of beetles occurring at each bait type (infected or control) summed over the entire 60 minute trial (range in
parenthesis) with mean number of beetles (standard errors in parenthesis).
Males

Females

Trial

Infected

Control

Infected

1.

34 (0-3)

299 (0-8)

26 (0-4)

Control
22 (0-1)

2.

3 (0-1)

0 (0-0)

54 (0-3)

12 (0-2)

3.

36 (0-3)

243 (0-7)

22 (0-3)

45 (0-3)

4.

33 (0-3)

198 (0-7)

24 (0-3)

161 (0-8)

5.

73 (0-7)

173 (0-7)

36 (0-2)

71 (0-5)

6.

42 (0-4)

245 (0-8)

18 (0-2)

38 (0-2)

7.

192 (0-7)

34 (0-2)

9 (0-1)

90 (0-5)

8.

10 (0-2)

276 (0-8)

43 (0-3)

272 (0-9)

9.

34 (0-3)

1 (0-1)

202 (0-6)

71 (0-4)

10.

2 (0-1)

8 (0-6)

19 (0-2)

37 (0-3)

11.

141 (0-5)

182 (0-6)

20 (0-2)

36 (0-2)

12.

27 (0-2)

104 (0-6)

69 (0-8)

15 (0-2)

Mean

52.3 (16.7)

146.9 (32.6)

45.2 (16.7)

72.5 (21.7)

Table 3. Total number of beetles occurring in the non-bait area for each half of the arena (infected or control) summed over the entire
60 minute trial (range in parenthesis) with mean number of beetles (standard errors in parenthesis).
Males
Trial

Females
Infected

Control

Infected

Control

1.

150 (0-8)

117 (0-5)

254 (0-10)

298 (0-9)

2.

238 (1-10)

359 (0-9)

265 (1-8)

269 (1-8)

3.

179 (0-7)

142 (0-6)

244 (0-7)

289 (2-9)

4.

163 (0-6)

206 (0-7)

208 (0-8)

207 (0-7)

5.

164 (0-8)

190 (0-7)

215 (0-8)

278 (1-8)

6.

158 (0-7)

155 (0-5)

301 (0-10)

243 (0-9)

7.

208 (0-8)

166 (0-9)

204 (0-7)

297 (2-9)

8.

136 (0-6)

178 (0-8)

124 (0-5)

161 (0-8)

9.

206 (1-6)

359 (4-8)

160 (0-7)

167 (0-6)

10.

324 (1-9)

266 (1-9)

315 (3-8)

229 (0-7)
279 (0-10)

11.

153 (0-7)

126 (0-6)

265 (0-9)

12.

217 (0-7)

252 (0-9)

253 (1-8)

263 (1-9)

Mean

191.3 (15.1)

209.6 (24)

234 (16)

248.3 (13.9)
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did not differ between males and females at the infective
(F1, 20 = 0.211, P = 0.651) or the control non-bait areas
(F1, 20 = 0.748, P = 0.397).

4. DISCUSSION
The presence of parasites often restricts host movement
[18,19]. In this study, male and female beetles did not
differ in the number of occurrences in the non-bait regions suggesting that beetle movement is not restricted
by the presence of feces or tapeworm eggs. Thus, fewer
beetles at the infective feces suggest that male beetles
avoid infective feces rather than feces in general. It is
unlikely that the control bait repels males since the total
number of males in the non-bait regions did not differ
between infected and control halves of the arena. Also,
male and females did not differ in the maximum number
of occurrences at either the infective or control baits.
This indicates that both sexes behave similarly when
foraging in unisex groups, minimizing concern about the
confounding influence of social interactions. Overall,
these data indicate that male beetles avoid infective feces
while females show no preference.
Two experiments with T. molitor examined the costs
of infection on fertility. In the first, males mated singly
with infected females produced an average (n = 30) of
115.2 ovulated eggs, while males mated with uninfected
females produced an average (n = 30) of 127.9 ovulated
eggs [20]. In the second, females mated singly with infected males produce an average (n = 7) of 37 larvae
while females mated with uninfected males produce an
average (n = 13) of 63.7 larvae [21]. Additionally, infected male T. molitor are less attractive to females [21]
and exhibit a lowered response to pheromone produced
by uninfected females [22]. Thus, infection in males not
only results in less reproductive success, but infected
males are less likely to mate with a female.
Further, experimental infections of T. molitor indicate
that males are more susceptible to infection than females
[5], although this may not be true in some strains of Tribolium confusum and Tribolium castaneum [23]. In addition, males are more exposed to infection when they
consume more food [24]. If males are more susceptible
and exposed to infection and incur a greater reproductive
cost once infected, then selection to avoid infective feces
may act stronger on males than on females. Females also
incur a cost when infected [20] and so may also avoid
infective feces, but this behavior was not detected in this
experiment.
Beetle age may factor into the relative cost of infection. The finding that starved male beetles avoid infective feces only partially agrees with Pappas et al. who
found that fed male beetles avoid infective feces while
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

more fed and starved females fed upon infective feces
[5]. Pappas et al. tested 14-18 day old beetles whereas
this study tested seven to ten day old beetles. Repeating
this experiment with recently emerged beetles could
yield different results. This is because greater reproductive output occurs when female beetles are mated with
males infected two days post-emergence, suggesting an
example of fecundity compensation [25]. Further both
males and females experience increased survivorship
when infected two days post-emergence [26]. Thus, recently emerged beetles may experience less selective
pressure to avoid infective feces.
Although the results suggest that males avoid infective feces, the effectiveness of this avoidance behavior in
natural settings needs examination because one study of
natural populations of Tenebrio molitor found that 51%
of males were infected as opposed to 41% of infected
females [27]. Also, beetles produce both sex and aggregation pheromones [28,29], which could influence individual foraging behavior, suggesting a need for experiments that track marked individual beetles.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrobiidae is one of the most diverse taxa
among limnic and estuarine mollusks. Patterns
of spatial and seasonal distribution of Heleobia
australis were studied in ten stations over two
years, in the urban eutrophic bay of Guanabara,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Spatial dispersal strategies in adults of this species, analyzed in the
laboratory, revealed three patterns: 1) mobility
on soft sediments; 2) mobility on hard substrata;
and 3) the ability to lift from the bottom to the
surface, to again sink down. This facilitate species movement from one location to another by
surface currents or attached to floating debris.
Thus, individuals are able to escape from an
impacted area and further re-colonize other
patches after recovering from local impacts. The
hypothesis of metapopulation dynamics (source–
sink) was analyzed. Two stations with high and
constant numbers of individuals were grouped
and tested as possible ‘sources’. The number of
specimens in the remaining stations was highly
variable, even with the complete disappearance
and posterior highly dense re-occurrence of the
mollusk, whereby these were tested as possible
‘sinks’. Results derived from nested ANOVA
supported the hypothesis of metapopulation
dynamics in the case of H. australis adults,
ex-pressed through opportunistic-species domination of a highly impacted estuarine system,
such as Guanabara Bay.
Keywords: Metapopulation; Benthic Macrofauna;
Population Dynamics; Heleobia Australis; Guanabara
Bay

1. INTRODUCTION
The family Hydrobiidae contains the largest diversity
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

among limnic and estuarine mollusks, wherein Heleobia australis is a dominant species in several degraded
aquatic habitats [1], with a wide distribution in mixohaline environments [2], therein consuming deposited
organic-material, including their own fecal pellets
(autocoprophagy), especially when submitted to pronounced intra-specific competition [3]. This species is
capable of re-settling on a soft-sediment surface,
thereby acting as a bioturbator, as well as hard-substrata, besides being able to float away from the sediment itself by creating a gas bubble inside its shell. In
this way, adults can temporarily enter the water column,
whereat they are carried along by the tide and wind
driven currents [4-7]. This dispersion strategy in adults,
together with opportunistic behavior [8,9], facilitates
both escape from excessively stressful situations and
invasion of fresh or unpopulated areas thereby attesting
to the success of this species in polluted and highly
impacted places.
The spatial and seasonal distribution of Heleobia
australis were studied in ten stations over two years in
Guanabara Bay, (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), a highly eutrophic urban bay. Two different patterns were observed: 1) the number of individuals was high and constant in two of the sampling stations, whereas 2) in the
remainder there was considerable variation, to the point
of complete disappearance and posterior highly dense
recurrence. These patterns suggest that adults of the
species are able to very quickly re-colonize depopulated areas, thereby recovering from mayor impacting
events. This gave rise to the proposal of testing a
metapopulation dynamics hypothesis to explain temporal variations in distribution patterns. In a metapopulation model, patches or groups of the population
persist on a balance between local extinction and colonization [10]. Metapopulation may conform to its classical concept, in which all the sub-populations have a
realistic chance of becoming extinct, but in other cases
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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there may be significant variation in either size or quality of the individual patches [11]. Thus, patches may be
divided into sources (donor patches) and sinks (receiver
patches) [12]. In this study, we considered as “colonization” within the metapopulation model, the reinvasion of depopulated areas by adult individuals [13] of H.
australis, mainly due to its floating/sinking mechanism,
thereby allowing for dispersal over relatively long distances, albeit subject to currents.
The studied area (Guanabara Bay, Figure 1) is a
semi-enclosed water-body surrounded by large urban
zones, and is characterized as one of the most degraded
estuarine systems along the Brazilian coast [14,15].
The pollution is caused by untreated domestic sewage,
besides incoming petroleum derivates and heavy metals,
all of which accumulating in bottom sediments [16].
This accumulation substantially contributes to the disappearance, substitution or emergence of specific benthic in-vertebrates, an expression of population dynamics which can be used as environmental bio-indicators [17,18].
Herein we propose using a source-sink metapopulation model to explain the success of the species Heleobia australis in a eutrophic and highly impacted estuarine system, supported by its own dispersal strategies,
opportunistic behavior and spatial and temporal distribution.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study Area
This study was undertaken in Guanabara Bay (Figure 1),
an urban bay located in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (22º40'
and 23º00'S; 43º00' and 43º20'W). Circulation herein is
essentially induced by semi-diurnal tidal currents, with a
complex interaction of cold saline water input from the
central (deeper) channel on the rising tide, and the
warmer freshwater discharged from the surrounding rivers [14,16]. As to pollution and water exchange, three
macro-regions have been defined by [19]: 1―a southern
area undergoing pronounced oceanic influence, close to
the opening of the bay (outer sector corresponding to BG
02, BG 03 and BG 09; Figure 1); 2―an intermediary
sector, with heavily polluted waters adjacent to an overpopulated island (Governador Island), (BG 10, BG 13,
BG 14 and BG 18; Figure 1); the highest concentrations
of sewage are located immediately south of this island,
in waters close to the adjacent continent. 3―an inner
sector, (BG 18, BG 25 and BG 28), with stations influenced by fringe mangroves, and presenting local peak
concentrations of domestic and industrial pollutants, and
recurring oil-leaks from the local petroleum industry.
Several rivers which discharge into the bay receive huge
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Figure 1. Guanabara Bay and indications of the surveyed stations (BG).

amounts of domestic sewage and industrial inputs. These
rivers directly discharge large amounts of suspended
solids, organic matter, heavy metals and hydrocarbons
[16,20]. The climate in the region is humid tropical with
a seasonal pattern of heavy summer rains (December to
March) and a comparatively dry winter (July-August
[21]; Figure 2).

2.2. Sampling
In order to study spatial and seasonal distribution of the
local H. australis population, samples were collected at
ten stations distributed on an embayment gradient, at
depths between 4 and 7 meters (Figure 1). A Gravity
corer, capable of bottom-sampling 0.008 m-2 with minimum sediment disturbance, was developed for this
study.
Stations were sampled in six surveys throughout two
consecutive years, which were defined according to regional seasonal patterns (rainfall): Year 1: C1―(First
survey), July, 2005―dry season; C2―December, 2005―
before the rainy season; C3―April, 2006―after the rainy
season. Year 2: C4―July, 2006―dry season; C5― December, 2006―before the rainy season; and C6― April,
2007―after the rainy season (Figure 2; [21]). All samOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Figure 2. Historic mean-normal 61-90-(dotted line) and monthly accumulated rainfall (continuous line) in Rio de Janeiro, during the study. Surveys are shown by C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6. (modified from INMET, 2005-2007).

pling was carried out using the Research aluminium boat
“Sizígia”, from the Laboratório de Pesquisas Costeiras e
Estuarinas (LABCOEST-UFRJmar-UFRJ).
Sediments of the seven inner and intermediate stations
are predominantly silt-clay, where the Gravity corer
per-formed satisfactorily. Of the remainder, two are located in sandy bottom sites (BG 02 and BG 03) and one
(BG 09) a mixture of fine sand and clay [22]. The latter
three stations were sampled by divers using a Gravity-like corer. Ten replicates were taken for each station
per survey. Samples were sieved through a 0.5 mm mesh.
Specimens were fixed and preserved in alcohol 70% for
posterior analysis.

2.3. Laboratory Experiment
Heleobia australis adults were collected with a van Veen
grab at station BG 10 (an intermediary station; Figure 1),
in order to observe dispersal strategies and tolerance to
hypoxic/anoxic bottoms. Specimens were maintained in
aquaria with sea water and sediment collected from the
very sampling station in the bay, both with and without
continued aeration (aquarium-pump system). At least 30
specimens were monitored in both treatments their behavior and relative mortality being observed daily and
weekly, respectively, during 30 days. Three dispersal
strategies were taken into consideration, viz., mobility
on the soft-sediment surface, flotation through the water
column and mobility on hard substrata. The mortality
rate was estimated by sampling approximately 40 ml of
sediment from each aquarium. After stabilization in a
Petri dish for ten minutes, moving (living) and nonCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

moving (dead) specimens were counted under a stereoscopic microscope.
In order to assess the hypothesis of long distance dispersal through adult flotation, a 30 cm diameter surface
net with a 0.5 mm mesh was towed by the research boat
“Sizígia”, for five minutes in the area of source station
BG 10 (Figure 1). The net was designed mainly for water surface sampling, with half of the opening out of the
water. Organisms collected were transported to the laboratory and observed in Petry dishes for at least 12 hours,
so as to check whether they were alive and in adequate
conditions to colonize fresh areas.
A metapopulation dynamics model was proposed to
assess temporal distribution of H. australis throughout
the ten studied stations. The model was adapted to the
manner in which specimens were considered able to
“colonize” empty patches, and their way of shifting from
the source patches, and was chosen as a way of explaining the observed patterns of rapid re-colonization with
dense populations in previously empty patches in the bay.
Source and sink patches were selected by sampling stations, taking into consideration the diverse observed patterns in density variation. Highly variable stations were
assigned to sink patches, i.e., spots where either population densities were mainly maintained by the input of
specimens from other areas, or areas that showed a local
disappearance of the mollusk, probably due to the lengthy
duration of anoxic bottom water events. Stations with
constantly high densities were assigned to sources, i.e., sites
propitious for maintaining an extremely high population,
and thus scatter individuals to other areas in the bay.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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2.4. Data Analysis
Population data were log-transformed (log (x + 1)) before statistical analysis [23]. Temporal and spatial variation in species density were tested by means of variance
analysis (Two-way ANOVA), considering as fixed factors sampling stations and survey period, and as dependent variables, the number of individuals per square
meter in each sample. Density data were calculated using the average of the ten replicate corers expressed per
square. In order to test the metapopulation hypothesis,
two sampling stations were considered as possible
‘sources’, due to their high densities and low variability
over time, viz., BG 10 and BG 28 (Figure 1). The other
seven were assigned as ‘sinks’, mainly due to their high
density variation over time, even, according to surveys,
reaching the point of local extinction followed by recovery. Stations BG 02, BG 03 and BG 09 were excluded
from statistical analyses, due to the lack of specimens in
several surveys. In order to test the hypothesis of a
metapopulation model, data were submitted to
mixed-model ANOVA [24-27], with two fixed orthogonal factors, areas with two levels (source and sink) and
time with 6 levels (each survey), besides stations as a
random nested factor within areas.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Spatial and Temporal Variation in
Population Densities
Population densities throughout the bay increased (Figure 4) after the rainy season (C3 and C6; Figure 2).
These differences in H. australis abundance were highly
significant, both in space and time, p < 0,001 (Figure 4).
Population densities followed three distinguishable
patterns (Figure 3): 1) stations with constant and high
numbers of H. australis throughout all the studied period
(BG 10 and BG 28); 2) those with highly variable numbers of the mollusk, and even with peaks of abundance
(BG 13) and local disappearance (BG 13 and BG 19, C3)
and: 3) those mainly without the species, but with episodic events of occurrence, even in considerable numbers (BG 02, BG 03 and BG 09, C2, C3 and C6).
These patterns gave to understand that densities were
liable to change in a very quick and extensive manner
throughout the stations, thereby implying the re-colonization capacity of the species. From observations, metapopulation dynamics is thereby suggested as an adaptation procedure for its survival in extremely impacted

Figure 3. Mean density (Ind. m⎯²; Logarithmic scale) of Heleobia australis in the sampling stations (BG 02, BG 03, BG 09, BG 10,
BG 13, BG 14, BG 18, BG19, BG 25 and BG 28) for the surveyed period. a) C1, July/2005, dry season; b) C2, December/2005, before the rainy season; c) C3, April/2006, after the rainy season; d) C4, July/2006, dry season; e) C5, December/2006, before the rainy
season; f) C6, April/2007, after the rainy season.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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environments, evident as a notable instance of opportunistic behavior.
In order to test this hypothesis, stations with continuous high densities (BG 10 and BG 28) were selected as
potential source-patches (Figure 4(a)), whereas stations
with significant temporal variations in densities were
selected as potential sink-patches (Figure 4(b)). The
remainder was excluded from analysis, mainly due to
their low densities (too many zeros in the matrix).
A comparison between source and sink stations revealed significant temporal and spatial variation (Table
1). Temporal patterns were significantly different between the two types, as indicated by the interaction between time and areas (time × areas; Table 1). Source
stations appear to act as large patches in the meta-population model, by constantly supplying individuals to
smaller patches (sink stations). This confirms the possibility that H. australis adults may take part in metapopulation dynamics, through their capacity for relatively long distance loco-motion (see below) throughout

Table 1. Mixed-model ANOVA results, factors: time, arrears
(source-sink), interaction (time × areas) and stations (areas).
Factor

S.S.

D.F.

MS.

F

P

Time

55.293

5

11.059

9.532

0.000

Areas

315.156

1

315.15

6.979

0.046

46.514

5

9.303

8.019

0.000

225.794

5

45.159

38.926

0.000

467.527

403

1.160

Time ×
Arear
Stations
(Areas)
Error

an enclosed bay, as part of a species opportunistic strategy, thereby assuring success in an extremely impacted
environment.

3.2. Laboratory Experiments
Under aquarium experimental conditions, with aeration
lead to 100% mortality, whereas without all survived till
the end of the experiment (30 days). This suggests that
distribution at the outer stations could be limited, among
other factors, by the concentration of dissolved oxygen
in the water, Dispersal strategies were observed in both
treatments, except for flotation, which was not observed
under continued aeration.
The observed mobility patterns on soft-sediment,
through leaving trails, is characteristic of a surface
crawler, (paths; Figure 5(a)), and suggests depositfeeding
behavior. Nevertheless, the species was also able to move
over hard substrata, as demonstrated by their dispersal
when adhering to the wall of an aquarium (Figure 3(b)).
Adult flotation behavior may result in a relatively long
distance and fast dispersion strategy, thereby facilitating
the re-colonization of new or depopulated (post-impact)
habitats (Figure 5(c)), thus implying a possible metapopulation scenario concerning the distribution pattern
of a population in a semi-enclosed environment.
In five minutes of towing a surface net in the area of
BG-10 station (considered as a possible source station),
60 alive and undamaged specimens of H. australis were
collected, which were still alive after 12 hours of observation. Several specimens were also seen in situ attached
to floating debris, as leaves, plastic bags, etc., all of
which corroborating the possibility of long distance dispersal in adult specimens.

4. DISCUSSION
Figure 4. Mean density (Ind. m⎯²; log-linear scale) of Heleobia
australis, grouped according the function of the patches; a)
stations BG 10 and BG 28, source patches; b) Remaining stations, sink patches; except for BG 02, BG 03 and BG 09.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

4.1. Patterns of Spatial and Temporal
Variation in Population Density
The low densities observed at the outer stations could be
related to environmental features, e.g. sediment type,
since the predominant aspect was sandy bottoms unOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 5. Dispersal strategies observed in the Heleobia australis during the manipulative experiments; a) mobility on a soft-sediment
surface (trails); b) mobility on hard substrata (aquarium walls); c) flotation in the water column.

der-going strong oceanic water influence [22]. On the
other hand, field measurements and laboratory experiments with Hydrobiidae in muddy and sandy habitats
[28,29] refuted the hypothesis of greater body size and
density in the former [30]. Furthermore, when considering fine and coarse-grained sediments, no difference in
growth rate was observed.
In our study, mortality was 100% in experimentally
aerated aquariums, a possible indication that distribution,
among other factors, could be limited by OD content,
thereby implying that H. australis is a typical estuarine
species, wherein bottom OD contents are likely to be
lower. Furthermore, bottom water oxygen depletion over
a long period could be an impacting factor, thereby
probably causing the observed local disappearance of the
mollusk at intermediate stations. Since, in this event,
there were few dead organisms, and considering the species capacity of floating from the sediment into the water
column, it is suggested that adult specimens are thereby
able to avoid stressful environment situations.
Intermediate and inner sector stations are heavily affected by sewage pollution [31]. Oscillation in H. australis density in the latter was likely to be associated to
variations in organic matter inputs and the resulting bottom water dissolved oxygen concentrations [32].
Higher densities of the mollusk in more degraded areas [16] is in agreement with opportunistic behavior,
through the capacity in taking advantage of high organic
metal levels and tolerating moderate or high habitat
contamination, both in metals and organic compounds
[33], besides a tolerance for hypoxic/anoxic bottom conditions [34]. Population increment after the rainy season
(for example, stations C3 and C6; Figure 2) could be
associated to increased continental input (organic matter)
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

from the neighboring rivers [16] (Figure 4).

4.2. Dispersion and Mobility
The specimens used in lab experiments were collected
from station BG 10, where bottom conditions are anoxic
and concentrations of heavy metals, chlorophyll a and
faecal coliforms high [35]. According to our experiments
when dealing with aeration treatments, relatively higher
levels of dissolved oxygen seemed to constitute a negative factor for this species. Aeration of originally anoxic
sediments leads to the oxidation of reduced sulphur
forms [36], usually, due to the high production of acids
and a significant decrease in pH [37]. On studying the
effects of acidification in freshwater gastropods, Okland
[38] discovered that the group was completely absent in
lakes with a pH lower than 5.2. The author mentioned
the disappearance of three species during a pH-reduction
event (5.2-4.2), and considered that this was related to
damage to their calcareous shells. Sediments with low
pH seemed to be deleterious to H. australis under experimental conditions (microcosms). Thus, the increase
in dissolved oxygen in bottom waters of impacted areas
could have a negative effect on the mollusk. Nevertheless, under field conditions, individuals are capable of
floating away from bottom areas with acid pH [39]. The
opportunistic behavior in Heleobia australis is presumed
through its adaptation to hypoxic/anoxic conditions,
quick growth and colonization. Resiliency of benthic
communities to short term hypoxic events depends on
species composition, differential life cycle, reproduction
period and pattern of larval dispersal [40]. Species mobility strategies are very important not only for self dispersal, but also for that of planktonic larvae, the observed adult flotation capability facilitating even wider
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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dispersion [41,42].
The dispersion tactics of H. australis give support to
the proposed source-sink metapopulation strategy as observed in the eutrophic Guanabara Bay. Similar distribution patterns had been observed in Hydrobiidae species
in Limfjord (Denmark) [34] and benthic communities in
Botany Bay (Australia) [24]. The persistence of patches
in a metapopulation depends on factors affecting extinction and colonization rates, such as inter-patch distances,
species dispersal abilities and the number of patches [10].
The source-stations BG 10 and BG 28, and probably
other patches in the bay, seem to sustain several sinkpopulation patches. The persistence of this metapopulation is dependent not only on the overall balance between local mortality and re-colonization, but also on the
transport balance between source and sink areas. Patchiness in distribution of benthic species exists at different spatial scales [24,43]. In the case of H. australis,
these patterns were observed by Neto and Lana [44] as
small-scale aggregates (decimetric scale) within larger
homogenous patches in Paranaguá Bay (Brazil).
Further studies on the dynamics of these populations
of H. australis are necessary in order to establish an idea
of transport intensity among patches and also to assess
the spatial organization and flux between sink and
source areas within the bay.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the formation technology
of polymeric microlenses self-organized on the
fiber top in the limited reaction volume. The loss
inserted to the optical coupling channel and
their sources was investigated.
Keywords: Self-Focusing; Microlens; Optical Fiber;
Photopolymer; Coupling

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently one of the important problems of fiber optics
is the coupling of optical fibers with light sources and
the introduction of light into the fiber with minimal
losses. Direct welding of two fibers is optimal only for
fibers with the same diameter and the aperture, while in
other cases losses increasing require the use of focusing
and collimating external systems. Loss of the light at
fiber coupling whit LED laser or diode is too large, because emitting area, as the laser and the diode, always
larger then diameter of fiber core. One solution to this
problem is the use of focusing microelements on the top
of the fiber.
A numerous effective technologies for microelements
preparation, including microlenses made directly at the
fiber top now are developed. Creating elements immediately at the fiber top is preferred because provides a selfalignment (coaxiality of axes) microlens and the fiber
and no need for further manual assembly.
There are several well known methods for optical microelements preparation on the top of the fiber such as:
laser fusion, or a gas burner (microoptical elements of
various forms and purposes) [1], chemical etching (light
coneconcentrator) [2], ion beam engraving (diffractive
microlensese) [3]. The first two methods have found
wide application, but the disadvantage is the possible
misalignment of the microelement and core, and the de-

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

fect of a second―the unavoidable chemical contamination of the surface. Technology of ion beam engraving
allows to obtain micro-relief of very high quality and
small size, but this method is technically difficult in expensive [3].
In recent years carried out many researches in the
field of preparation of the polymeric optical microelements on the top of fiber [4-6]. The method is based on
monomer composition polymerization deposited on the
fiber top by laser radiation coming from the fiber. This
technology allows obtaining high-quality microelements,
as well as to control their size and profile [6]. However,
all developments in this, of course, promising area, are at
the stage of laboratory research, and experimental results
depend from many different conditions such as type of
monomer, initiator concentration, polymerization volume and differ in different works. In this work we
prolong our experiments with microlens in fiber top
self-writing made previously [7-9]. We find that processes of photopolymerization depend from speed of
oxygen diffusion from monomers surface to polymerized
area and so it depend from monomer volume. In this
work we accomplish self-writing photopolymerization
process in small monomer drop placed in fiber top in
condition of fast oxygen diffusion from it surface. As
oxygen will inhibit acrylate photopolymerization process
[10].

2. EXPERIMENT
This work is devoted to investigation of the polymeric
microelements formation processes at the end of optical
fiber using laser radiation coming from the fiber at conditions of oxygen high speed diffusion to polymerization
area. Figure 1 shows the scheme of "growing" elements.
Into the one end of the fiber 50/125 was introduced a
N2 laser irradiation (λ = 337 nm), on the other, vertically
mounted end, a drop of the liquid monomer composition
was deposited. The height of the drop was controlled
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Figure 2. Element at the fiber top with the
minimum exposure. Line of 50 μm is shown
in the photo.

Figure 1. Scheme of the formation a polymeric element on the
top of the fiber.

visually over microscope. A mixture of acrylates was
used: 2-carboxyethyl acrylate (50%), Bisphenol A glycerolate (20%), 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate (10%) and
Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate (1 EO/OH) methyl ether
diacrylate (20%). All reagents were purchased from Aldrich. As the initiator dimetoksifenilatsetofenon (0.1%)
with absorption maximum at 250 nm was used. At 337 nm
its absorption length was few millimeters. The refractive
index of the mixture is –1.48. Exposure ranged from 3
up to 45 seconds (t = 3, 5, 10, 15, 25, 45 sec).
The elements formation process can be divided into
following stages:
1) The process of polymerization doesn’t begin immediately, but from the moment when the absorbed by
monomer energy reaches a certain threshold. Delay appears because of the fact that the first impulses burn the
oxygen in the monomer, which is the inhibitor of the
process, after that only formation of free radicals from
initiator molecules begin.
2) With a minimum exposure the formation of small,
quasi-lens is observed, Figure 2.
This stage is the most difficult to reproduce because
polymerization process takes place very rapidly and continuously.
3) Formation of cylindrical/conical shape element
with rounded top, Figure 3.
4) The formation of the narrowing structure is possible (Figure 4).
5) There is an alignment of profile of the element while
increasing exposure. Experiments have shown that this
form (Figure 5) has a high repeatability (the probability
of almost 100%) when exposure element is sufficient.
After that visible light passing through microelements
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 3. Polymeric element at the top
of the fiber, exposure―10 sec.

Figure 4. Polymeric element at the top of the
fiber, exposure―15 sec.

Figure 5. Polymeric element on the top of the
fiber, exposure―45 sec.
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was investigated. The experimental scheme is shown on
Figure 6.
The dependence of the radiation intensity on the distance between the fiber end without microelement and a
scanning fiber connected to a photodetector was measured in the first part of the experiment. In the second―
the dependence of intensity on the distance between the
scanning fiber and the fiber with polymeric microelement is on the end. As the scanning fiber 9/125 μm was
used, because most interesting is efficiency of using microelements in the coupling of fibers of different core
diameters (single mode with multimode).
Figure 7 shows the results of measurements (dependence of the photodetector signal on the distance
between the fibers). Line 1 corresponds to the first part
of the experiment, the line 2―the second.

Curve 2 has a clearly defined maximum, which confirms that the microelement focuses light. However, the
graph shows that even at the maximum signal, consequently the intensity of radiation is lower than when
fibers connected back to back. To clarify the source of
the losses the following experiment was made: radiation
of He-Ne laser was introduced into the fiber with microlens at its end. Figure 8 shows the obtained result:
element remains dark, but there are significant losses at
the interface polymer-fiber.

3. RESULTS DISCUSSION
The dynamics of growth of self writing waveguide and
formation of polymeric microelements at the end of the
optical fiber was investigated in this work. Micro-photos
made in series during formation of self-writing waveguide in the top of the fiber. The main stages of element
formation are shown in Figure 9 (in the left―exposition
time for each photo). One of the features of obtained
samples is that the width of all elements, starting from
the third formation phase, is approximately equal to the
half-width of fiber core. This can be explained in the
following way: after reaching the threshold energy

Figure 6. а) Measurement using fiber without microlens, b)
Measurement using the fiber with polymeric microelement
on the end.

Figure 8. Passage of light through the fiber with a
polymeric element at the end.

Figure 7. Dependence of the photodetector signal from the
distance between the fibers: 1 (full line)―fiber without microlens; 2 (dashed line)―polymeric microelement on the end
of the fiber.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 9. Empirical reticulation rate of the formulation
versus absorbed energy. Eth is the threshold energy
(achieved when the polymerization starts) and n the refraction index of the formulation.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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the polymerization process takes place continuously and
is accompanied by increasing of the refractive index
Figure 9 [5].
For this composition increasing of the refractive indices is 0.04 (the monomer composition―1.48, the polymer―1.52). As a result, we see the effect of selffocusing of the light in the polymer, i.e. formation of the
waveguide, the core of which is a polymer, and the cladding―unpolymerized monomer. It is known that even
with full internal reflection light goes abroad the substance to the distance equal to half the wavelength, and,
therefore, slow growth element in wide might be expected. However, this does not happen, because energy
of emergent radiation is insufficient to burn oxygen and
initiate the polymerization.
One of the components of monomer composition
2-carboxyethyl acrylate having a linear structure also
provides directional growth of element from fiber glass
surface. 2-carboxyethyl acrylate contains acid groups
chemically active with quartz, which provide reaction of
monomer with fiber top and beginning of element grown
from fiber top away.
Also it was found that element length will stop in some
moment and the radius of curvature of the drop increases
when increasing exposure. Figure 10 shows photographs
illustrating this effect.
We think that stopping of micro-element grown is a
result of approaching of polymerized area to surface of
monomer drop and, therefore, stopping of photopolymerization in result of oxygen inhibition influence.
Our investigation results showed that the fabrication
method requires improving and optimization: significant
losses in the microelement aren’t observed, which confirms its waveguide structure, but there are significant
losses at the interface between microelement and optical
fiber. In fact is it the main component of optical losses
and its removing will result on diminishing of optical
losses to appropriate value.
Certainly, optical losses at interface: optical fiber/self
writing waveguide resulting from narrowing of element
in comparison to fiber core (fiber core 50 um; waveguide
25 um). Stepped transformation of waveguide core from
50 to 25 um will result on radiation going away at this
interface.
In our opinion narrowing of polymerized area is a result of photo polymerization reaction inhibition by oxygen diffused from monomer drop volume to exposed
area and slowing down of polymerization in surface of
waveguide. Certainly this effect is negative and can be
more powerful for single mode optical fiber having core
diameter 7 um.
To overcome or reduce effect of waveguide narrowing
according to our opinion are needed to diminish oxygen
diffusion speed in monomer mixture, so are needed to
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Photos of element

Exposure,
seconds

3

10

15

45

Figure 10. Dependence the radius of curvature of element
from exposure.

change monomer composition to increase its viscosity or
add traps for oxygen.
Now we prepare series of monomers composition
with increased viscosity and with addition of nanoparticles as possible traps for oxygen diffusion. First experiments show improvement of waveguide formation.
Results obtained with these new UV-curable nanocomposite materials will be subject of next publication.
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the processes of microelement self-writing
by photopolymerization of composition drop deposited
at the top of the optical fiber by laser radiation coming
from the fiber are analyzed. Experimental investigation
of focusing light by obtained microlenses was made, this
study shows possibility of coupling microlens preparation with focal length of about 400 um.
It was shown that the observed loss of light in the microlenses formed by this method are determined by difference of diameters of self-organized light concentrator
and fiber core, the losses directly in the microelement
almost are not.
This work was made under support of Russian Ministry of Education grant RNP.2.1.1.3937.
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ABSTRACT
Currently, most industrial materials rely entirely
on passive protection mechanisms; such mechanisms are readily applicable and universal
for many different materials systems. However,
they will always stay passive, and therefore their
lifetime and functionality is limited and related
to the amount of protective additives and the
intensity of their consumption. Therefore, better,
and preferentially active process for the protection/repair of damaged materials―self-repairingprocesses―were developed and need to be
developed further. Although it sounds futuristic
or like a fiction in the modern, trendy times,
which in many ways affects also directions of
research; self healing of material systems exists
already for a long time in all sorts of systems of
materials or functionalities. The aim of this work
is to go beyond the scope of a classical review
the ones published recently in this field which
almost entirely focused only onto polymeric
systems. In this work, an analysis of the underlying functional and constructional principles of
existing natural and synthetically self-healing
systems spanning over a range of classes of
materials is given leading to general rules and
principles for the design of new and application
tailored self-healing material systems.
Keywords: Self Healing; Systems; Sensors

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-healing is an intrinsic property of living organisms,
enabling them to cope with all sorts of damage or injury
they experience during their lifetime. This repair occurs
with essentially no external intervention. Thus, wounds
heal, broken bones heal, and even lost parts of living
bodies (lizard tails etc.) can be replaced in some cases.
Some natural self-healing composite systems such as
bones go beyond simple healing to the extent that they

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

remodel themselves continuously. Damaged material is
removed and replaced by new material and over-designed material is also removed and structures under
stress are enhanced by additional material. To enable this
process, specific cells entrapped in the bone tissues act
as strain sensors and feel large deformations. Subsequently, signals are sent to cells responsible for removing or forming material (bone) [1].
In order to deal with the phenomenon and the connected principles of self-healing in general, and even
further to design and construct artificial self-healing
functionalities for systems and devices, it is important to
understand the nature and the consequences of damage
and of degradation processes first.
Damage in general terms can be described as changes
introduced to a system that affect its function and/or
performance. That means that damage is not meaningful
without a comparison of two different states of the system in question, one of which is assumed to be the initial
(and often un-damaged) state. The term damage does not
necessarily imply a total loss of system functionality, but
rather a departure in level of system operation from optimal. A fundamental challenge is the fact, that damage
is typically a local phenomenon and may be therefore
difficult to detect (in time) [2].
Most materials (systems) lose their integrity, their
value, operation or usefulness over time due to degradation processes where defects grow and coalesce to cause
component and finally system level damage (e.g. fatigue
or corrosion damage accumulation). On a relatively short
time scale, damage can also result from scheduled discrete events such as aircraft landing and from unscheduled discrete events such as an impact. As damage grows,
it will reach a point where it affects the system operation
to a level, which is not any longer acceptable for a user;
this point is referred to failure.
The main causes of deterioration of materials may be
summarised as:
1) Harmful materials, substances and agents such as
oxygen, oxidizing agents, water, salts, poisons, active
materials, and living bodies such as virus, bacteria, fungi,
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insects, animals, human beings and others,
2) Factors from the surroundings such as heat, visible
light, external mechanical force e.g. strong wind, radiation, pressure, rain, collapse of the adjacent structure, a
sudden impact and others.
Such deterioration (or damage) are in general irreversible, they occur progressively and exponentially in
time until a certain threshold is reached where either
significantly high costs for repairs are necessary or a
(fatal) failure is going to occur. Increased lifetime and
reliability of materials systems and devices can be critical requirements in traffic, construction, information
transfer, medicine, military, space missions as well as in
ordinary daily life.
In order to prevent such detoriation the following
response mechanisms are known:
PASSIVE (Built-in damage prevention): by protection agents, that are directly attacked by the deterioration
and the concentration of the agent is directly related to
the amount of protection and that provide no repairability and hence no memory of the inherent structure.
ACTIVE (Autonomous or self-repair): here the deterioration attacks directly atoms and molecules of the
material itself instead of protection agents. The amount
of repairing agents needed depends on the concentration
of damaged sites and the accumulation of damage in
time and at certain locations as well as on the repair rate;
a transfer of material is needed and a memory of the
original structure is preferable.

The pictures in Figure 1 show schematically the described mechanisms applied to the case of polymers matrices as damaged material.
Currently, most industrial materials rely entirely on
passive protection mechanisms; such mechanisms are
readily applicable and universal for many different materials systems. However, they will always stay passive,
and therefore their lifetime and functionality is limited
and related to the amount of protective additives and the
intensity of their consumption.
Therefore, better, and preferentially active processes
for the protection/repair of damaged materials―selfrepairing-processes―were developed and need to be
developed further. Although it sounds futuristic or like a
fiction in the modern, trendy times, which in many ways
affects also directions of research; self healing of material systems exists already for a long time in all sorts of
systems of materials or functionalities.
The aim of this work is to go beyond the scope of a
classical review which almost entirely focused only onto
polymeric systems like the ones published recently in
this field [4-6]. In this work, an analysis of the underlying functional and constructional principles of existing
natural and synthetically self-healing systems spanning
over a range of classes of materials is given leading to
general rules and principles for the design of new and
application tailored self-healing material systems.
Therefore, specific choices from the existing literature

















Figure 1. Passively protective mechanism versus active protective mechanism. Reference [3]: 1) Degradation factors are
prevented from interacting with polymer chains, 2) Concentration of stabilizer deteriorates, 3) Degradation factors interact directly with polymer chains, 4) Degradation of polymeric chains, 5) Degradation factors directly interact with
polymer chains and degradation occurs temporarily, 6) Cleavage of main chain, 7) Catalytic re-bonding reaction occurs,
8) Catalyst becomes reactivated.
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have been made for this analysis, which either show new
principles or contribute to this aim without repeating
already existing systems in a similar or slightly different
way.
In the next section, a discussion of the phenomenon of
repair and especially self-repair is presented, together
with the principal design features and requirements that
enable a self-repair to take place.
Examples of self-repairing systems in material and
life science starting with assisted (stimulated) repairing
and of self repairing systems already known or currently
under development are discussed in Section 3. This is
followed by a discussion of the sensors and triggers employed or potentially employable in self-healing systems
in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn with
respect to requirements for the design of self-healing
systems and working areas necessary to concentrate on
are presented (in the Sections 6 and 7).

2. WHAT IS SELF REPAIR?
Repair itself is a process which can be initiated after
damage on a local or global scale of a given functional
system with the aim, to reduce the local or global level
of damage and to extend or to renew the functionality
and life-time of the damaged part, system or device.
Self-repair is then in principle an autonomically initiated response to damage or failure. In order to perform
this repair, any self-repair system must be capable of 1)
identifying and 2) repairing failures. If failure is classified as ‘any occurrence, which results in the system deviating from its original task or not being any more able
to fulfil its function’, what is than ultimately classified as
‘repair’? (Self) repair can be classified under two significant approaches:
Attributive repair and
Functional repair
Attributive repair are attempts to restore the attributes of the system to their original state, the full capacity
of the system.
Functional repair are attempts to restore the function
of the system. If full functionality cannot be restored,
this strategy attempts to focus the remaining available
resources to maximise the available functionality.
Attributive repair is the optimal solution. If the attempt to restore the system to its complete original condition fails, there is still significant benefit to be gained
in most instances if the system continues to operate,
even with reduced functionality.
Attributive self-repair is an intrinsic property of nature.
Figure 2 shows a schematic example of the steps in a
self-repair cycle in nature, in this case bone failure due
to fracture. This autonomic healing is initiated by the
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the healing stages of bone: a)
internal bleeding (sensor), forming of a fibroin cloth; b) unorganized fiber mesh develops (first step of (primitive) repair); c)
calcinations of the fibrocartilage (second step of repair); d)
calcification converted into fibrous bone (structural repair); e)
transformation into lamellar bone (complete recovery of intrinsic structure and functionality) [7].

local damage of the vascular blood system. Healing a
bone requires energy in the form of nutrition together
with the delivery of cell material to the fracture site by
the network of blood vessels; for healing a sufficient
healing time must elapse. The healing process consists of
multiple stages of deposition and assembly of material.
Mimicking nature is the ultimate goal for materials
designers and developers.
There are essentially two design approaches to realize
self-repairing systems:
1) a conventional design modifying existent design
philosophies by incorporating intelligent techniques at
the design stage to obtain a system with sufficient
autonomous capabilities to initiate and effect a functional and in ideal cases an attributive repair.
2) a radically new design philosophy, where the system is designed in a cellular structure such that each cell
contains a (genetic) code, which defines and determines
its functionality. This term is called embryonics and it
attempts to replicate the cellular structure of organisms
in nature and their inherent self-replicating and thus
self-healing capabilities resulting mostly in attributive
repair.
Although both strategies will certainly lead to new
self-repairing systems, the conventional process will be
easier to implement in the short term.
Generally, self-repair processes in smart systems
should not only replace any passive protection mechanism but should finally lead to structures, which are able
to sense its internal state, to monitor the healthiness of
the material/functionality/system/device at any time and
at any location and respond in a manner that fulfils its
functional requirements based on the gained information―sensing/detection, diagnosis of failure and activating of repair!
In order to perform properly, a smart system must
have incorporated (embedded or surface mounted) acOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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tuation and sensor elements which offer the capacity of
health monitoring (to be able to diagnose, interpret and
correct structural faults in situ as they occur) by measurement of physical quantities such as vibration, permeability, current flow, strain, acoustic emission, impedance, pH-changes, colour tracers, etc., that are informative with respect to the state of structural health. Methods and instruments are X-ray tomography, ultrasonic
methods and eddy current methods and strain- gauges,
optical fibres, piezos and in general “smart tagged”
composites.
Specifically, information relating to the severity, significance and location of damage is required. Therefore,
a detection of:
1) Damage occurrence,
2) Damage location,
3) Damage type
4) Damage force magnitude and consequently
5) The remaining lifetime of the structure is necessary
for maintaining the functionality of the material/structure/device. The information obtained has to be fed into
the recovery cycle as sketched in Figure 3.
The interpretation and operational evaluation of the
obtained data may include on top of the data acquisition
a normalisation and filtering process, a feature selection
and information condensation and finally a statistical
model development for feature discrimination. This diagnosis will lead to an eventual initiation of the repair
action.
Finally, to perform a repair action, mobile parts are
needed to be transported to the location of the damage.
This can be realised using a liquid either locally available or available via a vascular network system like the
blood system in living organisms but also a transport via
the gas phase is possible, in case material for the repair
action is needed.
Self-healing or self-repair can therefore in summary
be defined as “the ability to substantially return to an
initial, proper operating state or condition prior exposure
to a dynamic environment by making the necessary adjustments to restore to normality and/or the ability to
resist the formation of irregularities and/or defects”. It is
a much more effective damage management decreasing
damage level during certain stages of life time than passive prevention, since it is only applied in cases, times
and locations of real need―damage which jeopardizes
the functionality of a given system. Ideally, a self-healing system will therefore display an unlimited lifetime
since the rate of damage formation is negative or zero.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 3. Health monitoring and repair cycle for an active
smart self-repairing system [8]. The system monitor must be
able to analyse system performance against predefined performance benchmarks in order to continuously verify correct
operation of the process. The testing process also must have
bi-directional communication to activate specific test sequences and receive results. This process should exploit any
built -in self-test ability, and the testing results are forwarded to
the diagnostic process. Automating the fault diagnosis process
inherently demands the application of intelligent techniques.
Finally, the self-repair process must be able to affect a repair
based on the reduction in resources available, following isolation of the faulty components. If the original level of performance cannot be restored, the monitoring system must be modified to reflect the changes in system characteristics. This feature demands an optimisation capability. Reprinted from Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, Self-repair of
embedded systems, 17, E. A. Coyle, L. P. Maguire, T. M.
McGinnity, 1-9, Copyright (2004), with permission from Elsevier.

3. EXAMPLES OF SELF REPAIRING
SYSTEMS IN MATERIAL AND LIFE
SCIENCE
In this section a number of existing self-repair systems is
critically analysed with respect to its design, functional
units/modules and their action/performance.
Within all classes of materials, the self-repair potential
of polymers is probably the largest of all materials, since
the polymeric nature offers more possibilities of developing and displaying molecular mobility than any other
material. However, and as discussed below, this does not
exclude other materials from a participation in functional
self-healing systems.
The different options for the design of the repair action of a polymeric based system connected with examples of how this can be realized are illustrated in Figure
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4 [9] and will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Essentially a differentiation between nature-analogous
true autonomous self-repairing systems and other systems, which may be only able to react onto damage and
to make the necessary adjustments to restore itself to
normality with human intervention, and may be therefore better called assisted healing systems, can be made.
Assisted (local) healing can be achieved, e.g. by an increase of temperature, by irradiation or by other stimuli.

3.1. Thermally Stimulated Repair
A repair of accumulated damage may be triggered by
thermal stimulation where the system allows the flow of
material, wetting of the crack surfaces and gluing them
together in a heating-cooling cycle.
This can be most easily achieved in a system containing polymeric chains, which during the transition from
the glassy to the rubbery state experience a huge increase in mobility and hence the possibility to re-entangle after physical separation.
The model to explain the movement of a polymer
molecule in a snake-like fashion inside a cross-linked
polymeric gel, also known as the reptation model as proposed by de Gennes [10] implies also a possibility of
polymeric chains to repair damage. Prager and Tirell
[11], Jud and Kausch [12] and later Wool and O’Connor
[13] used the same reptation model to determine the time
required for healing caused by the inter-diffusion of
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molecules between crack faces and thus re-gaining
strength by annealing just above the Tg. Kim and Wool
[14] predicted theoretically the recovery process as a
function of healing time confirming existing experimentaldata [15]. Also, it has been shown that, if amorphous
bulk samples of high-molecular-weight polystyrene (PS)
were brought into contact with themselves in a lap-shear
joint geometry below the bulk glass transition temperature, an increase in lap-shear strength and fracture occurred [16,17]. This can be attributed to the time–temperature shift of the glass transition, as well as to the
possible enhanced surface molecular mobility of polymer chains leading to a lower Tg at free polymer surfaces
compared to the bulk Tg which enables inter-diffusion of
chains and self-healing even below Tg! At the present
time, a decrease in density and a decrease in the entanglement density close to the polymer surface can be considered as the factors contributing to the increased molecular mobility at polymeric surfaces in comparison with
that in the bulk [18]. In addition to these factors, a "jump"
in the conformational entropy of the chain segments located at the surface (these segments have a decreased
entropy imposed by the polymer-air interface [19] upon
the contact of the surfaces) may be considered as one of
the driving forces of inter-diffusion across the interface.
In principle, self-repairing polymers can therefore be
realized essentially attributed to molecular inter-diffusion. Polymer networks with dangling chains can there-

Figure 4. Organization of self-healing polymer based material systems according to the different principles employed adapted from [9].
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suited for thermally stimulated polymer repair and potentially, recycling. Mostly, but not exclusively, the reaction between furane and maleimide derivatives is used
for the generation of a thermally reversible bond. This
has been applied already in 1969 for the synthesis of
reversibly cross-linked networks, which yielded a tough
rubbery film at 100ºC and returned to a re-mouldable
polymer at 140ºC [30]. Subsequently, this principle has
been further developed and the suitability of the system
for self-healing bulk materials demonstrated [31-33].
These thermally reversible bond (cross-link) formations
leading to self-healing properties upon thermal stimulation using the Diels-Alder reaction (see Scheme 1) can
be used in application areas like coating systems [34].
Using this concept, powder coatings can be applied in
their cross-linked state, which has distinct advantages
with respect to their storage stability. When heated above
the threshold temperature flow should be sufficient to
enable proper film formation. As soon as the surface is
of sufficient quality, cross-linking can be started―simply by cooling down! In a fully cross-linked state of a
powder coating system, i.e., below a certain threshold
temperature, the coating will exhibit its essential properties with respect to mechanical strength, etc., but in its
(partly) de-cross-linked state, above the threshold temperature, it will show a certain level of plasticity and
flow. This plasticity will decrease problems in the area
of film formation of powder coatings, will enable repair
of the coating using their self-healing properties (see
Figure 5).
O

O

O

N

N
O

O

O

fore be employed to heal cleavages at room temperature
without any manual intervention [20].
However, self-repair needs time and rest. In a later
study, the concept of re-entanglement of polymeric chains
by reptation has been applied in thermoset composite
materials where a linear thermoplastic polymer material
was inserted into an epoxy matrix leading to a recovery
of up 70% of the fracture toughness [21]. In this case as
in the previous cases, multiple repairs are possible [22].
Alternatively, Zako and Tanako embedded small grainparticle adhesives in a glass epoxy composite laminate
[23] an Meure, Wu and Furman polyethylene-co-methacrylic acid particles in an epoxy resin [24] to act as
repair agents. The 50 micron sized particles consisted of
thermosetting type epoxy; the matrix was a cold-setting
epoxy. Damage can be repaired by the particles acting as
repairing actuator when melted by heat. A similar mechanism can be used for the thermally stimulated self-repair
of glass-ceramic composites, here heals the flow of the
viscoelastic glass matrix at higher temperatures aging
induced micro-voids in the composite material [25].
A very efficient and fast assisted repairing system by
external stimulation consist just of one material capable
of fulfilling all functions (structural properties, sensor
and providing of mobility) by reversible formation of
covalent or non-covalent bonds (ionic or H-bonds).
Thermally controlled covalent bond formation is already
long known in organic chemistry and may be applied to
the formation of linear polymers as well as to the formation of polymer networks. Besides thermally reversible
urea [26], alkoxyamine units incorporated in the main
chain [27], nitroso-dimerisation and ester formation under presence of cyclic anhydrides [28], the (4 + 2) Diels-Alder reaction is by far the most important reaction.
It was already discovered in 1928 [29] and honoured
with the Nobel Prize in 1950 and generally considered
the "Mona Lisa" of reactions in organic chemistry since
it requires very little energy for the formation of a covalently connected ring-structure. This reaction enables
step polymerizations and cross-linking reactions together
with a thermally reversibility and is therefore ideally

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the Diels-Alder reaction used for thermally stimulated repair.

Figure 5. Visualisation of the self-healing of a cross-linked powder coating based on the acrylate copolymers: a) crosslinked powder,
b) molten powder, c) damaged coating, d) re-flow, e) repaired coating [34], scale bar = 5 mm.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Besides application in coatings [35-38], reversibly
cross-linkable materials are of interest for several areas
of applications including thermally reversible bonding
[39], thermally reversible solubility of polymers [40],
processes connected with the recycling of plastics [37],
encapsulates which open at elevated temperatures, reversible data storage medium [41] and also as matrix
material in composites [42,43]. Here, polymeric materials with dicyclopentadiene units in the polymer backbone were used as a matrix for re-mending composites
reinforced with graphite fibers [42]. The graphite fibers
are used as electrical conductors to provide the necessary
heat to the polymer. Microcracks, introduced by bending
the substrate were healed by applying electric currents.
Alternatively, arrays of conductive, electromagnetic
scattering elements such as copper wires and coils were
incorporated together with reinforcing fibres into a matrix consisting of a thermally reversible crosslinked networked base on a retro-Diels-Alder mechanism [43].
Since the wires are uniformly distributed within the matrix they can be used to heat the composite quick and
uniformly by absorption of electromagnetic radiation.
Furthermore, the reinforcing fibres are also contributing
to the healing mechanisms, since they display a negative
coefficient of thermal expansion (Kevlar: –2 to –6 ppm/K)
and ensure therefore a mechanical closure of cracks
while raising the temperature and increasing the healing
efficiency in such a way to a great deal.
In a similar way, embedded shape-memory alloy wires
[44] as well as a syntactic shape memory polystyrene
foam [45] have been used to improve the performance of
an existing self healing system. The improvement in
performance due to crack closure enables multiple selfhealing actions and increases crack fill factors during the
repair action.
Non-covalently bonded polymeric systems are also
known to heal upon thermal treatment. For example a
supramolecular network can be established by thermally
reversible H-bonds leading to rearrangements of the
molecules in the non-bonded, heated state and reformation of the network in the “cold” state [46,47].
A reversible formation of ionomeric “cross-links”―
clusters, which are formed by phase separation of the
charged parts of macromolecules from the neutral chain
segments can be used also as a self-repair mechanism
being repeatable many times depending primarily on the
stability of the polymer. Although it is not an autonomic
process, it is activated when thermal energy is transferred to the polymer. During high-speed impact, energy
is absorbed which is elastically stored and dissipated as
heat. This increases the local temperature of the impacted polymer above the melting point (disrupting the
physical cross-links) while having little effect upon the
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temperature of the surrounding matrix. The ionic domains persist in the melt so that the polymer can be
elongated to high levels of strain and rebound elastically
when the stored energy is released at failure. The level of
stretching enables the polymer to seal the cavity as it
returns to its original position, but it is the viscoelastic
properties and the capacity of physical cross-links to
reform that determines the final level and strength of
healing. The structural integrity of the polymer provides
sufficient strength in the melt to prevent other deleterious effects from polymer flow [48,49].

3.2. Non-Thermal Stimulation of Self Repair
In a similar manner to the retro-Diels-Alder compounds,
reversible cross-links can be established by photo induced cross-linking, which can be reversed by irradiation with a different wavelength to heal cracks, such as
with cinnamic acid derivatives [50].
A covalently cross-linked network containing ally sulfides is able to undergo photomediated, reversible
cleavage of its backbone to allow chain rearrangement
for rapid stress relief at ambient conditions without mechanical property degradation [51]. The key to this reversible backbone cleavage is addition-fragmentation
chain transfer. A reaction diffusion of radicals through
the cross-linked matrix occurs initially by reaction of a
radical with an in-chain functionality, forming an intermediate, which in turn fragments, reforming the initial
functionality and radical. This addition-fragmentation
process alters the topology of the network, but the polymer chemistry and network connectivity remain unchanged.
Alternatively, also an electrical current run through a
conductive material system may be used to assist healing
[52]. By imparting conductive properties into these materials, one may obtain ‘real-time’ status of a material’s
structural integrity through electric feedback mechanisms. This feature could lead to new approaches for
detecting and quantifying microcracks which further
could lead to materials capable of recording their
stress/load histories. Other possibilities include using
electric fields or currents as healing function. Upon the
formation of a microcrack, the total number of electron
percolation pathways within the material should decrease. As a result, its inherent electrical resistance
should increase accordingly. If the material is integrated
into a circuit, the drop in conductivity could be used to
trigger a simultaneous increase in the applied electric
field. Considering that the microcrack is the source of
the increased resistance, this voltage bias should result in
the generation of heat localized at the microcrack. By
harnessing the generated thermal energy to overcome
kinetic barriers, the system may be electrically driven
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back to its original (i.e. a low resistance/high-current)
state. This has been shown using N-heterocyclic carbines
and transition metals [52].
It is well known that “crack healing” of polymers is
observed via stimulation using a specific solvent. This
phenomenon is called “solvent healing”. In this healing
process, the solvent is applied onto the fractured polymer until healing has occurred and then removed. The
observed crack healing is a superposition of two different mechanisms: firstly, the formation of a close contact
of the crack surfaces initiated by internal compression
induced by surface swelling, and secondly, the self-diffusion of polymer chains across the interface forming the
physical links (entanglements) between polymer chains
coming from different sides of the interface promoted by
the action of the solvent lowering locally the Tg [53,54].
This concept can also be used for a built-in self-healing
system, as described below.

3.3. Synthetically Designed Autonomously
Self-Repairing Systems
3.3.1. Ceramic Systems
An existing self-healing material or system can be found
in the layers applied in barrier systems (liners) to ensure
security of deposits of dangerous waste. Here, geo-synthetic clay liners (GCLs), which contain natural sodium
bentonite encapsulated between geo-textile components,
are the sealing elements [55]. Desiccation cracks, which
cause a significant increase of the permeability, can be
repaired by the self-sealing properties of calcium and
sodium bentonite.
Alternatively, self-healing sealing elements based on
the principle that two or more parent materials (for example pozzolanic material and lime containing material)

placed in vertical or horizontal layers, are described.
These materials will react at their interfaces to form insoluble, barrier reaction products and heal themselves
after being fractured (see Figure 6 [56]).
Curiously, the same strategy has been operating in the
construction for centuries. Many ancient Roman constructions made from limestone survived only because of
the self-healing capacity of limestone in interaction with
moisture/water. The phenomenon of self-healing in concrete has been known for many years [57-62]. Cracks in
reinforced concrete are unavoidable and the corrosion of
reinforcing steel due to de-icing salts or sea water is a
major course of deterioration of reinforced concrete
structures while disrupting the naturally formed corrosion protective passivation film. It has been observed
that some cracks in old concrete structures are lined with
white crystalline material suggesting the ability of concrete to self-seal the cracks with chemical products
(CaCO3), most likely with the aid of rainwater and carbon dioxide (see Figure 7). The healing of cement results in the voids being filled with hydration products
which have a bulk volume approximately 2.1 times the
original volume [63], an effect which is discussed below.
However, efficient self-healing occurs only for cracks
not exceeding a certain width (ca 135 microns) [64].
Unfortunately, this mechanism not always work in
normal concrete because the width of the tensile cracks
cannot be easily controlled or tuned. Localized fracture
leads to continued increases in crack width under decreasing tensile load, and rapidly exhausts the amount of
chemicals available for crack sealing and composite
re-healing. Thus, it is critical that the tensile crack width
is controlled and must be limited to a few tens of microns. Again, the success of the repair action depends

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the self-sealing/self-healing feature of a pozzolanic and lime containing barrier material system: a)
before fracture; b) after fracture. Reprinted from Waste Management, Laboratory development and field demonstration of
self-sealing/self-healing landfill liner, 25, C. Shi, R. Booth, 231-238, Copyright (2005), with permission from Elsevier.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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strongly on the damage degree accumulated. When the
damage degree is less than the threshold, the self-healing
ratio of concrete is increased with the increase in damage degree; once the damage degree exceeds the threshold, the self-healing ratio is decreased with the increase
in damage degree [65].
In recent years, fiber-reinforced cement-based composites optimized for ultra high tensile ductility with a
minimized amount of fibres have been designed based
on micromechanics design tools [66]. Such materials,
defined as Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC),
display “plastically yield” under excessive loading
through controlled micro-cracking while suppressing
brittle fracture localization and thus enabling self-repair
actions.
The potential of calcite-precipitating bacteria for concrete or limestone surface remediation or durability improvement has only recently been investigated and is a
possible alternative to repair cracks in concrete [67].
In the case of composite materials, it is also possible
to use an inorganic phase to perform the self-repairing
process, as demonstrated in the case of decalcification-hydration reactions of hydraulic (CA) fillers in
poly-phenylenesulfide (PPS) coatings used in geothermal applications. The hydraulic fillers, which can heal
and repair micro-sized cracks appearing on the surfaces
of corrosion protection coatings, are embedded into the
matrix material (PPS) [68]. The decalcification-hydration reactions of the CaO-Al2O3 and CaO-2 Al2O3 reactants present and exposed in the cracks lead to the rapid
growth of boehmite crystals, densely filling and sealing
the cracks, while the calcite leaches out of cracks because of the formation of water-soluble calcium bicarbonate (see Figure 8).
Healing and repairing of micro-sized cracks generated
on the surfaces of the PPS coating was observed after
exposure of the cleaved coatings to a simulated geothermal environment (200°C, CO2-loaded brine). During
exposure for 24 h block-like boehmite crystals (ca. 4 m
in size) filled and sealed the open cracks. This was reflected in an increase in pore resistance up to two orders
of its magnitude compared with that of cleaved coatings
without fillers [68].
3.3.2. Viscoelastic Recovery and Healing
Micro-damage self-healing also exists in asphalt mixtures. After the removal of external load, two processes
occur: the first is viscoelastic recovery in the bulk of the
material and the second is healing in a fracture process
zone [69]. Viscoelastic recovery occurs in the bulk of the
material only after a stress or strain is induced which is
sufficiently large to generate damage. The phenomenological difference between viscoelastic recovery and
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healing is that the former is due to the rearrangement of
molecules within the bulk of the material, whereas the
latter is due to the wetting and inter-diffusion of material
between the two faces of a micro-crack to achieve properties of the original material. The three primary steps in
the healing process are:
1) Wetting of the two faces of a micro-crack
2) Diffusion of molecules from one face to the other
3) Randomization of the diffused molecules to reach
the level of strength of the original material
Again, especially rest periods introduced at certain
damage levels increase the fatigue life of asphalt binders
[69].
A very recent example of self-healing via reformation
of weak, fracture interrupted bonds has been demonstrated on a supramolecular rubber employing molecules
that associate together to form both chains and crosslinks via hydrogen bonds [70] (see Figure 9).
By mixing ditopic and multitopic molecules, which
are able to associate with more than two other molecules,
a network could be formed. The system shows recoverable extensibility up to several hundred per cent and
very little creep under load. In contrast to conventional
cross-linked or thermo-reversible rubbers, these systems,
when broken or cut, can be simply repaired by bringing
together fractured surfaces in contact―an example of
autonomous self-healing at room temperature. The
process of breaking and healing can be repeated many

Figure 7. Crack blockage in mortar specimen by CaCO3 after
NaCl solution exposure, crack width = 49 microns. Reprinted
from Cement and Concrete Research, Permeability and
self-healing of cracked concrete as a function of temperature
and crack width, 33, H.-W. Reinhardt, M. Jooss, 9131-9136,
Copyright (2003), with permission from Elsevier.
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10 m
10 m

Figure 8. Self-repair action of a decalcification-hydration reaction on a polymer composite surface [68].

In order to be self-mending, the supramolecular rubber has to be made from small molecules and the supramolecular associations have to be strong and longlived so that at equilibrium, the fraction of
non-associated groups in the network is low. However,
the strength of the associations has to be lower than that
of covalent bonds so that, when broken, many
non-associated groups are present near the fracture surface. Self-healing is efficient because a large number of
groups ‘eager’ to link is available. At shorter healing
times, fewer bridges across the interface are formed and
the elongation at break is lower. When the sample is not
mended immediately after being broken, the number of
non-associated groups available for healing progressively decreases as they find other partners for H-bonds
and become unavailable for a re-formation of the entangled network.

Figure 9. Schematic view of the Supramolecular reversible
network formed by mixtures of ditopic (blue) and tritopic (red)
molecules associated by directional H-bonds (represented by
dotted lines) as employed for the self-healing rubber. Reprinted
by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature]
(Self-healing and thermoreversible rubber from supramolecular
assembly, P. Cordier , F. Tournilhac , C. Soulie-Ziakov, L.
Leibler, 451, 977-980), copyright (2008).

times. However, the time needed to establish a contact of
the fractured surfaces determines the healing efficiency.
Longer healing times lead to better healing, but even
when contact time is as short as fifteen minutes a repaired sample can be deformed up to about 200% without breaking.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

3.3.3. Self-Healing by Phase Changes and
Volume Expansion
The self-healing potential in metals and metal alloys is
connected with a dynamic precipitation of atoms and the
consequent potential to delay crack initiation and crack
propagation as observed in Al alloys similar to a plasticity-induced crack closure. When a dislocation interacts
with a precipitate, solute atoms will be transferred to the
precipitate, causing Ostwald ripening, if their binding
energy to the precipitate exceeds that to the dislocation.
Conversely, solute atoms will be removed from the precipitate if their binding energy to the dislocation is
greater. Dynamic precipitation tends to compensate for
micro structural damage, with the result that a higher
integrity structure is maintained for an extended lifetime
[71]. Alternatively, the precipitation of dissolved atoms
like B and N under formation of BN on creep cavity
surfaces (in for example austenitic steel) leads to a
self-healing of the creep cavitations together with an
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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increase in creep rupture strength and ductility [72].
Oxidative self-recovery of surface damaged ceramics
and ceramic composites may also be a useful self-repair
mechanism (Figure 10). Oxidation of NiAl/α-Al2O3
composites provides the metamorphic surface layers
consisting of NiAl2O4 and Al2O3 with compressive stress
to improve the mechanical properties [73]. The peculiarity of this material is the dominant formation of NiAl2O4
along with the grain boundary of the matrix Al2O3 by the
reaction,
2NiAl  Al 2 O3 (boundary)  5 / 2O 2  2NiAl2 O 4

The rapid diffusion of the reaction product through the
grain boundary results in the repair of surface defects
(see Figure 10).
This concept has been further developed for thermal
barrier coatings with a composition of NiCrAlY, again
with Al as reactive element. This enables a reaction with
oxygen to form a protective barrier layer under volume
expansion in response to damage due to thermal mismatch during thermal cycling. Here, an addition of 0.10.2% Zr leads to an optimisation of the self-repair process [74]. Similar concepts were reported for the systems
ZrB2/SiC [75], SiC/Al2O3 [76], SiC/Si3N4 [77], BN/SiC,
B4C, SiC/B4C, MoSiC2 containing ceramics and Ti3AlC2
[78], where the surface crack oxidation leads to an effec-

tive volume expansion and, thus, to a filling of the crack
opening.
Volume-expanding phases are of course most suited to
be applied in self-healing systems, since they offer the
possibility to fill the empty crack volume completely and
to re-generate the structural integrity of the system. This
requires a material identically or similar in properties to
the damaged matrix material. Examples include phase
transition tetragonal-monoclinic (e.g. in ZrO2) phase
transitions,  phase transitions as seen in sulphur,
TRIP transformation, piezo-effects, curie-transitions and
others which induce a volume change of 1-4%, sufficient
to fill cracks and to perform a healing operation. Those
changes are mostly triggered by a critical strain or/and
by temperature. More simply is the healing of zirconia
and especially yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) where an
efficient damage recovery in large-scale molecular dynamics simulations has been observed [79]. Dynamic
annealing is highly effective in zirconias during the first
5 ps of damage evolution, especially in and due to the
presence of oxygen structural vacancies. The number of
anion displacements in YSZ keeps increasing with time
instead of reaching a steady value as in ZrO2. This demonstrates the role played by structural vacancies in the
migration of O2-. Defect diffusion plays an importantrole
in the dynamic recovery of radiation damage. Espe-

Result of the crack healing:

30 m

Damaged structure
2 m

200 m

Repaired structure

30 m

2 m

Figure 10. Crack healing of ceramics due to oxidative self-recovery of ceramics [73]. Flexural strength (a) without defect, (b) with
defects, (c) annealed, (d) repaired, (e) removal of defect, (f) oxidized without defect, and (g) oxidized after removal and fracture surface of (A) with defects and (B) repaired materials, the symbol o corresponds to the right axis.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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cially in YSZ, the anion interstitials almost completely
annihilate with structural vacancies, resulting in no residual radiation-induced defects on the anion sublattice
(see Figure 11).
This results in near-complete recovery of damage.
Damage recovery on the cation sublattice is assisted by
the anion sublattice recovery, which explains the remarkable radiation tolerance of stabilized zirconia.
If those concepts are not applicable, a possible reaction with components provided by the environment using transport via the gas phase might be an option for a
self-repair action. This principle is especially useful in
coatings where dimension constraints prevent the use of
other options for self-repairing design (see below).
Coatings should not only protect a surface from a possible damage and/or corrosion but should also provide
additional properties like anti-reflection, gas barrier etc.
However, if coatings are damaged and/or pinholes
formed, serious damage could occur due to corrosion on
and in the substrate. To fill such damage areas and/or
pinholes and to restore the passive corrosion protection
or other functionalities, the coating can be loaded with
nanoparticles, which react upon volume expansion with
moisture or oxygen. In a practical example, raw smectic
clay has been used as the phase being able to absorb
moisture under volume expansion [80]. In a later study,
this concept has been developed further leading to a true
recovery of damaged surfaces [81]. There, the option of
healing surface scratches in multi layer coatings consisting of a polysiloxane film on top of a thin montmorillonite layer as expandable phase was studied (see Figure
12). Filling of cracks in the polymeric topcoat occurred
primarily within the first two hours of exposure to moisture-saturated air and resulted in a good restoration of
the surface flatness [81].
3.3.4. Mimicking Nature
Mimicking nature has resulted in a variety of self-healing systems. One of the first synthetically design systems developed, tested and used in ceramics (concrete)
and subsequently in polymeric matrices compromising
all three functionalities (damage sensor, healing mobile
materials, structurally integer functioning system) are
resin filled glass capillaries incorporated in the matrix
material [82-90]. Upon damage or fracture, the glass
capillaries act as a strain sensor, releasing the encapsulated adhesive components (epoxy and hardener,
cyanoacrylate etc.) into the composite structure to perform the repair action while (partially) filling the crack.
The damage can be sensed/visualized by adding a fluorescent dye to the components (see Figure 13); the capsules (glass capillaries) also serve as part of the (reinforcing) composite structure.
This ‘bleeding composites’ approach thus combines
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

damage detection with a high sensitivity due to the continuity of the hollow fibres and self-repair, however, also
with two draw-backs: 1) they will release an excess of
healing liquid since the volume of the compartments is
often much larger than the damage volume and 2) they
will display a tendency to clotting since the propagation
of the repairing reaction of the stored agent within the
hollow fibre can still occur thus preventing the chance of
multiple repair.
Systems following a similar idea were developed for
an application in thermosets (epoxy); the approach has
been applied to other matrix materials as well [91-94].
Here, the resin containing containers are hollow polymeric capsules (see Figures 14,15).
The fragile capsules act as sensor and as reservoir of
the resin. Upon fracture the released monomer reacts
with the catalyst distributed within the matrix forming a
cross-linked polymer network and repairing the damage.

Figure 11. Evolution of the number of interstitials in YSZ and
pure ZrO2 following 30-keV Zr recoils. The numbers of cation
and anion interstitials in ZrO2 and YSZ peak at about 0.2 ps
and then decline sharply. Subsequently, in YSZ, the anion interstitials almost completely annihilate with structural vacancies, resulting in no residual radiation-induced defects on the
anion sublattice. The difference in anion sublattice damage
between ZrO2 and YSZ is due to the presence of structural
vacancies in YSZ. (squares, triangles, and diamonds represent
[001], [110], and [111] recoils, respectively) and pure ZrO2
(circles) [79].

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Crack-healing of multilayer coatings due to phase
expansion upon moisture absorption before (a) and after 21 h
of healing (b) in wet atmospheric conditions [81]. Scale bar =
10 microns.
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The healing efficiency of this concept is high (see Figure 16) [95-97].
However, since a significant load of microcapsules is
required to get efficient self-healing due to the small

Figure 13. Fracture of a hybrid solid/hollow fibre reinforced
plastic showing bleeding of UV fluorescent dye along crack
paths(x 45 magnification) [88].

20(m)

Figure 15. SEM picture of a broken capsule. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature] (Autonomic healing of polymer composites, S. R. White, N. R.
Sottos, P. H. Geubelle, J. S. Moore, M. R. Kessler, 409, 794797), copyright (2001).

η=90.3%

(m)
(a)

Figure 14. Schematic picture of the self-healing action of a
in spherical capsules embedded resin upon damage/fracture
of the matrix material. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature] (Autonomic healing of
polymer composites, S. R. White, N. R. Sottos, P. H. Geubelle, J. S. Moore, M. R. Kessler, 409, 794-797), copyright
(2001).
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

(b)

Figure 16. a) Healing efficiency of the capsule strategy in a
single experiment and b) in time [95].

amount of liquid depleted upon fracture and the limited
probability of fracture during damage, the mechanical
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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properties of the matrix material are substantially weakened and limit the application of this concept. Furthermore several material processing aspects are also not
favourable. Anyway, these systems have been further
developed and optimized for coating applications
[98-101] since they offer an autonomic self-repair for
anti-corrosion protective coatings.
The latest developments of autonomous systems combine the concept of the incorporation of a self-healing
liquid with the increase in mobility of macromolecules
via solvent stimulation [102-104]. Here, solvent-containing micro-capsules were either embedded in an epoxy matrix or in a matrix of thermoplastic polymers. In
the case of the thermoset, the presence of the solvent
increases the mobility in the system and healing efficiencies of up to 82% was observed due to molecular
diffusion and reaction of residual functionality [102,
103]. The healing performance appears to be inversely
related to cross-link density. Healing with epoxy-solvent
microcapsules is superior to capsules that contain solvent alone (up to 120% healing efficiency), and data
showing multiple healing events are reported for this
system. In the case of the thermoplastic matrix, the mobility of the macromolecules increases due to the lowering of the glass transition temperature via solvent chain
interactions leading to the possibility of re-entanglement
formation and complete crack closure (see Figure 17)
[104].
In order to combine the advantages of the two existing
concepts for the storage of a self-healing liquid (the hollow fibre container and the spherical capsule concept),
experiments have been carried out to develop anisotropic
capsules [105]. Such particles offer a better probability
of being fractured upon damage than spheres. Thus a
substantial lower load of capsules (up to five times less)
is needed for a realisation of self-healing properties and
the initial mechanical properties of the system will be
preserved [105]. On the other hand, they offer the same
advantages with respect to processing and preparation as
the spherical capsules compared to the hollow fibres.
Ultimately, a mimic of the blood vessel system capable of a repeated, autonomic repair of damaging events
seems a perfect self-healing material system. Healing in
such systems is accomplished by a vascular network
system supplying the necessary components at the damage site. A vascular system permits a continuously and
repeatable repair of all types of failure modes at any
point in the structure since it renews the supply of the
healing part of the system during the lifetime of the
structure at any location and any time.
A skin structure exhibiting flexibility, self-healing and
damage sensing is the simplest system realizing a network-like supply of an active self-healing liquid [106].

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

The skin is fabricated on a substrate of copper-clad
polyimide sheets in a layer-by-layer technique using
polyimide sheets and an ultraviolet (UV)-curable epoxy.
The UV-curable epoxy is used as both a structural adhesive and as the self-healing fill material (see Figure 18).
The skin structure is integrated with an array of inductor-capacitor (LC) circuits, where each circuit is characterized by a unique resonant frequency. If the skin is
damaged, the UV-curable epoxy is released and is cured
by ambient sunlight. Further, damage affects one or
more of the LC circuits, altering its resonant frequency.
An integrated antenna coil is used to detect and locate
the damaged portion of the skin; so far tests indicated a
good performance with respect to self-healing of the skin
and fault isolation.
Other examples of such a system have been described
by Toohey et al. [107,108] and by Williams et al. [109,
110]. Here, a 3-dimensional micro-vascular network
system, either manufactured by a direct write assembly
procedure using a fugitive ink or by connection of glass
capillaries via risers has been embedded in an epoxy

Figure 17. MRI tomogram of a healed thermoplastic containing solvent filled capsules. The green capsules are empty. The
majority of the empty capsules are located at the fracture plane
as intended, healing is obtained, and no empty space of the
original fracture plain is observable [104].

Figure 18. Basic diagram of self-healing skin, top view with
cutaway and cross-section. Reprinted by permission from IOP
Publishing Ltd: [Smart Mater. Struct.] (A flexible, self-healing
sensor skin, J. A. Carlson et al, 15, N129), copyright (2006).
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matrix system and tested upon bending. These systems
show repeatedly crack healing upon damage.
Alternatively, 3D microvasular networks can be realized simply by loading the hollow micro-fibres of a
free-standing paper manufactured by electro-spinning
with a healing agent displaying a rapid reactivity, volatility and ability to propagate repair triggered e.g. by the
influx of moisture [111]. The self-healing agent used is
TiCl4 blocking the pores of the hollow micro-fibres as
well as sealing possible cracks by the formation of ceramic particles of TiO2 after hydrolytic decomposition in
contact with water vapour.
The natural blood vessel system works, however, in a
slightly different way [112]. In this case, a temporary
repair as response of a physical damage is achieved in
the form of a clot that plugs the defect. During subsequent days steps to regenerate the missing parts are initiated. The healing of a skin wound is a complex process
requiring the collaborative efforts of many different tissues and cell lineages. Inflammatory cells and then fibroblasts and capillaries invade the clot to form a contractile granulation tissue that draws the wound margins
together; meanwhile, the cut epidermal edges migrate
forward to cover the denuded wound surface. The formation of a clot then serves as a temporary shield protecting the denuded wound tissues and provides a provisional matrix over and through which cells can migrate
during the repair process. The clot consists of platelets
embedded in a mesh of crosslinked fibrin fibers derived
by thrombin cleavage of fibrinogen, together with smaller amounts of plasma fibronectin, vitronectin, and thrombospondin.
An interesting analogy to the process uses nanoparticles dispersed in polymer films and shows in simulations
and experiments a preferred coagulation of nanoparticles
at areas of stress concentration similar to the clotting of
blood platelets at zones of damage [113-116]. This is
because the mobility of the filler particles at the length
scales present in nanocomposites is controlled by the
conformational entropy of polymer chains. Polymer
chains close to nanoparticles are stretched and extended,
which results in an entropy penalty. This decrease in
polymer conformational entropy is greater than the decrease in nanoparticle translational entropy; thus,
nanoparticle-polymer interactions are minimized by
segregation of the nanoparticles in areas of stress concentration such as a crack tip. For particles comparable
to the radius of gyration of the polymeric chain, the decrease in conformational entropy of the respective
polymer sub-chains upon particle sequestration is dominant; the chains gain conformational entropy while repelling the particles because they do not have to stretch
around particles [113-115]. The system can relieve the
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entropic cost of chain stretching by allowing the particles to self-assemble to the solid walls. In the presence
of a notch, the nanoparticles are driven to localize in the
notch. The driving force for this localization is a polymer-induced depletion attraction; the confined polymers
in the melt gain conformational entropy by “pushing”
the fillers to the surfaces and into the notch (Figure 19).
The time required for the particles to migrate to the
notch is comparable to the time needed for the chains to
move by approximately four radii of gyrations. The
morphology obtained from the simulation allowed a determination of the mechanical properties of the nanocomposite-coated surface. The calculations show that the
nanoparticle fillers significantly reduce the stress concentration at the notch tip relative to the case where the
notched surface is just coated with a pure polymer layer
(see Figure 20).
As a consequence, load transfer from the matrix to the
agglomerated nanoparticles is predicted and the mechanical properties can recover to 75% of their original
value [114]. The calculations on the crack tip opening
displacement indicate that the presence of the nanocomposite in the notch would inhibit the system from undergoing further damage (crack propagation from this
notch) when an external load is applied to the system. It
is important to realize that some fractions of the polymer
are also localized in this damaged region. If the macromolecules and the particles are chemically compatible,
the chains provide cohesion between the fillers and the
polymer coating.
The application of such nanocomposite coatings could
thus constitute an important step in the production of
components with defect-free surfaces. Upon appearance
of a defect, the coating effectively senses its presence
and then causes the repair of the damaged area.
In a practical example, nanoparticles are added to a
high viscous liquid polymer that is sandwiched between
two brittle, glassy layers (see schematically in Figure
21).
This architecture is common in multi-layer composites
that are used in optical and anticorrosion coatings, mi-

Figure 19. An instantaneous molecular configuration showing
a surface notch filled with nanoparticles due to a depletion
attraction between the particles and the surface. Particle beads
are shown as spheres and polymer chains as lines [115].
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Figure 21. Scheme of a multilayer composite (coating). A
polymer layer (represented by the black chains) containing
nanoparticles is sandwiched between two intact, brittle layers.
Upon appearance of, a crack in the top surface and due to the
particle-polymer interactions, the particles become localized in
the crack and effectively mend the damage.

Figure 20. Results of the calculation of the stress distribution
using a lattice-spring model for (a) a polymer coating not containing nanoparticles. The stress reaches a maximum at the
notch tip. (b) The polymer coating contains nanoparticles and
the stress at the notch tip is significantly reduced. The colour
bar indicates the magnitude of the stress [114].

croelectronics packaging, and solid-state devices. Such
films are susceptible to failure through the formation of
cracks, which propagate vertically to the polymer layer.
Since the polymer is fluid-like it expels the nanoparticles
to the brittle surfaces, where some of the particles pack
into the cracks, effectively mending the brittle surface.
In the experimental study [117], the particles were fluorescent and could readily be visualized in the cracks (see
Figure 22).
In this example, the polymers and particles provide
the healing mechanism without any external intervention.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 22. Fluorescence microscope image of a crack in a 60
nm SiOx layer on a mixture of PMMA with PEO-covered
3.8-nm-diameter CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles. The cracked film is
viewed with a fluorescence microscope, in which the segregation of the CdSe nanoparticles to the cracks is highlighted by
the fluorescence of the nanoparticle. [117], scale bar = 50 microns. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
[Nature Materials] (Entropy-driven segregation of nanoparticles to cracks in multilayered composite polymer structures, S.
Gupta , Q. Zhang , T. Emrick, A. C. Balazs, T. P. Russell, 5,
229-233), copyright (2006).
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The approach has the advantage of being “re-usable”;
when new cracks appear, the polymers again drive the
particles to the damaged site and thereby continue the
repair. In principle, this process can continue until essentially all the particles in the polymer layer are expelled
and localized in the cracks.
Finally, since the particles can potentially be made out
of the same materials as the brittle walls, the system will
resemble the initial, undamaged materials. Additionally,
the fluorescing particles provide a useful diagnostic tool,
pinpointing the location of the cracks and revealing the
mechanical state of the material.
A model has been published describing the rolling
motion of a fluid-driven, particle-filled microcapsule
along a heterogeneous, adhesive substrate to show how
the release of the encapsulated nanoparticles can be harnessed to repair damage on the underlying surface [118].
The microcapsules that could act as ‘artificial leukocytes’ are driven by an imposed flow to move along an
adhesive surface, which represents the wall of a microchannel (either in the synthetic microvasculature, or
more generally, in a microfluidic device). The microcapsules enclose a solution of nanoparticles and these
nanoparticles can diffuse from the interior of the capsule
into the host fluid. When the capsule is trapped at the
leading edge of the damaged region, a relatively high
fraction of the released particles are now localized near
this region and can more effectively cover this damaged
site. Once the damage is repaired, the capsule can again
be driven by the imposed flow to move along the surface
where they could potentially sense and perform the repair action at another damage site.
So far, all self healing mechanisms and discussed systems tried to mimic nature by filling or re-filling cavities
of damaged materials just like it is the case in nature.
However, nature has more than one strategy to deal with
threads. Continuously re-shaping, metabolic cycles as
well as isolation of sub-critical thread concentrations
(bacteria) are also healing strategies in nature.
Such metabolic reactions can also be used in polymeric systems to accompany a self-healing process as
described for polycarbonate (PC, polyetherketone (PEK)
and poly-p 2.6 dimehylphenylenether (PPE) [119]. In the
last case e.g., the polymeric chains cut by heat, light,
oxygen and external mechanical force will produce a
radical on the end of the scission chain in the first step.
Subsequently, a hydrogen donor stabilizes the radical.
The Cu (II) catalyst added beforehand forms a complex
with each end of the two different chains and withdraws
two electrons from them. The chains combine, eliminating two protons from the ends and reducing the copper
Cu (II) to Cu (I). The Cu (I) migrates in the polymer and
reacts with an oxygen molecule in an oxidation step to
Cu (II). The oxygen ion then reacts with two protons to
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

form a water molecule which leaves the system. Key
factors for the speed of the self-repair action are the
concentration of the chain ends and the mobility of the
chains (the recovery rate increases with decreasing initial molecular weight and increasing amount of dimethylphthalate as plasticizer), the oxygen partial pressure in
the surroundings and the speed of emission of water (see
Figure 23) [119].
The isolation of subcritical damage and the stop of
further growth is the strategy applied while introducing

Figure 23. Scheme of the self-repairing metabolism in PPE.
Reprinted by permission from IOP Publishing Ltd: [Sci. Technol. Adv. Mater.] (Self-repairing mechanism of plastics, K.
Takeda et al, 4, 435), copyright (2003).
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Figure 24. An illustration of S segregation and BN precipitation on creep cavity surface [120].
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self-repair to austenic stainless steel [120] (see Figure
24). High temperatures during use of austenic steels
leads to low ductility creep fracture in long timescales
caused by the nucleation, growth and coalescence of
grain boundary cavities. Dissolved sulphur segregates on
cavity surfaces easily, and enhances the creep cavitation
remarkably most likely due to a lowering the creep cavity surface energy and increasing the surface diffusion
rate. The additions of Ce (0.016 wt%) is highly effective
in removing the traces of soluble S in the steel through
the formation of Ce2O2S. In the absence of S segregation,
B (0.07 wt%) and N (0.007 wt%) can segregate due to
their small atomic diameter efficiently to the creep cavity surface and form boron nitride (BN) compound on
the surface during creep. As BN is very stable at high
temperatures, the precipitation of BN film on the creep
cavity surface suppresses the creep cavitation in steel by
reducing the creep cavity growth rate. The BN precipitation continues during creep exposure and heals the creep
damage. The creep cavities are self-healed by a continuous precipitation of BN on creep cavity surface during creep exposure, and the growth of the self healed
creep cavities is suppressed almost completely. The
function of self-healing for creep cavitation provides the
steel with a longer rupture life and higher rupture ductility.

4. SENSORS AND TRIGGERS FOR
SELF-HEALING SYSTEMS
Fundamental to the understanding and implementation
of self-healing systems is the detection of damage and a
trigger mechanism which initiates the repair action. This
is done in nature efficiently e.g. in the case of woundhealing by growth factors and matrix components that
are available to provide these “start” signals, triggering
relatively sedentary cell lineages at the wound margin to
proliferate, to become invasive, and then to lay down a
new matrix in the wound gap [112].
However, the tricky part is really the distinction between the healthy and the damage status of a given system. Here, a decision between acceptable damage and
unacceptably changed behaviour of the system has to be
made, or in other words an indication of the time of the
usual transition from a normal state to a degraded state
when attacks become successful and/or faults begin to
take effect. In the end, any system should detect failure
in a timely manner and must be smart enough to compute the degree of malfunction in the system and to asses
finally whether the system actually needs the intervention by a “recovery program”.
As stated above, sensor elements are essential for the
design and functionality of self-healing systems. In the
case of the hollow glass capillaries or the urea-formal-

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

dehyde capsules used for the storage and delivery of a
liquid performing the self-healing action, the shell of the
capsule or the glass capillary itself act as strain sensor.
They are tuned by their mechanical properties to break
and to release the fluid in the event of damage.
The self-healing system based on re-formation of covalent bonds during a heating-cooling cycle fulfils in
itself the sensor function. The low viscous system
bridges the gaps of crack or damage due to the surface
tension properties of the liquid.
However, it is certainly preferable to get access to
autonomic self-healing systems with a more sophisticated
embedded structural health monitoring sensor unit enabling decision making about the place and time of the
required repair action to be taken. There are a number of
possible damage sensors available, which are discussed
with respect to their advantages and performance in
[121]. Most important is the size and/or the location of
the damage that can be resolved by a certain sensor system (see Figure 25), the size of the sensor itself and the
requirements to get a certain sensor functioning (power
consumption).
A combination of vibration and wave propagation data
has been used to determine the location and degree of
damage in structural components in an automated damage identification technique requiring minimal operator
intervention [122]. To build such a detection system, a
structure had to be instrumented with an array of actuators and sensors to excite and record its dynamic response. In order to determine structural damage, a damage index, calculated from the measured dynamic response of the structure in a reference state (baseline) and
the current state, was introduced.
While the vibration-based analysis was used to identify widespread damage within the structure, the analysis
of the waveform signals provides detailed information
on the location and nature of smaller defects. The unified
computer-assisted automatic data analysis procedure can
improve the reliability of the defects detection capability
and aid in the development of in-situ health monitoring
systems for defects-critical structures. In a similar way,
electrical resistance measurements are applied to monitor the health situation of a certain system using a (percolated) conductive network or carbon fibres incorporated in a structure. The resistance changes irreversibly
upon damage, as shown for damage inflicted by flexure,
tension, fatigue, and impact. The oblique resistance, as
measured at an angle between the longitudinal and
through-thickness directions, is particularly sensitive.
This enables the real-time monitoring of damage in form
of fire breakage and delamination in the case of composites tested in tension fatigue, compression and impact
and provides an estimate of the remaining fatigue
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Figure 25. Sensor selection space comparing size of detectable damage with sensor size for various sensing methods [121].

life-time [123].
Also, carbon nanotube networks have been employed
for sensing of distributed strain and damage and consequently for lifetime prediction and initiation of healing
[124,125]. Under static load, changes in resistance with
deformation and the initiation of microcracking during
loading of the composite laminate can be monitored (see
Figure 26).
On unloading, the resistance decreases to nearly the
original value as the transverse cracks were closed by
the stiff outer plies of the composite system. Upon reloading, the specimen show a sharp increase in resistance at much lower levels of deformation corresponding
to reopening of the microcracks, indicative of permanent
damage to the composite. This approach may be useful
in self-healing systems.
In a recent study, the sensor possibilities of carbon
nanotube networks incorporated in composite systems
with respect to fatigue-induced damage was investigated
with regard to impact on in-situ health monitoring,
damage prognosis and the success of self-healing [126].
Monitoring of the volume and through-thickness resistance enabled a determination of the extent and propagation of fatigue-induced damage such as crack and delamination growth in the vicinity of stress concentrations.
The conductive nanotube network also provides opportunities to repair damage by enabling fast heating of the
crack interfaces; up to 70% recovery of the strength of
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

the undamaged composite has been achieved. Again, the
repair action has been taken by an enhanced mobility of
a resin at temperatures above Tg.
Anyway, the first step to autonomic self-repair is certainly structural health monitoring. Since all materials
contain inherent defects, the detection of existence and
location of damage requires a comparison between two
system states. Sensors cannot measure damage directly,
features need to be extracted through data processing
and in a learning process type of damage and severity of
damage can be identified.
Therefore, e.g. machine learning for structural health
monitoring has to be applied. In general, there are two
approaches to damage identification [127]. Model-driven
methods establish a high-fidelity physical model of the
structure, usually by finite element analysis, and then
establish a comparison metric between the model and the
measured data from the real structure. If the model is for
a system or structure in normal (i.e. undamaged) condition, any departures indicate that the structure has deviated from normal condition and damage is inferred.
Data-driven approaches also establish a model, but this
is usually a statistical representation of the system, e.g. a
probability density function of the normal condition.
Any departures from normality are then signalled by
measured data appearing in regions of very low density.
The algorithms that have been developed over time for
data-driven approaches are mainly drawn from the disciOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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Figure 26. Load-displacement and resistance curves for a
composite system with incorporated carbon nanotubes acting
as strain sensors [124]. A linear increase in resistance with load
is clearly seen. Upon the initiation of microcracking there is a
sharp change in the resistance. In the progression from the first
initiation of cracking to ultimate failure of the composite
laminate the resistance changes drastically. Thostenson, E.T.,
Chou, T.-W., “Carbon nanotube networks: Sensing of distributed strain and damage for life prediction and self healing”,
Advanced Materials, (2006) 18 (21), pp. 2837-2841 Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with
permission.

pline of pattern recognition, or more broadly, machine
learning. Apart from the first step to structural health
monitoring, the detection of damage including data capture, feature selection as a process of amplification and
discarding of redundant information and novelty selection, the damage location and the damage assessment
which need as additional part a network of novelty detectors the information is finally computed via a neuronal network prediction of damage severity. However,
without a detailed knowledge of the underlying fatigue
and e.g. fracture properties of the system it will not be
possible to extrapolate to failure.

5. REQUIREMENTS AND
CONSEQUENCES OF SELF-REPAIR
Self-healing is, in a sense, opposite to a degradation
process, which as a dissipative process is connected with
the production of entropy. In 1877, Boltzmann suggested
a definition of entropy using the statistical thermodynamics approach and the concept of microstates as

S  kln
with k as the Boltzmannis constant and as the number
of microstates corresponding to a given macroscopic
state of a system. Microstates are the arrangements of
energy and matter in the system that are distinguishable
at the atomic or molecular level, but are indistinguishCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

able at the macroscopic level. Any system tends to
evolve into a less-ordered and thus more random macrostate that has a larger number of corresponding microstates, and thus the “configurational” entropy S grows.
All processes that lead to degradation (wear, corrosion,
fatigue, etc.) often involve interactions with different
characteristic length scales. For example, friction and
wear involve interactions of microscale and nanoscale
asperities and wear particles, capillary interactions, adhesion, chemical molecular bonding. In most cases, these
interactions lead to an irreversible energy dissipation and,
therefore, to the production of entropy. In many cases, a
system can be divided naturally into several scale levels
with a limited interaction between hierarchical scales.
The entropy production at the macroscale can be therefore compensated by the entropy consumption at another
level. Since the entropy is an additive function and the
levels of the hierarchy are separated, the net entropy can
be presented as the sum of entropies associated with the
structures and process at corresponding scale levels as
Snet  Smacro  S meso  S nano

(1)

where the indices “net”, “macro”, “meso” and “nano”
correspond to the net entropy, macroscale, microscale
(mesoscale), and nanoscale (atomic scale) components
[128]. For most applications, is the integrity of the macroscale structure (e.g., the absence of cracks, appearance
etc.) of predominant interest whereas the mesoscale and
nanoscale structure is of lower interest. The integrity of
the macroscale structure may be therefore repaired or
restored at the expense of the micro- and atomic scale
structures.
In the case of the autonomous self-healing using fluid
systems as applied while using capsules or capillaries
filed with a glue [82-104] excess entropy, Smacro associated with the macroscale defects, such as cracks or
voids is compensated by affecting the mesoscale structure,
e.g., by fracture of microcapsules and the release of the
fluid, which decreases the degree of order of the microstructure and thus increases the entropy for Smeso . Crack
propagation is an irreversible process, because when
intermolecular bonds are broken, the energy  is released irreversibly, so the entropy amount Scrack = 
KA/T is produced to create a crack with area A. The coefficient 0 < K < 1 is the fraction of the dissipated energy
Q that is consumed for the creation of the crack, whereas
the rest of the energy is dissipated. The ideal state without
cracks corresponds to the minimum number of microstates and thus to the lowest possible configurational
entropy. The crack can be formed in many different ways
and the cracked macrostate corresponds to a number of
microstates producing excess configurational entropy,
Smacro . In a similar manner, when a capsule ruptures and
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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its content is released, the configurational entropy grows
because mixing occurs. The configurational entropy
growth of mixing of two substances is given by
Smixing   R  n1lnX 1  n2 lnX 2 

(2)

where n1 and n2 are the amounts in moles of two pure
substances, X1 and X2 are mole fraction in the solution,
and R is the gas constant. Part of this excess entropy can
be consumed for healing the bonds at the crack. The net
configurational entropy grows, however the growth is
not due to the cracking but due to microcapsule rupture
and an irreversible decrease of their number.
If N capsules are ruptured to heal the crack with the
area A, the net entropy production is given by the mesoscale entropy of mixing minus the macroscale entropy of
crack healing
Snet  S meso  S macro  N S mixing - K

L
T

0

(3)

In case Smacro < Smeso , the healing is done by decreasing the macroscale component of entropy at the
expense of the mesoscale component [128]. Crack healing decreases then disorder (and entropy) as observed at
the macroscale, while fracture of the microcapsules increases disorder (and entropy) when observed at the
mesoscale. Self healing occurs thus autonomically if the
net entropy of the system is increasing and if the rate of
healing is higher than the rate of degradation; the effectiveness of the healing mechanism can be influenced or
perhaps measured using relating microstructure parameters to the entropy.
It is important to stress that self-repair is not simply a
material property, but rather a system property. Therefore, it is not realistic to develop universal self-repairing
systems being applicable in all sorts of applications.
Consequently, it is important to develop new concepts of
self-repairing systems with additional values compared
to the existing one, which are focused on a well-defined
area/field of applications. However, the self-repair
mechanisms used in most current systems and devices
are not yet as developed as in the complex functional
systems as existing in nature.
Existing autonomic self-healing processes need time
(rest periods) and energy. However, the end product is
neither aesthetically nor functionally perfect. Defects on
a nanoscale size are randomly distributed in any material,
mechanical loads during the use cause the formation of
cracks initiated by the nanoscaled defects, which cause,
in time, degradation of the material up to a possible
catastrophic failure.
A self-healing mechanism already initiated at a nanoscale offer many advantages for a more effective prevention of further propagation and growth of micro-cracks as has been shown in a recent modelling
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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study [129]. There, the self-healing process of materials
with embedded “glue”-carrying cells, in the regime of
the onset of the initial fatigue has been studied by
three-dimensional numerical simulations within the
percolation- model approach. The onset of material
fatigue is delayed in such a system by development of a
plateaulike time dependence of the material quality. In
this low-damage regime, the changes in the conductance and thus in similar transport and response properties of the material can be used as measures of the material quality degradation. A feature found for three
dimensions being much more profound than in earlier-studied two-dimensional systems, is the competition between the healing cells. Even for low initial
densities of the healing cells, they interfere with each
other and reduce each other’s effective healing efficiency. Short-range healing means that cells affect their
neighbourhood approximately within a distance equal
to their size. Thus, in order not to interfere literally, not
to waste glue, other healing cells should not be healing
this whole neighbourhood; thus they must be about two
“shells of influence” away. The exclusion radius is thus
at least three times the cell radius, in terms of the center-to-center separation, it is likely even larger, depending on the specific geometry.
Any architecture for self-healing systems should satisfy essential properties like adaptability, dynamicity,
awareness, autonomy, robustness and distribution. From
this analysis and discussions of the currently active and
explored principles of self-repair the following requirements for the design of an ultimate self-healing structure/material can be formulated:
 A reflection mechanism to detect internal or external conditions for which the system should respond
to sensing function of damage
 A reasoning mechanism to determine which actions should be taken in order to response to an input from the reflection mechanism―the feedback
to repair mechanism, signal transport
 A configuration mechanism to perform necessary
changes to repair or optimize the system as directed
by reasoning mechanism and activation of the repair
mechanism (repair-on-demand)―transport of energy and/or material, repair with the ability to
“heal/fill” damage (e.g. volume increase!)
 Repair has to be either attributive or functional,
may be single repair (only one time) or repeating
repair
 Detection of success and of the status of the
structure, recovery of the initial status
 No reduction of the performance of the matrix material by the self-repair functionality; good adhesion
and bonding and sufficient thermo-mechanical
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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properties of the repair material
Sufficient high stability of the self-repair functionality during processing and storage
Such systems have been already constructed and will
be discussed at two examples:


5.1. Self-Repairing Strategies and
Structures Used in Current Electronic
Devices
One method of self-healing is to design a multiply redundant system that can reconfigure itself when damaged. Re-configurable control systems require three
separate functions: failure detection and isolation to determine which components are no longer useful; parameter identification to provide a model of the damaged
structure, and online control design that uses information
from the other two to re-establish control of the modified
structure. This approach has been applied for some time
already in re-configurable circuit hardware. This is particularly the case for DRAM. As a typical industry case,
the original yield before a built-in self repair (BISR)
using redundant elements for repair for a 256-Mbit commodity DRAM in a 0.11-micron CMOS process is almost 0, yet the yield of the same product after repair can

increase to more than 60%, and even to 80%. Here, the
BISR consists of three main blocks: built-in self test
(BIST), built-in redundancy analysis (BIRA), and address reconfiguration (AR) [130]. Typically, a BIST circuit consists of a controller, a test pattern generator
(TPG), a data comparator, and interface logic. The controller executes the test algorithm and issues commands
for the TPG. One of the algorithms used is testing is the
Syndrome identification algorithm. This method identifies fail patterns during the test process to increase spare
allocation efficiency. After analysis, the AR circuit repairs the memory; e.g. it replaces the faulty memory
elements with the fault-free, spare ones. This typically
involves address remapping or address decoder reconfiguration. When the memory size increases, the total
benefit as a combination of early-market entry benefit,
test benefit, development cost and cost for the redundant
memory grows quickly, because the yield decreases exponentially when the memory size increases, and thus
the BISR design shows its effectiveness in enhancing the
yield. Development costs become negligible when production volume is high, because they are constant for the
product. Self-repair systems are currently well known
and in use in several electronic structures to maintain

Figure 27. Flow diagram typical for a self-repairing structure used in electronic devices. Reprinted from Engineering Applications of
Artificial Intelligence, Self-repair of embedded systems, 17, E. A. Coyle, L. P. Maguire, T. M. McGinnity, 1-9, Copyright (2004),
with permission from Elsevier.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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their reliability for a long time. In fact, embedded systems are increasingly entrusted with critical tasks and it
becomes crucial that these systems exhibit a high level
of reliability. The increasing complexity of such systems
makes production of defect-free systems extremely difficult. Therefore, self-repair methodologies were introduced employing a unified modelling language and genetic algorithms and increasing the flexibility and reliability of such systems by enabling the transfer of functionalities between hardware and software. A flow diagram of the processes in such a system is shown in Figure 27.
In contrast to the majority of the already covered systems, this system is an example where the functionality
is related to information flow and not to mechanical or
aesthetic or other main functionalities. Hence, also the
flow of information is used as the signal in the diagnostic process and as the mobile part of the system, able to
perform the repair action. The diagnostic circle addresses the functionality during operation of the target
system and decides whether the current configuration is
able to deal with the isolated fault and to update the system resource value on demand resulting in new partitions, compilation and upload of the new partitions onto
the system information. Industrial leaders like Microsoft,
Sun Microsystems and IBM are carrying out research on
autonomic self-healing systems, grid computing, software agents and middleware computing are typically
strategies and software systems and hardware architecture are being developed with self-healing properties. A
summary of the developments in this area is given recently by Gosh (2007) [131].

5.2. Self-Repairing Bolted Joints
Bolted joint, as one of the most common mechanical
components in all types of engineering structures, are
critical to the function of the structure and their failure
could have huge costs or endanger lives. Unfortunately,
bolted joints are subject to a variety of common modes
of failure. These include self-loosening, shaking apart,
breaking because of corrosion, stress cracking or fatigue, slippage (which can change the way a structure
absorbs load, leakage of corrosive substances in the
joint), and separation leading to rapid fatigue. One of
the most frequent modes of failure for bolted joints is
self-loosening. To reduce this mode of failure a concept
of a self-sensing and self-healing bolted joint has been
developed, consisting of structural members joined
together by bolt and nut combinations equipped with
piezoceramic and shape memory alloy elements [132]
(see Figure 28(a)). This concept combines an impedance-based health- monitoring technique (monitoring
of bolt tension and connection damage) together with

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

actuators to restore tension in the system. The actuators
are included in the joint as shape memory alloy (SMA)
washers. The most common SMA is nickel-titanium,
often referred to NiTi or Nitinol, a material that has the
ability to convert heat to mechanical energy through a
phase transition.
The actuation ability of smart materials should also
provide force to a smart structure to counteract damage
once it is detected, introducing the possibility of selfhealing structures as demonstrated on this example. The
impedance method detects and inspects whether the
damage threshold value has been reached or not, and
provides a signal to activate the SMA actuator if needed.
When damage occurs, temporary adjustments of the bolt
tension can be achieved actively and remotely in order to
restore lost torque for continued operation (see Figure
28(b)). Thus, this is an example for the construction of a
self-monitoring and self-healing system that could be
added to existing structures, and provides both condition
monitoring and self repair.

(a)

(b)

Figure 28. a) Bolted Joint Configuration with SMA washer
and PZT impedance sensor, b) Part of the impedance spectrum
of a tight, loose and by SMA actuation fastened bolt connection. Reprinted by permission from IOP Publishing Ltd: [Smart
Mater. Struct.] (Practical issues of activating self-repairing
bolted joints, D. M. Peairs et al, 13, 1414), copyright (2004).
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6. TOWARDS A NEW GENERATION OF
SELF-HEALING SYSTEMS
In order to develop a new generation of self-healing devices-smart structures, the following working areas need
particular effort:
1) Development/design of sensing elements to be incorporated within structures/surfaces which are able to
trigger the self-repair process (signal transport, activation of the repair mechanism). This means that, contrary
to most of the model systems, the sensor function has to
be further developed and extended with an active learning functionality, able to differentiate and to detect
damage, to interpret the obtained information and to
trigger/stimulate the repair action on demand. These
sensoric elements should be ideally structural parts of
the system and should not detoriate the general functionality of the system.
2) Development of transport/repair mechanisms for
different activation energies/materials and different circumstances (speed, temperature, amount of recovery).
This is especially needed to widen the area of applications of self-healing systems to more materials and systems. Up to now, only a limited number of solutions are
existing (encapsulated glues etc.), however, new principles have to be developed and employed to cover a
broader range of performance demands.
3) Development of multiple repair processes applicable and sufficient for the purpose. This relates especially
to the speed of the repair action, which has to be adjusted to the needs and rest time periods available. Another need is the development of the action-on-demand-only, strongly coupled with the development of
sensor/trigger mechanism. If an action-on-demand-only
can be realized, then it will be easier to ensure the capability of multiple repair actions. Such an action could be
triggered by a concentration of stress which initiates the
repair action while activating an initiator. Materials that
anticipate damage and increase their strength where
damage probability is largest like the system developed
by nature for the maintenance of our skeleton are virtually damage free, if enough energy and time for the constant maintenance actions is supplied and given. Alternatively, continuously active materials like present in a
living polymerization will realize a perfect restoration of
the undamaged state if more reactive monomers are supplied after damage, e.g. via capsules [133].
4) Finally, methods must be developed to test and
characterise the structures/devices and to quantify the
success of the self-repair action. Up to now, there is only
a minor understanding of quantification of the success of
self-healing, mostly by measurement of mechanical performance, however, since self-healing is not necessarily
only connected to mechanical damage, some measure of
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

the quality of the self-repair has to be developed.
If these requirements are met, then it will be possible
to create truly smart structures, which sense their internal state and external environment and based on the information gained respond in a manner that fulfils their
functional requirements. The primary advantage of moving towards smart structures technology is the potential
cost benefit of condition-based maintenance strategies
and the prospective life extension that may be achieved
through in-situ health monitoring.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Implementation of self-healing is not intended to deal
with poor or inadequate application design, development
flaws, and problems with the quality of materials or operational errors of systems and devices. However, it
should respond to damage caused by external deterioration factors. Thus, self-healing should offer great opportunities for increases in durability and reliability, reduced
maintenance and overall costs. This includes reduced
material resources, since the usual over-design of materials is no longer required. Repair will be addressed at
the very position of first appearance of damage, minimizing the need to have self-repairing functionality
throughout the whole system.
Autonomic self-repair should be intrinsically connected with a minimization of the free energy of the
system after experiencing damage (e.g. fracture would
create additional surfaces and hence enhance the overall
energy level of the system). However, this is not as easy
and autonomic as it may seem, damage may only lead to
another local minimum of the overall free energy and
this would be in some cases difficult to detect for a given
system. It is for example extremely difficult to detect the
energy changes connected with a change in pure appearance of a coating without having scratches and even
more difficult to react with a repair action on such
changes, however the changes would account for a
damage of the esthetical function of the coating. As for
now, most of the introduced synthetic self-healing systems have still substantial short-comes, such as the liquid based capsule system, which requires a large amount
of capsules to fulfil the function thereby reducing the
mechanics of the system in a way that it can only be
treated as a model system for fundamental studies [91]
or the difficulty in filling and sealing of the liquid based
capillary systems which limits applicability [82-90].
Fully autonomous systems need to provide currently a
level of mobility which makes them rather unattractive
as constructive materials [70]. However, the latest developments show ways for possible solutions such as the
application of liquid filled capsules in coating systems or
flexible laminates [134,135], here enabling a functional
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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repair of a system as corrosion protection which has not
the same constraints as a structural material or the use of
the same strategy while deploying conductive particles
in liquids and as such repairing conductive pathways
[136]. The design principles of a self-healing system are
universal, however the synthetic system solutions developed so far are mostly special for the very circumstances of the material system and the application (conditions), no universal solution exists applicable for all
material systems.
At the most basic level, a self-repairing system requires redundant capacity and the ability to use it effectively. The system must be capable of modifying the
configuration of the target system in order to affect a
repair. New design principles and strategies will be applied, and finally self-repairing potential will only be
incorporated where it is needed or where damage of the
material, system or device is going to start. Self-repair
will be universal in terms of materials and will follow
universal design principles and hence can be applied
anywhere. The overall capabilities required for a selfrepairing system extend the application functionality
specified by the system designers. The additional elements required include monitoring, test, diagnosis, and
repair capabilities. The system monitor must be able to
analyse high-level system performance of the system
against predefined performance benchmarks, continuously verifying the correctness of the operation of the
process and bi-directionally communicating with the
target system. The testing process also must have bidirectional communication to activate specific test sequences and receive results. This process should exploit
any built-in self-test (BIST) ability, and the testing results are forwarded to the diagnostic process. Automating the fault diagnosis process inherently demands the
application of intelligent techniques. Finally, the selfrepair process must be able to affect a repair based on
the reduction in resources available, following isolation
of the faulty components. If the original level of performance cannot be restored, the monitoring system
must be modified to reflect the changes in system characteristics. This feature demands an optimisation capability. Providing these additional capabilities impose a
significant burden on the system, there is a trade-off
between the additional cost of the system to facilitate
self-repair and the potential cost of failure.
The purpose of this reflection is not to provide a review of the knowledge on self-healing systems; therefore, it is by far not covering all work on this subject.
The analysis of the systems as discussed in this work
shows that the creation of self-healing systems is and is
becoming reality. Although a number of synthetically
designed self-healing systems are developed and still
under development, they mostly fulfil only partially all
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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requirements of an ideal self-healing system as produced
by nature.
The knowledge of the system complexity enables the
design of a self-healing system for a given application
and possible damage. The introduction of self-healing
properties into materials systems is with this knowledge
and an interdisciplinary approach of design combining
all disciplines of science is a growing reality, which has
been already demonstrated for a number of synthetic
model systems and will have a great future in materials
technology especially for systems used in maintenance
critical applications such as areas with limited accessibility, high demands of reliability, a guaranteed long life
or in areas where repairs cause a lot of hindrance/ annoyance/costs.
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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the molecular dynamics (МD) of
the interaction between a carbon nanotube
(CNT) and a carbon disulfide active solvent (CS2)
has been carried out. The aim of the present
work is to estimate the dynamical and structural
behavior of the CNT-CS2 system at different
relative atomic concentrations and under
temperature changes. The structural radial
distribution functions and the dynamical
configurations have been built for a CNT
interacting with a CS2 solvent. A nontrivial
observation for the CNT-CS2 system is that the
solvent carbon disulfide atoms make up a
patterned (layered) formation around the carbon
nanotube.
Keywords: Molecular Dynamics; Carbon Nanotube;
Carbon Disulfide Solvent

1. INTRODUCTION
Among the organic materials, carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
are unique for their electrical and chemical properties.
They are very interesting in terms of material research
and electronic applications. Depending on their chemical
structure, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be used as an
alternative to organic or inorganic semiconductors as
well as conductors. The chemical bonding of nanotubes
is composed entirely of sp2 bonds, similar to those of
graphite. This bonding structure, which is stronger than
the sp3 bonds found in diamonds, provides the molecules
with their unique strength. Nanotubes naturally align
themselves into "ropes" held together by van der Waals
forces. The nature of the bonding of a nanotube is
described by quantum chemistry―specifically, orbital
hybridization. Solvents in which the CNTs can be solubilized include chlorobenzene, chloroform, methylene
chloride, carbon disulfide, benzene, etc. The solubilities
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

of the carbon nanotubes in these solvents range from
about 0.01 to 5.0 mg/ml [1-4].
The aim of the present paper is to simulate the
dynamical and structural properties of a CNT interacting
with a carbon disulfide (CS2) solvent taking into account
the Van der Waals forces only. For the CNT-CS2 system,
we simulate different relative CNT solvent concentrations and temperature scales. In the description of the
physical properties of the CNT, we employ the Tersoff
potential [5]. It is a special case of a density-dependent
potential, which reproduces the properties of the covalent bonding in systems containing carbon, silicon, germanium, etc, and alloys of these elements. A special
feature of the potential is that it allows bond breaking
and associated changes in bond hybridization. The energy is modelled as a sum of pair-like interactions where,
however, the coefficient of the attractive term in the pairlike potential (which plays the role of the bond order)
depends on the local environment giving a many-body
potential.
The Tersoff potential has 11 atomic and 2 bi-atomic
parameters (see, formulas 1-9):

U ij  fC (rij )[ f R (rij )   ij f A (rij )] ,

(1)

where the potential parameters have the following
forms:
f R (rij )  Aij exp(aij rij ) ,
(2)
f A (rij )  Bij exp(bij rij ) ,
fC (rij ) 

In (1)

(3)

1 1
 cos[ (rij  Rij ) / (rij  Rij )] , Rij  rij  Sij ,
2 2
(4)

f R (rij ) and

f A (rij ) mean repulsive and

attractive, fC (rij ) ―potential cutoff functions ( fC (rij ) 
fC (rij )  1 for rij  Rij and fC (rij )  0 for rij  Sij ).

It is worth noting that the main feasure of the Tersoff
potential is that the coefficients in (1) reflect many-body
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nature of the interactions. The basic means of the coefficients is that the strenth of each bond depends on the
local environment and is lowered when the number of
neighboors is relatively high. This dependence can accentuate or diminish the attractive force relative to the
repulsive force, according to the environment, such that:

 ij   ij (1   ii Liji ) 1/ 2i ,
Lij 



k i, j

The CNT (carbon nanotube) consists of 800 carbon
atoms in a nanotube of 41.7 angstrom in length (see
Figure 1). For the CNT, we used the Tersoff potential
parameters of the DL_POLY software database
[13-14]:
A = 1393.6, a = 3.4879, B = 346.74, b = 2.2119,
R = 1.8, S = 2.1,
 = 1.5724 × 10-7,  = 0.72751, c = 38049, d =
4.3484, h = –0.57058.
The CS2 molecules were treated as rigid with the bond
length of 1.55 angstrom between carbon and sulfide
atoms (Figure 2). Throughout the computation, only the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions were taken into account.
The number of the CS2 solvent molecules was varied, so
we simulated CNT-solvent model systems of different
relative atomic concentrations: x = 0.2, 0.4, …, 1.0
(Figure 3). The LJ potential was also used for the CNT―
solvent interactions; the potential and parameteres are
shown in Table 1, where C denotes the CNT carbon

(5)

fC (rik )ik g (ijk ) ,

(6)

g (ijk )  1  ci2 / di2  ci2 / [di2  (hi  cos ijk ) 2 ] ,

(7)

aij  (ai  a j ) / 2 , bij  (bi  b j ) / 2 ,

(8)

Aij  ( Ai A j )1/ 2 , Bij  ( Bi B j )1/ 2 , Aij  ( Ai Aj )1/ 2 ,
R ij  ( Ri R j )1/ 2 , Sij  ( Si S j )1/ 2 .

(9)

We have accepted the following values:  ii  1 ,
ij   ji , ii  1 , ij   ji .
The carbon disulfide (CS2) solvent has a comparatively high solubility (~7.9 mg/ml). Several earlier
papers considered interaction between the CS2 solvent
and a fullerene (C60) solution [6-12]. The C60-CS2
system belongs to a class of solutions where a peak in
the temperature dependence of solubility is observed
(Tmax~280 K). The structural features of the fullerene in
a solution, as well as the fullerene―solvent (C60–CS2)
interaction mechanism have been investigated in detail
in [6-12] by different methods (small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) and others). As was noted in [12], the
characteristic size of the CS2 molecule (~0.3 nm) is
comparable to that of the C60 fullerene (~ 1 nm); so, any
interface organization of the CS2 molecules different
from that in bulk must result in a significant difference
between the interface and bulk molecular density of the
solvent, and, hence, affect the visible size of the
fullerene.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
of several CNT-CS2 model systems. The MD simulation
was based on the DL_POLY general-purpose code
[13-15]. The MD cell is orthorhombic and square in the
XY plane (30.7 × 30.7 × 41.7). The integration algorithm
is an NPT Berendsen ‘ensemble’.

Figure 1. Structural presentations of the carbon
nanotube (CNT) (top and bottom).

Table 1. Potential parameters of the CNT-CS2 model.
Atomic pair

Potential

C-C S

Lj

C-S
S-S

Lj
Lj

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Functional form
 
U (r )  4 
r



12





…
…

6
  
  
 r  

Parameters

ε, eV

σ, Å

ε, σ

0.0044

3.35

ε, σ
ε, σ

0.0082
0.0153

3.44
3.52
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S

C

S

atoms and Cs―the carbon atoms of the CS2 solvent.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The dynamics of the interaction between the CNT
(carbon nanotube) and the CS2 solvent has been studied
at different ratios of the CNT-solvent atomic concentrations:
NS
x
N CNT
where Ns is the number of the solvent atoms and NCNT is
the number of the CNT atoms. We have simulated five
CNT-CS2 systems with x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. We
call the systems with x = 0.2 and x = 1 low- and
high-density systems, respectively. The CNT consists of
800 carbon (C) atoms. Further, we denote the carbon
atoms of the CS2 solvent as Cs.

3.1. Structural RDFs for the CNT-Solvent
Atomic Pairs
Figure 2. Structural presentations of the CS2 solvent

In Figure 4, we present the behavior of the radial

(top and bottom).
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Figure 3. Structural presentations of the CNTCS2 system (top and bottom).
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Figure 4. Structural RDFs for the atomic pairs
C-Cs and C-S at different ratios of the CNT–
solvent atomic concentration x.
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4: x=0.8
5: x=1.0

2,0

g(r), [S-S]

distribution function (RDF) for the CNT-solvent atomic
pairs C-Cs and C-S at different values of x. It can be seen
that the RDF of the CNT-CS2 system at x > 0.4 obeys a
similar law. For all values of x, we have clearly observed
two peaks in the RDF graphs. However, for x > 0.4,
Figure 4 shows an additional small RDF peak between
the first two ones. This behavior of the RDF points to a
structural rearrangement of the CNT-CS2 system, which
is going from the low density phase (x = 0.2) into the
high density phase (x = 1). The additional (third) peak in
the RDF curve has also been observed on the
temperature dependence (part III below).

1,5

1
2
3
4

1,0

5

0,5

3.2. Structural RDFs for the Solvent-Solvent
Atomic Pairs
In Figures 5 and 6, the radial distribution functions
(RDFs) are presented for the solvent-solvent atomic
pairs (Cs-Cs, Cs-S, and S-S) at different values of x. It is
seen that the RDFs of the solvent atoms differ from each
other by their first peaks only; the secondary peaks for
all solvent-solvent atomic pairs (CS2-CS2) are similar.
The RDF for the S-S atoms has a comparably large first
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Figure 5. Structural RDF for the atomic pairs
Cs-Cs and Cs-S at different ratios of the CNT―
solvent atomic concentration x.
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Figure 6. Structural RDF for the atomic pair S-S at dif
ferent ratios of the CNT–solvent atomic concentration x.

peak (Figure 6). This indicates that in the solvent media,
the atomic pair S-S has a relatively high ordering in
comparison with the Cs-Cs one. The RDF first peak for
the Cs-S atomic pair (Figure 5, below) is low as compared with S-S ones. We attribute such behavior to an
influence of CNT’s carbon (C) atoms on the CNT―
solvent interaction process and ordering.

3.3. MD-Simulated Structural CNT-CS2
Configurations

2
3
1,0

0

We have compared the MD structural configurations of
the CNT-CS2 system for the low-density (x = 0.2) and
high-density (x = 1) phases. In Figure 7, MD-simulated
snapshots are presented for x = 0.2. Figure 7 shows the
side and top views (left and righr, respectively) of the
CNT-CS2 system; the snapshots correspond to the
moments of t = 0 (top), 10 ps (middle), and 80 ps
(bottom). It is seen that starting from arbitrarily
distributed positions at the initial (t = 0) state, the solvent
(CS2) atoms become more structured in the later states of
the dynamics around and inside the CNT.
The CS2 structuring behavior around the CNT has also
been observed during temperature variation in the
CNT-CS2 system. In Figure 8, the RDF curves are
displayed for the low density phase (x = 0.2) depending
on temperature: T = 200 K (1), T = 250 K (2), and T =
300 K (3). Figure 8 shows the RDF results for
CNT-solvent atomic pairs C-Cs (left) and C-S (right).
The RDFs in Figure 8 show some RDF changes (only
for the first peaks).
Figure 9 shows RDF curves for the solvent-solvent
atomic pairs Cs-Cs (left) and Cs-S (right). A visible
change in the RDF graph is seen for the atomic pair Cs-S.
During the temperature variation, we observe changes
for Cs-S both in the first and secondary peaks.
A is seen in the RDF graph in Figure 10, the atomic
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(a) Low-density phase (x = 0.2)

t=0

t = 10 ps

t = 80 ps

t=0

t = 10 ps

t = 80 ps

Figure 7. Snapshots of the CNT―solvent configurations at a low density (relative atomic
concentration x = 0.2).
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Figure 8. Structural RDFs for the atomic pairs C-Cs and C-S at x = 0.2 with temperature.
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Figure 9. Structural RDF for the atomic pairs Cs-Cs and Cs-S at x = 0.2 with temperature.

1 ,5

Comparing these results with those of the low density
phase (x = 0.2, Figure 7), we observe a similar structural
formation of the CS2 solvent atoms around the CNT.
However, the RDFs of the high-density phase are
strongly specific against the low-density phase RDFs. A
comparison of Figures 12-14 with Figures 8-10 is
straightforward.

1 ,0

3.4. Patterned Structure Formation in the
CNT-CS2 System
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Figure 10. The structural RDF for the atomic pair S-S at x
= 0.2 with temperature.

pair S-S has a relatively high ordering in the solvent
media. Also, the RDF for the S-S pair shows a strong
temperature dependence. We see that the amplitude of
the first peak decreases twice as the temperature increases from T = 200 K to 300 K.
In Figure 11, the MD snapshots are presented for the
high density phase (x = 1).
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

One of the nontrivial observations for the CNT-CS2
system is that the solvent carbon disulfide atoms make
up a patterned (layered) formation around the carbon
nanotube. In Figure 15, we present a CNT-CS2 resultant
structure where the atomic distributions are compared in
three regions (marked by the circles 1, 2, and 3). It is
seen that in regions 1 and 2, the solvent CS2 atoms have
to be configured similarly to CNT’s shape. The solvent
atoms inside and outside the CNT are regularly
distributed within the spheres of the same radii off the
CNT. In contrast, for region 3 we observe an
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(b) High density phase (x = 1)

t=0

t = 10 ps

t = 80 ps

t=0

t = 10 ps

t = 80 ps

Figure 11. Snapshots of the CNT―solvent configurations at a high density (relative atomic
concentration x = 1).
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Figure 12. Structural RDFs for the atomic pairs C-Cs and C-S at x = 1 with temperature.
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Figure 13. Structural RDFs for the atomic pairs Cs-Cs and Cs-S at x = 1 with temperature.
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Figure 14. Structural RDF for the atomic pair S-S at x = 1
with temperature.

irregular structure of the same atoms that results from
solvent-solvent ineraction. It should be noted that Figure
15 shows an important example of a grapheneCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 15. The CNT-CS2 atomic distributions for three
regions shown as circles 1, 2, and 3.
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like (patterned, layered) behavior. Such formations are
of great importance for the applications and technological uses of the CNT-CS2 systems [1-12].
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ABSTRACT
Between the 1940s and the 1960s there was a
significant lowering of the surface temperatures
of the central North Pacific. This cool-down is
discussed on the basis of analyses of a very
large surface temperature data base, covering
most of the North Pacific, which began in 1947
and continued for at least 30 years afterwards. A
surface area more than 20 degrees of latitude by
approximately 70 degrees of longitude, centered
°
on 40 N, cooled down within about a ten year
period by typically 0.5℃ and by as much as
1.0℃. Previously a permanent surface and near
surface circulation was proposed in which a
shallow very broad warm surface layer flows
northeastward at mid-latitudes on the eastern
side of the North Pacific while colder water returns southward to the east, west and underneath the warm surface current. It is suggested
that variations in this hypothesized circulation,
due to natural causes not yet completely understood, potentially provide a mechanism for
producing a cooling down (or warming up) of a
large region of the central North Pacific at midlatitudes in a relatively short period of time (ten
years or less).
Keywords: Climate Change; Cool-Down; North
Pacific; Sea Surface Temperatures

1. INTRODUCTION
“The earth’s average surface temperature has increased
by about 1.2°F in the past century, with most of the increase occurring from about 1920 to 1950, and again
beginning around 1975” [1]. A curious reader will want
to know what happened between 1950 and 1975. One
might infer from this quote that the earth’s average surface temperature also increased from 1950 to 1975, only
at a slower rate. But since 1982 it has been established
that a “confusing” cooling trend occurred from around
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

1940 to the 1960s as illustrated by the average surface
temperatures of the Northern Hemisphere [2]. More specifically, though not explained either, is the fact that the
annual mean temperature of the United States as a whole
lowered between about 1953 and 1968 by roughly 0.7℃
[3]. It is shown below, through analyzing an extensive
set of sea surface temperature data, involving millions of
ship injection temperatures [4], that the temperature of
most of the North Pacific Ocean’s surface waters
dropped, in the mean, by around 0.5℃ within a ten year
span between about 1949 and 1959.
From data analyses published earlier [5,Figure 1]
comes the educated guess that a large slice of the North
Pacific was cooling down simultaneously with the US
within about a 30 year period starting in 1947. The figure shows sea surface temperatures, averaged over a
month and 5 degree latitude/longitude squares, plotted
against longitude, between California and Japan, along
°
35 N for six consecutive months. For each month and
longitude three means are compared: 10, 20, and 29
years, all beginning with 1947. Over most of the interior
of the ocean the three curves are nested with the 29 year
mean lying on the bottom, the 10 year mean on top and
the 20 year mean in between these two. Temperature
gaps separating the curves are small, in the 0.1℃ range,
but systematic over a large band of longitudes (about 70
degrees), implying a consistent mean cooling from 19471975 (This cool-down was noticed by the author at the
time the figure was made but not mentioned explicitly in
that paper because it was not relevant to the purpose at
hand).
Here an examination of the cool-down is presented
°
which is expanded from a single latitude line (35 N) to a
°
band of latitudes (30-50 N) but at the same time more
narrowly focused in time: the most intense period of
cooling is condensed from 30 to 10 years. It is not that
the author is purposefully avoiding the currently popular
subject of global warming; it is only that the data that are
readily available to him happened to coincide with the
cool-down of the North Pacific, which is sandwiched
between two perhaps better known warming periods.
A characteristic of recent books and position papers
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Figure 1. Temperature difference map for the surface of the mid-latitude central North Pa
cific. Monthly five degree temperatures from the Namias-Scripps data base were averaged
over two separate five year periods: 1947-1951 and 1957-1961, after which the annual
mean was taken over the twelve months for both periods. Then the 57-61 averages were
subtracted from the 47-51 averages for each five degree latitude/longitude square and
contours (℃) of surface temperature difference were drawn on the map. A cool-down
occurred in a large region in the middle of the map. Hatch marks indicate smaller areas
that warmed up between 47-51 and 57-61. Latitude on the vertical axis, longitude on the
horizontal axis.

on global warming and climate change is that they are
long on discussion but short on data presentation. In this
brief journal article an effort is made to have a more
balanced account. Also it appears that nobody has yet
specifically studied the particular North Pacific SST data
base in terms of short period climate variations in the
way I have chosen to look at these observations here.

2. MAIN RESULT
Figure 1 shows the final product of the analysis: a map
of sea surface temperature differences for the central
area and mid-latitude region of the North Pacific. It is
based on the Namias-Scripps sea surface temperatures,
which extend from coast to coast and from 20-55°N. For
a given month and five degree latitude/longitude square
all reported injection temperatures from merchant ships
were combined to get a single number. In my possession
are computer printouts of the temperatures from January
1947 through December 1977. These printouts were
used to make Figure 1 by means of averaging and subtracting. I do not know if the one month five degree
square average data set continued after 1977. If it did,
somebody could easily use these data to study global
warming as reflected in the surface temperatures of the
North Pacific.
Construction of Figure 1 was carried out as follows.
For each five degree latitude/longitude square and month
a straight five year average was computed starting in
1947 and ending in 1951. Then the annual mean was
made by averaging over the twelve months. Exactly the
same procedure was done for the interval 1957-1961. By
subtracting one set of five-year means from the other a
map of sea surface temperature differences was obtained.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

What Figure 1 shows is that between the 1947-1951
annual mean and the 1957-1961 annual mean the whole
central mid-latitude region of the North Pacific cooled
down by typically 0.5℃ and by as much as 1.0℃.
Although the cool-down may have started as early as
about 1940, as mentioned above, there is no way I have
to investigate any warming or cooling of the North Pacific before 1947, which is the start of the NamiasScripps sea surface temperature data set. However, a
systematic cooling was found to take place over the 29
°
year period 1947-1977 along 35 N [5]. Here the cooling
period has been narrowed from the upper end of this 30
year period such that the most intense cooling occurred
within the interval 1947-1961. If desired perhaps a further narrowing could be investigated in the time domain
by taking running means instead of five year block averages, which was the simplest way to begin the investigation using the given temperature printouts. Also the
°
map in Figure 1 could be extended southward to 20 N
°
and northward to 55 N, but then there are occasional
gaps in the temperature record for some five degree
squares and certain seasons which are outside the normal
shipping lanes.

3. PROCEDURE
Figure 1 can be dissected in various ways, but what follows comes closest to the actual way it was put together
in the first place. One intermediate step between the raw
data and the final result is shown in Figure 2, which exhibits the five year annual mean surface temperatures as a
function of longitude along 40°N: the solid curve is for
1947-1951, the dashed curve is for 1957-1961. If the
dashed curve is subtracted from the solid one in Figure 2,
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curred in the central North Pacific. Also prominent in
both the solid and dashed curves of Figure 3 is the longitudinal maximum temperature in the eastern Pacific.
Finally, two examples of the basic data are given
along 40°N in Figure 4 for January of two particular
years: 1948 and 1958. A cool-down occurred between
these two Januaries, ten years apart, but it is distributed
mainly in the eastern side of the ocean. Very pronounced
is the longitudinal maximum for January of 1948.

4. DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Five year annual mean surface
temperatures (℃, vertical axis) as a function
°
of longitude along 40 N (horizontal axis).
Solid curve is for 1947-1951; dashed curve
is for 1957-1961.

Although the question of the ocean’s role in climate
change has been forcefully raised [6], so far there are no
answers coming back that can explain a significant surface temperature change (0.5℃) over a large area (70
degrees of longitude by more than 20 degrees of latitude)
in a short time (10 years or less), outside of extreme
conditions like the beginnings and endings of the ice
ages, which are presumed to take place relatively
quickly.
Consider the permanent longitudinal maximum in
surface temperature on the eastern side of the ocean at
mid-latitudes, examples of which are illustrated in Figures 2-4 (and more in depth studies of which were carried out before [5]). What is the most reasonable inter-

the temperature differences along 40°N in Figure 1 are
reproduced. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the averaged surface temperatures of 1957-1961 were significantly lower by about half a degree Centigrade than the
corresponding ones of 1947-1951 over the entire central
portion of the slice of the North Pacific Ocean at 40°N.
A striking feature is revealed in Figure 2, but due to
the subtraction involved Figure 1 contains no hint of it.
In the eastern half of the ocean there is a large-scale longitudinal maximum in surface temperature. Proceeding
west from California the surface temperature rises to a
maximum at around 1450W and then decreases again.
The maximum occurs in both curves, and it is a real and
permanent feature as documented previously [5]. Along
35°N there is an analogous maximum is surface temperature. It is interesting that the eastern maximum in
Figure 2 has already survived the annual mean plus five
years of averaging. Were the averaging interval to extend
over 10, 20 or even 30 years the maximum would still be
there.
Figure 3 comes one step closer to the raw data in that
it shows five year averages of surface temperature along
°
40 N but just for the month of January. Again the solid
curve is for 1947-1951 and the dashed one is for
1957-1961. Here a much larger lowering of the temperature by almost 2℃ between the two periods oc-

Figure 3. Five year mean temperatures
(℃, vertical axis) for January as a func°
tion of longitude along 40 N (horizontal
axis. Solid curve is for 1047-1951;
dashed curve is for 1957-1961.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Monthly mean temperatures (℃, vertical axis) for January as
°
a function of longitude along 40 N
(horizontal axis). Solid curve is for
1948; dashed curve is for 1958.

pretation of this real feature? Since the water to the east,
west and underneath the temperature maximum is colder,
and the air temperature above it is colder too (estab-lished from meteorological data taken on individual
cruises), a plausible explanation is that in order to sustain the permanent longitudinal temperature maximum,
warm surface water must continually be brought in to
the area of the maximum from lower latitudes. In other
words, the longitudinal maximum temperature is the
signature of a broad northward flow of warm surface
water. A comprehensive hydrographic section along
°
35 N [7] strongly suggests that the broad warm current is
also shallow, about 100 m at the most. Consistent with
this idea is the notion that colder water returns south,
crossing mid-latitudes, to the east and west of the longitudinal temperature maximum at the surface and under
the surface maximum at about 100 m below the surface.
Such a broad surface current, hiding in plain sight until recently put forward [8], is potentially capable of
changing the surface temperature of a large region of the
North Pacific by about 1℃. For example, notice the
variability displayed by the longitude and temperature
scales of the temperature maximum in Figures 2-4.
While existing in every month of every year so far stud°
ied along 35 and 40 N, there are month to month
changes within a single year and year to year changes for
a given month. Inquiries as to exactly how such changes
in sea surface temperature are brought about by changes
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

in the warm current are projects for the future. Also, although the reality of the permanent longitudinal temperature maximum feature itself at mid-latitudes on the
eastern side of the ocean is not in any doubt, there have
been no independent observational checks on the month
to month changes in this feature that are revealed in the
Namias-Scripps surface temperature data set. Nor have
year to year changes of the longitudinal maximum for a
given month been confirmed by separate means.
How quickly could a change in surface temperature of
1.0℃ be expected to occur over broad reaches of the
North Pacific? If the warm current is indeed chiefly responsible, then one way to estimate a lower bound on
the required time is the distance traveled by the warm
water divided by its mean flow rate, i.e. an advective
time-scale. Earlier analyses gave the flow rate in the ball
park of 10 cm/sec or less [8] and the travel distance is in
the range of 1,000 to 10,000 km, from which a rough
time-scale of 3 years or less is computed.
Finally, one should add that all the conceivable causes
of the North Pacific cool-down are still not known at this
point, nor is it yet possible to definitely link the observed
cool-down to the influences of man. Optimistically, if
the cool-down were better understood, it may follow that
an increase takes place in understanding the warmings
that came before and after the cooling. Natural causes
involving the proposed northward warm current and its
colder southward return flow are suggested here for contributing to the cool-down, but this method could work
equally well for the warmings. On the other hand, if a
good fraction of the warmings is to be blamed on man’s
activities, then the question is: how can the cool-down in
between two warming periods be accounted for in terms
of the interference of man?
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work is mathematical education
through the knowledge system and mathematical modeling. A net model of formation of mathematical knowledge as a deductive theory is
suggested here. Within this model the formation
of deductive theory is represented as the development of a certain informational space, the
elements of which are structured in the form of
the orientated semantic net. This net is properly
metrized and characterized by a certain system
of coverings. It allows injecting net optimization parameters, regulating qualitative aspects
of knowledge system under consideration. To
regulate the creative processes of the formation
and realization of mathematical knowedge,
stochastic model of formation deductive theory
is suggested here in the form of branching
Markovian process, which is realized in the
corresponding informational space as a semantic net. According to this stochastic model we
can get correct foundation of criterion of optimization creative processes that leads to “great
main points” strategy (GMP-strategy) in the process of realization of the effective control in the
research work in the sphere of mathematics and
its applications.

“The book of nature is written by the mathematical language” [1]. This Galilei`s manifesto determined the methodology of natural science development on the basis of
observations and experiments, the result of these observations and experiments are interpreted within the
frames of corresponding mathematical model. The latter
implicitly assumes the mechanism of science integration
thus, this methodology of development have been successfully realized during the last century beginning with
famous Newton’s “Mathematical Priciples of Natural
Philosophy” (1687) [2]. The reason of this success is
easily explained by L. Boltzmann s assertion in his
book [3]:” The theory is more practical, it is quantum-essence of experiment.” One can understand in the
sence that quantum-essence is the system of postulates,
which is in the foundation of theoretical model of the
object under consideration.
In 1948 N. Wiener [4] had stated main cybernetics’
positions. He had done it on C. Shannon s information
theory (1948) [5]. According to this theory, any process
of control system represents some transformation of
systemic information. Information is basis notion of cybernetics and has an abstract quantitative measure. It
allows to measure both material and non-material aspects of the object under consideration. Thus, possibilities of mathematical modelling have extended including
processes in social and humanitarian fields [6].
With the appearance of computers in the middle of the
th
XX century, a separate direction connected with the
realization of intellectual systems (IS) has been formed
in cybernetics [7,8]. Accents in this case focused on
learning of cognitive processes. In 1980s this led to the
building of learning ACT-theory [9] and neural network
associative model of J. Hopfild [10]. Modern level of IS
development represents adaptive learning systems [11].
A half century experience of IS development shows
that their possibilities are determined by mathematical
model parameters, which are in the ground of IS. Thus,
the questions of IS efficiency lead to the parameters op-
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timization of corresponding mathematical models which
describe given cognitive processes. Formally, it assumes
the investigation of topology of semantic nets which
realize given cognitive processes. This investigation
allows determining the system of net parameters with the
help of which one can influence the knowledge system.
Thus, optimal control by cognitive processes is carried
out, including creative search and interdisciplinary
learning.

2. SEMANTIC MODEL OF INFORMAL
AXIOMATIC THEORY
Let S = (M; Σ ) is a mathematical structure, where M =
{M1;…;Mk} is a system of ground sets, representing
main objects of structure S, and  = { 1 ;...;  s } is a
system of axiom, describing ground relations between
them. The informal theory Th(S) of the structure S
represented denumerable set, the elements of which are
ordered by definite rules of conclusion. One can speak of
the theory Th(S) as of the structural space information
[12], which is formed within given concluded rules in
the form of constructively infinite recursive procedure,
that is to say, the space Th(S) is some kind of
Herbrand s universe analogue.

Theory space Th(S) is given by the digraph Г ( S ) ,
representing the mathematical structure S in the form of
semantic net, which realizes the passing of definite object information. At this, the set Th(S) determines the

nodes of the object net domain Г ( S ) , and its arcs
(orientated edges) are given with the help of the commutator I – set of functions f of following type:
f: T1 ;...;Tn → T ,
(1)
where T;T1 ;... : Tn ∈ Th( S ) , and symbol  means informal logical consequence of the statement T from

T1 ;...;Tn . Digraph Г ( S ) is appeared by the pair (V; E),
where the set of nodes V and the set of arcs E is defined
by the expressions:
V= Th(S)  I; E  (Th(S)  I)  (I   ), (2)

where  is the complement of the system axioms 
till Th(S), and, without community restrict, the axiom
system  may be considered independent. For a given

digraph Г ( S ) , the system of nodes   Th(S)

represents the sources and, thus, Г ( S ) represents of
the semantic net, which determines the information
space structure of axiomatic theory Th(S).

3. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
OF THE

SEMANTIC NET Г ( S )

In order to investigate semantic net properties Г ( S ) ,
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

topological presentations, realized according to two directions, are used [12].
The first direction determines routes, distances and
connection between subject nodes of the semantic net


Г ( S ) . Let on the digraph Г ( S ) (2) the nodes are distinguished v0 ; v1 ;...; vn  V , which form the sequence of
arcs

L (v0 ;...; vn ) : (v0 ; v1 )(v1 ; v2 )...(vn 1 ; vn )  E , (3)

fi  I ; i  0; n  1 .
where (vi ; vi 1 )  (vi ; fi )( f i ; vi 1 );
Thus, the oriented route is given, connecting the node v0
with vn (it means, that the node vn is reached from the
node v0), and the nodes vi , i  0; n  1 , are called intermediate ones on the route (3), and this fact is expressed
in the form of: v0  vi  vn . The route length (3) and
the distance from the node v0 to the node vn are, correspondingly, determined by correlations:



| L (v0 ;...; vn ) | = n ; | r (v0 ; vn ) | = inf | L(v0 ; vn ) |, (4)

where | L(v0 ; vn ) | is the set of all route lengths, connecting the node v0 with vn.

The second direction of semantic net Г ( S ) investigations is carried out with the help of special system of
coverings, which is formed by the following way. For
arbitrary node T Th(S) the set is determined:
U(T)={Ti|Ti T  Ti = T, Ti;T Th(S), i N} 
Th(S),
(5)
the elements of which represent the nodes, for which

the node T is reached on the digraph Г ( S ) . The set U(T)
is called the sphere of dominating of the node T in the
space Th(S), and its power |U(T)| determines the capacity
of the dominating sphere U(T). Capacity |U(T)| in given
case represents topological of information quantity according to N. Rashevsky [13]. The following topological
properties are set up for dominating spheres:
1) T1  U (T )  U (T1 )  U (T ),
(6)
moreover, the equality U (T1 )  U (T ) at T  T1 is
equivalent to the fact, that the nodes T ; T1 are linked
by the cycle.
2) If U (T1 )  U (T2 )   and sets U (T1 ),U (T2 ) are
not linked by implication, then among nodes T 
U (T1 )  U (T2 ) , at least one of them, is a point of net

branching Г ( S ) .

Let L (; T ) is the set of routes, leading from axioms
 to the node T. Then with the help of (4), the distance
from  to T and the diameter of the sphere U(T), are
correspondently, determined:



| r (; T ) | = inf | L (; T ) |, d(U(T))= sup | L (; T ) |. (7)
Within the conception capacity (5) and distance (7), a
recursive procedure is determined, for forming the sysOpenly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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tem of inclusion coverings in the theory structure Th(S).
Theorem 1. In the space Th(S) one can always underline a denumerable assemblage of subsets, which form
the chain
Th( S )  Th1 ( S )  Th2 ( S )  ...,
(8)
thus, the chain of inclusion coverings of the space Th(S)
is formed:
h1 ( S ) 
h2 ( S )  … ,
h(S) 
(9)
where

h(S)

=

U (T ) : T  Th( S )

 U i (T ) : T  Thi ( S ) ,

,

hi ( S )


Thi ( S )  T : T  Th ( S ), r (  ; T )  i , i  1; 2;...





Thus, algorithm of knowledge generalization is given

in the semantic net Г ( S ) : if a certain section hi ( S ) is
chosen in chain (9), then an object sphere of knowledge
Th(S) is covered by the system of spheres U i (T ) 
hi ( S ) and in each of such sphere the dominated node
T  U i (T ) presents the generalization of the rest elements of sphere U i (T ) . As a result, the spheres U i (T )
are classified by some system of characteristics in order
to form an appropriate conception. Accordingly, the
property (9) in the process of generalization realizes the
principle of “matryoshki”, and as a result the level of
abstraction s conception is gradually increasing. It
means that the process of getting knowledge is connected with the development of intellect.

4. OPTIMIZATION OF THE DEDUCTIVE
CONCLUSION ON SEMANTIC NETS
Let among the statements T  Th(S) there is finite set of

positions Ti1 ;...; Tik , for which in the net Г ( S ) there is
the only function f m  I with the range of definition
Dom f m  { Ti1 ;...; Tik }. This function realizes the informal logical conclusion:
f m : Ti1 ;...; Tik



T.

(10)

If Dom f m   , then each of the nodes Ti1 ;...; Tik
 Dom f m \  similarly (10) has a corresponding
I-node and also occurs the result, one-valued following
from corresponding positions of predicate universe Th(S)
and so on, till we come to the proofs:
f11 : 1  T1 ; f12 :  2  T2 ;...; f1r :  r  Tr ,
(11)
where 1 ;...;  r   5. Thus, in general case, procedure’s

proof of the statement T Th(S) is a partially ordered set
B(T), which is made up of predicate nodes, structured
through functions (10),(11). It is evident, that B(T) 
U(T) and, hence, the sphere of dominating U(T) present
a union of the all possible proofs` of the statement T.
Let L (; T ) is a set of routes from the axioms  to
the
 node T in the proof B(T) (10),(11). Then, the length
| b(T ) | of proof B(T) presents critical way on B(T) and is
determined through recursion:



| b(T ) | = max (| b(Ti1 ) |;…;| b(Tik ) |)+1= d(B(T)), (12)
where d(B(T))―the diameter of the proof B(T), which is
determined similarly (7).
Apart from the length (12), the proof B(T) is characterized by the capacity |B(T)|. Through regulation by these
parameters of the conclusion the tasks of the optimization while forming the knowledge, in the form of the

theory Th(S) are considered in the net Г ( S ) . Let
B1(T);…;Bj(T) are different proofs of the statement T 


Th(S), having the lengths | b1 (T ) |;…;| b j (T ) | and capacities | B1 (T ) |;…;| B j (T ) |. Then, the following tasks of the

optimization are determined on the net Г ( S ) :

B0(T) = opt(B1(T); …; Bj(T))  | b 0 (T ) | =


min(| b1 (T ) |; …; | b j (T ) |),
(13)
B0(T) = opt(B1(T); …; Bl(T))  | B0 (T ) | =
min(| B1 (T ) |; …; | B j (T ) |)

(14)

Each of the tasks (13), (14) present the optimization of
the statement proof T  Th(S), accordingly, by the minimization of its length or capacity. On the whole, these
tasks may be considered together. This statement of optimal tasks means the simplification of the proof through
reducing the volume of the analysed information. On the
whole, it is coordinated with the principles of the information theory.
For example, the optimization of Pythagorean theorem proofs was carried out according to criteria (13);
(14), through the analysis of existing variants in school
geometry: Euclidean classical proof, the proofs of indian mathematician Bhascara and vectorial method of
proof with the help of scalar product [12]. The parameters of the proofs of Pythagorean theorem Т in the Euclid’s, Hillbert’s and Weyl’s axiomatics are given in the
Table 1.

Table 1. Metric characteristics of main versions of proofs Pythagorean theorem in different axiom system.
Proof
Euclid
Bhascara (proof-I, ~1150)
Bhascara (proof-II, ~1150)
vectorial method

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Axiomatics
Euclid (IV B.C.)
D. Hilbert (1899)
H. Weyl (1918)

i
0
1
2
3


| bi (T ) |
10
9
12
2

| Bi (T ) |
36
23
35
12
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As it is seen from the Table 1, the optimization of
proofs according to the criteria (13), (14) the preference
is on the side of the vectorial proof in Weyl’s axiomatics.
However, the rise of abstraction level happens in the
teaching process, which is in the inverse dependence
with didactic principles of accessibility and visual
teaching aids. This fact has its reflection in Russian
teaching literature on elementary geometry. The analysis
of this literature for the period of 1768-2000 shows, that
th
in the second half of the XIX century, Euclid’s classical proof is practically nowhere met in school textbooks
and Bhascara s proofs are mostly used, because they are
more vivid and accessable [12].

5. FORMALIZATION OF CREATIVE
PROCESSES DURING THE
ASSIMILATION OF THE SPACE Th(S)
AND THE RANGE SIGNIFICANCE
 OF
THE ELEMENTS IN THE NET Г ( S )
One can regard creative processes in the training as the
generalization of knowledge at the metalevel with the
help of heuristics. The link between metalevel knowledge and the known object sphere of knowledge is formally expressed in the fact, that the space Th(S) is
formed with the help of endless recursive procedure and,
hence, one can say of current statement Th1 ( S ) , for
which   Th1 ( S )  Th( S ) , then knowledge metalevel is
introduced with the help of partition
Th(S)  Th1 ( S )  CTh1 ( S ) ,
(15)
where CTh1 ( S ) is the complement Th1 ( S ) till Th(S),
which determines the knowledge metalevel in the form
of nodes. To these nodes relation of incidence in the net

Г ( S ) is heurictically established. The partition (15) in

the net Г ( S ) induces set partition of functional nodes
I  I1  CI1 , where CI1 is the set of functions, realizing the conclusion to metalevel:
CI1 : Th1 ( S )  CTh1 ( S ) .
(16)
Correlations (15) and (16) present a formalisational
description of the knowledge generalization procedure to
metalevel in the process of axsiomatical theory Th(S)
formation. The optimization procedure of this process is
forming in the range of presentation about node significance in the semantic net.
Let U(T) is the sphere of dominating of the statement
T and B1(T); …;Bn(T) are possible proofs of this state

ment, having lengths | b1 (T ) |;…;| b n (T ) |. Let us call the
quantity


D(; T )  min (| b1 (T ) |;…;| b n (T ) |)
(17)
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

some logical distance from axiom`s   Th(S) to the
statement Т. In fact, logical distance D ( ; T ) coincides
with algorithmical determination of information quantity
according to A.N. Kolmogorov [14].
Formally, any significance presents a partial order in
the space Th(S) and it is given in the form of domination
relation according to Pareto:
T1  T  | U (T ) |  | U (T1 ) |  D(  ;T )  D(  ; T1 ), (18)
where one of the inequalities is strictly done. In the case
of defining (18), the statement Т is considered to be significant than T1 and it means that more important elements of the space Th(S) are more influential (the first
inequality in (18)), and they are closer to the information
system sources  (the second inequality in (18)). One
can also interpret the significant elements as huge main

points of the net Г ( S ) , which are closer to its sources.

6. GMP-OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY OF
CREATIVE PROCESSES IN THE
FORMATION OF MATHEMATICAL
KNOWLEDGE
The reasons of relationships significance (18) is carried
out in the language of theorys random processes [15].
As in the process of creative searching the moments of
revealing time t of new theory form statements Th(S) are
not determined, then its creation presents a random
process Th(S;t) with continuous time t  0 and with denumerable set of the states, the moments of transititions
between them are distributed in the interval t > 0 by
chance.
Theorem 2. The random process Th(S;t) is a heterogeneous branching Markovian process.
Heterogeneous in time, the branching Markovian
process Th(S;t) is determined as a process, the transition
probability Pin ( ; t ) of which satisfy the KolmogorovChapman equation with branching condition:
Pik(  ;t) =



r1 +...+ri =k+i(l -1 )

Plr1 ( ; t )Plr2 ( ; t )...Plri ( ; t ) , (19)

where Pik ( ;t) is the probability of the condition having i
elements at the moment  , to the moment t it will contain k  i  l = |  | elements and the evolution
Pik(  ;t) is described by Kolmogorov system of differential equations for the heterogeneous branching Markovian process [16].
The reason of Pareto-optimization procedure by significance criterion (18) means that when the information
space theory Th(S) is mastered by chance and is realized
by branching Markovian process Th(S;t) then more significant theory statements Th(S) have higher probabilities of transitions between the process statements Th(S;t)
and the result of this is as follows: let Pik  Pik ( ; t ) is
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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psychological conceptions in the field of intellectual
theory [17]. According to these conceptions, “great main
points”, which have an increased sensitivity to certain
semantic influence, can qualitatively change the character of understanding` problem situation.

the solution of Kolmogorov equations under condition
(19). That will be enough to examine an example k = i + 1
and then from the branching condition (19) you will get:

Pi,i 1  iPl ,l 1 Plli 1  i(1  Pll ) Plli 1 .

(20)

With the increasing the length of the interval ( ; t ) ,
the meaning Pll  0 and the function Pi,i+1 is increasing
in the wide range l  i<  ln Pll . Since the meaning i in
this case is linked with the quantity Th(S), which corresponds to i-state of the process Th(S;t), then it goes
without saying, that, under other similar conditions, the
dominating sphere U(T) with more capacity| U (T ) | has
more chances to widen, because the probability of proof
of new statements at forming theory Th(S) is increasing.
Thus, the reason of the first inequality in the Pareto-optimization procedure (18) is given. However, the
growth of transition`s probability Pik ( ; t ) in this model occurs not only with the growth i, but also with the
decrease  , because in this case the interval length
( ; t ) is increasing. The  decrease is equivalent to the
decrease of logical distance (17) that leads to the reasons
of second inequality in Pareto-optimization (18). Thus,
the conception of the range significance of the statements` theory Th(S) by means of Pareto-domination (18)
has a sufficient reason. According to this reason, the
optimum control by creative processes in training comes
to effective control of definite random process according
to the criterion of significance (18). In this case, the effective strategy of theory formation Th(S) in the creative
process leads to the conception of “great main points” in

the net Г ( S ) or GMP-strategy. This conception intends the investigation, coming out from significant
statements T01;…;T0k  Th(S), have been chosen according to the net criterion of the significance (18). The
inductive hypothesis Н, given on the base of these
statements, has more chances “to be materialized” as a
logical generalization of starting positions. The idea of
existing “great main points” is in tune with the modern

7. GMP-STRATEGY AND HILBERT’S
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS
A vivid illustration of optimization creative search within the framework of GMP-strategy presents the solution
of well-known problems in the theory of numbers, and
also Hilbert s problems (1900) [18]. The chronology of
their position and solution is exactly known (Table 2).
The analysis shows, if the period of decision
Goldbach s , Waring s and Fermat s problems in the
theory of numbers makes up hundreds of years, then
Hilbert s problems has a unique result, which occurs by
1-2 less. It is important to say, that the choice of 23
problems from a wide manifold of mathematical ones,
th
appearing in the XIX-XX
centuries according to
Hilbert s report at the II International Congress of Mathematicians (1900), supposed quite certain “rules of
selection”. The sense of them is the realization
GMP-strategy. Those problems are interesting, the decision of which is possible at a given level of mathematical development. These problems can give a further
progress to mathematics.

8. THE EXPERIMENT OF
GMP-STRATEGY IN
INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING
The possibilities of GMP-strategy are not limited only
by the optimization of the mathematical researches but
are spread over the interdisciplinary training level within
the framework of morphisms category. In this case,
the author’s experience shows, that the realization of
GMP-strategy usually takes place on the basis of some

Table 2. The problematic optimization of the research work in mathematics.
Problems

Problem Decision
Statement Time

Author(s)

Date

Period of problem decision,
years

 1630

A.Wiles

1995

365

Goldbachs
problem: n=p1+p2+p3

1742

I.M. Vinogradov

1937

195

Waring s problem:
n=p1s +…+ pks

1770

1909

139-172

Name
Last Theorem of
Fermats

Hilberts
problems

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

1900

D. Hilbert
G.Hardy-J.Littlewood

1928

Ju.V. Linnik

1942

20 problems are solved during the period of 1901-2007

1-107
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general scientific methodology for example, in the
course of a canon or the conception of centrism.
The conception of canon development is often observed in social sciences for example, in the states theory.
As a canon here, the ideals of a democracy state justice
can be taken into consideration dating back to the republic of Ancient Rome (510/509 B.C.) and Platon s dialogues (427-347 B.C.). In this case, GMP-strategy is
started through the axiomatization of the justice canon,
on the basis of which the deductive theory is formed.
Nowadays, this theory represents a separate sector in
mathematics, known as cooperative games, within the
framework of which, it became possible to explain the
peculiarities of modern democracy [19].
The centrism conception represents a general principle
of methodology, the grounds of which dates back to ancient times, having a reflection in antiquity doctrines,
traditions and religions. According to Archimedean interpretation, this principle leads to the conception about
center of gravity (barycenter) of a material corpse. On
the ground of this principle, modern classical mechanics
was formed. GMP-strategy on the basis of barycenter
conception is formed by the following way. In 1827,
А.Möbius gave mathematical grounds to the barycenter
of the systems material points, that is, he came to the
grounds of barycenter s coordinates, which turned out
to be projection ones [20]. Thus, mechanic conception of
barycenter acquired an abstract interpretation within
projection geometry. Furthermore, GMP-strategy can
have a lot of variations, for example:
1). With the help of barycenter s coordinates is given
the interpretation of Hardy- Weinberg s law in the
genetic population [21,22] and on this ground, a power
interdisciplinary direction in the form of mathematical
genetics has appeared [23];
th
2). In the end of the ХХ century, a famous american
specialist in the field of psychology of the arts R.Arnheim,
propounded a thesis [24], according to which, the psychology of professional artists differs by rather intuitively
sensitive color perception and as a result, they, anyhow,
see the distribution of color shades on the pictorial field as
a balanced one. This thesis is proved by the experience
within the conception about the colorimetric barycenter of
paintings, developed in the works [25-28], where it is introduced through mapping:
Im  F  W,
(21)
which to every point of the pictorial image Im, depending on its color F, is brought to conformity with a
non-negative number from W set, which is designated
the colorimetric mass of this point. The mapping (21)
determines structural colorimetric of a pictorial work.
The colorimetric barycenter of the picture, with the position of which the compositional peculiarities of a given
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

picture are connected, can then be calculated on the basis
of the well-known mechanics formulas. As investigations have shown [25-28], the colorimetrical barycenter
is a balancing color point of a pictorial work and this
fact has been proved by the formation of barycenter ensemble for the large collection of paintings. For this,
barycenter ensemble coordinates of pictures are mapped
on the unit square and dotting image of ensemble received like this gives an idea about barycenter dispersion
relatively to central position. Figure 1 shows such colorimetric barycenter ensemble from 1174 pictures of
painters of the ХХth (white dot indicates the average
position of the barycenter for the ensemble). It is evident,
that artists representing a variety of compositional genres in many cases try to avoid significant deflections
from equilibrium of colorimetric mass in the picture.
This GMP-strategy within the conception of colorimetric
barycenter represents an important component in teaching mathematics in the field of humanity education [29].
In pedagogics GMP-strategy is carried out on the basis of cybernetic conception [30]. Objectively, it is
caused by the fact that in the field of didaktikos, pedagogics is based on the theory of cognitive processes,
which realize transformation and transfer of information
from generation to generation. Cybernetics promotes the
development of pedagogical science helping solve arising contradictions between its content and form not only
through experience, but also within the category of
morphism with the help of modeling and optimization of
pedagogical processes. The realization of cybernetic
conception while making up the fundamental theory of
mathematical models in order to regulate effectively
cognitive processes in teaching comes from information
nature of pedagogical processes. The control in this case
can go on through aim influence on quantitative or qualitative aspects of information, realized in the teaching

Figure 1. Colorimetric barycenter ensemble from 1174 pictures of painters of the XXth century.
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process.
Models, describing the control by cognitive processes
through aim influence on quantitative information aspect
of corresponding educational content, are formed on the
basis of metric functions, which, in this case, have an
explicit mathematical form. The procedure of optimization in these models has a universe character, as abstract
quantitative information measures are in its ground and
the optimal control in this case leads to the improvement
of the systems organization of the teaching process
through the search of optimal configuration of information nets and flows in this process according to minimum criterion of information entropy. The class of basic
models, the control of which is carried out according to
the quantitative measures of information, includes:
Socrat s dialogue, testing, class-lesson system of teaching, organization of group cooperation during the teaching process and the procedure of subject planning of the
teaching process [31-34]. Given models make up the
basis of a number of information technologies, which
have been approved in the teaching process. In particular,
at optimization of group cooperation in the teaching
process the observations have shown the rise of progress
standards of education contingent up to 20-25%.
Models, describing the control of cognitive processes
through aim influence on qualitative (semantic) information aspect of educational content, are formed within accepted model of knowledge interpretation. In accepted
cognitological model (point 2) the system of knowledge
is introduced within informal axiomatic theory in the
form of semantic net. This net is properly metrized and is
characterized by a definite system of coverings in point 3.
It makes possible to introduce net parameters of optimization, controlling qualitative aspects of the knowledge
system under consideration (points 3-6). To the class of
basic models, the control of which is carried out by influence on information semantic aspect, models of formation of education content, creative pedagogics and
realization of teaching on interdicipline level are included.
The criteria of such control optimization are formulated
in points 3;4 and at optimization of deductive conclusion
leads to reducing of volume of analyzed information
within criteria (13),(14), and at optimization of creative
processes they are controlled by criterion of significance
(18). These theoretical statements are confirmed not only
by experienced data of Tables 1, 2, but also are effectively realized by the author in his teaching work while
training teachers of mathematics at Saratov State University after N.G. Chernyshevski (Russia) since 1997.

to-optimization (18) is treated as a control by definite
random process Th(S;t), modeling the creative search
while developing the space Th(S). This search turns to be
more effective, if it comes from more significant positions. This thesis is acknowledged not only by theoretical premises (points 3-6) and by the success in solving
Hilbert’s problems (Table 2), but by the whole process
of historical mathematical development. It is difficult to
overrate Pithagor’s theorem in Euclid’s geometry, Desargues’s and Pascal’s theorems in projective geometry,
Euclid’s algorithm in the theory numbers, Viete’s theorem in the algebra of polynomial, Cayley’s theorem in
the theory of groups and so on.
Nowadays the significance of specified states is actual
as well. Recently, in the work [35] within the framework
of GMP-strategy for determining of Pythagorean triples,
a special matrix transformation semigroup’s transformation of primitive pairs has been made up. Thus, a close
link between Pithagor’s theorem and Euclid’s algorithm
is stated and original approaches to the solution of the
oldest mathematical problem about the power of a set of
twin primes numbers. It is important to say that, except
the original mathematical results, an effective training to
the methods of the mathematical creation takes place
within the framework of GMP-strategy.
The possibilities of GMP-strategy are not limited only
by the control of creative processes in the sphere of mathematical education. In the morphism’s category, GMPstrategy is spread on the level of interdisciplinary teaching. Thus, the integration of mathematical knowledge in
the field of natural and humanitarian sciences takes place.
In this case, GMP-strategy realizes a certain variant of
common scientific methodology (for example, canon or
centrism). This variant is axiomatized and then theoretical model of the object or phenomenon is formed. It is
important to say, that in the process of interdisciplinary
GMP-strategy, effective training to the methods of mathematical creation takes place. So, the original reflexive
conception in the fields of creative pedagogics is realized on the basis of GMP-strategy.
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ABSTRACT
In the present work a possibility of computation
modeling, which should be realized in a real
quantum computer, is discussed. In this connection two models of a device, which work is
determined by the structure and dynamics of
real molecular systems are reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present work deals with a possibility of computation
modeling, which should be realized in a real quantum
computer. In this connection, the models of a device,
which work is determined by the structure and dynamics
of real molecular systems are reported.
Recently [1,2] we have put forward an idea, which realization would allow one to overcome, at least, some
problems related to the creation of quantum computers,
i.e., the idea of molecular Internet. According to this idea,
every molecular system with its own set of degrees of
freedom and (or) states represents a server having memory of certain volume. This server is used for storage and
transmission of the information. The latter is further
transformed in computational operations during the solution of specific mathematical task. If to assume that
quantum computer has to perform the same operations as
the classical one, the necessary memory volume of such
a server could be achieved by two (at least, in principal)
routes: 1) introduction of maximum amount of atoms
playing the role of q-bits into the molecular system; 2)
combination of separate molecules in a spatially ordered
structure where physical and chemical interactions of
any nature can be realized. These interactions will ensure
the formation of superpositional coherent states needed
for the performance of computational operations. The
above approaches are quite reasonable from the viewpoint of the modern theoretical notions on quantum calCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

culation problem. But, in our opinion, the ways of this
problem solution are beyond the frameworks of the
conventional theory. Below we will discuss some general concepts, which can pave the road to new approaches to the problem of quantum computer creation.

2. MODELING PRESENTMENT OF
QUANTUM COMPUTING
According to the Shor theory [3], a certain number of
states remain free in the course pf information input. In
principle, these states can be used for the performance of
parallel calculations. Since a number of such states can
be very large (relative to the corresponding number of
q-bits), the tasks which previously seems insoluble become realistic. As applied to the molecular Internet idea,
one can correlate the states of quantum particles (q-bits)
with real molecular objects with all far-reaching consequences. Thus, keeping the idea of quantum calculations
intact, it is possible to impart it a real content. Really, if
the quantum states aforementioned are still virtual, the
molecular states are manifested themselves in macroworld by many phenomena which reflect quite adequately these states. Therefore, these states become experimentally accessible. The problem is in the correlation of these states with the corresponding mathematical
patterns. Hence, the application of these states for the
solution of specific task should involve the usage of the
information, which is already contained in the molecular
structure.
Logic route to the realization of the molecular Internet
idea is in combined application of the spatial molecular
structure and spin values of q-bits constituting this molecular structure. Really, we have mentioned above that
the problem is in the search for an approach which allows quantum systems (due to the peculiarities of structure and/or behavior) to be manifested in the macroworld.
Therefore, if one can manage to correlate q-bit spins
with molecular structure this will mean the realization of
such an approach. Thus, the circle is closed, i.e. there is
Openly accessible at http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/
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a principal way to the organization of quantum states
detection without any distortion of this state. Experimental realization of the approach becomes predictable:
combined usage of the information on the molecular
system state and spins (q-bits) contained in this system.
Further problems of quantum calculations are the matter
of technique to some degree, though not very simple.
The experimental investigations carried out by the
present time are far from the realization of quantum calculation idea. Indeed, even though the elementary quantum algorithms have been already elaborated using the
NMR method [4-6], the possibility of the creation of real
quantum computers on the basis of this phenomenon is
yet to be proved. The probable application of other
physical methods for this purpose is under discussion. In
this case, the approach based on the preliminary modeling the operation scheme, which should be realized in a
quantum computer (followed with its embodiment in
specific electronic schemes), seems to be intriguing. By
the moment there are many essential prerequisites for
such experiments. Really, the preparation of nano-sized
heterostructures enables to obtain a wide range of properties for different kinds of device applications. In its
turn, the development of physics and technologies of
synthetic nanostructures makes it possible to prepare
them in quite wide variety (see [7] and the references
therein). That is way the above model route to the creation of quantum calculation processors may be considered as promising.
All the aforesaid allow one to propose the following
variant to model the real quantum calculation. Preliminary it is worthwhile to note that according to the current
theoretical notions, to reach the goal one should have
such devises (as the starting universal logic block),
which can perform repeatedly logic operations “NOR”
and “controlled NOR”. In other words, these devises
(logic gates) must possess a property of reversibility.
Among such devices is the Toffoli three-bit gate (see, for
example, [8,9] and the references therein). If to stay further within the framework of the model proposed, one
should create the elementary blocks: gates; each of them
must incorporate three q-bits interacting with each other.
At the same time, the environment of each q-bit must be
suitable for the triggering the calculation procedure.
These blocks can be formed by three nano-sized objects
containing an electron with a specific spin state. Next,
one should model the reversibility property of the three
q-bit gate. This can be attained due to the multiple reproduction of the above block from three nanoobjects as
well as the application of special commutating devices
operating, for example, on the basis of femto-second
laser.
This brings up the questions: “To what degree the pro-

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

posed method for the organization of quantum calculations is realistic and what are the dimensions of the devise capable of such operations as quantum calculations?” If one is limited here by the qualitative answers
to the questions arisen it would be reasonable to pay the
attention to the germanium and silicon nanostructures
prepared recently using scanning tunnel microscope [7].
In this case, one can grow the nanoobjects (islands of
approximately 10 nm size at the base and some nm in
height) located in about 50 nm from each other. It is an
easy to evaluate that every square centimeter will contain about 1010 of such islands. Therefore, from the
nanoobjects mentioned one can create (at least, in principle) the appropriate number of the gates (by collecting
the islands in groups) to make up the processor, capable
of solving the real tasks.

3. MODELING OF QUANTUM
CORRELATION
Another step of the quantum calculations needs to be
modeled. We mean here the entanglement of states or
quantum correlation of the q-bits system localized in
nano-islands. This is a mandatory step preceding the
calculations [8,9]. Therefore, one can speak about
preparation of the entangled state. To model the above
step, it is proposed to use the self-organization of quantum (molecular) systems. In other words, one should
synthesize the molecules where the entanglement of
states is provided due to the self-organization of atoms.
Such a possibility could be evaluated as follows. Let the
dependence of deviation amplitude f ( x) on the initial
state x is defined by the expression:
f ( x)  ax  bx n ,

(1)

where a and b  are constant positive coefficients,
n  2 . If x << 1, then bx n << ax , therefore
f ( x)  ax

(2)

Thus, in the case of (2), f ( x) grows linearly with
growth of x . If x value is comparable with 1, it
would be impossible to neglect the bx n member, since
for the description of the system behavior one should use
the initial Equation (1). Hence, the growth of function
deviation at the expense of ax member will cause
nonlinear limitation owing to the deduction of bx n
value. Under several x values, the f ( x) function will
be close again to zero and all starts from the beginning.
The system will automatically regulate itself, as its
properties depend on a current state (in this case―from
x value). Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that by
somehow changing the given molecular system, it is
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possible to achieve (in principle) the necessary values
for the corresponding parameter (or parameters). Obviously, such changes could be carried out by three ways:
1) the introduction of new atoms to molecular structure;
2) the external action (for example, applying an electromagnetic field); 3) the combination of these two ways.
The fundamental problem is to understand what molecular objects can be suitable for similar manipulations.
Based on the most general ideas, one can assume that
here one should deal with the compounds where characteristic intramolecular interactions will ensure the realization of the required (from a position of a problem discussed here) quantum states. These are the compounds
containing atoms with unfilled 3d  , 4 f  and 5 f 
shells. In solids, such atoms retain localized magnetic
moments completely or partially. The strong interaction
of electrons of these groups with each other or with collective electrons of outer shells represent a peculiarity
imparting the unique properties to a variety of the compounds containing atoms of transition and rare-earth
elements. The investigations carried out over the last
fifteen – twenty years have shown that for these compounds the diverse physical phenomena are possible.
Among them are phase transitions resulting in the magnet-ordered phases and superconductivity, dielectric and
metal states; transitions with appearance and disappearance of the localized magnetic moments. The specified
properties are the consequence of strong interactions of
electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom. The systems with strong interaction of electrons are referred to
as the strong-correlated systems [10].
Particularly, the functional dependence (1) can follow
to any parameter, which is characteristic for the given
molecular system. It is only necessary that the parameter
would periodically undergo such changes that its limiting values would correspond to those quantum states
which should be used for modeling the process of the
quantum calculations. These states can be realized for
the molecular systems which behavior at the macroworld
level (in laboratory system of coordinates) is connected
with the manifestations of heterogeneity of intra-molecular processes. Just due to the peculiarities of structure and dynamics of the molecular system, the nonlinearities, which will provide periodicity in change of a
parameter characterizing its behavior, becomes possible.
Apparently, a vivid illustration of the possibility of the
specified process realization is the compounds belonging
to a new class of polynuclear heterospin complexes containing the ligands with non-paired electron [11]. For
example, this is tetranuclear nickel cluster [Ni2(OH)3
(C5H9O2)5(C5H10O2)4(L)]1.5C7H8 (I), where L  is a
nitroxide radical. The compound (I) is a representative of
the aforementioned strongly correlated systems.
According to the data reported in the work [11],
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spin-Hamiltonian, describing the exchange magnetic
interactions in these compounds, looks as follows:
H  2JJ 0 S1 S2  2J1  S1 S3  S2 S4   2J 2  S1 S 2  S 2 S3  ,

(3)
where S with the corresponding index is a spin value
of unpaired electrons localized on Ni ( II ) atoms and
nitroxyl groups, J  is a parameter characterizing interaction between the mentioned groups. Naturally, in
the case of other compounds which differ from compound (I) in structure, the right part of the expression (3)
will look otherwise. However, it is important that by
selecting the appropriate initial compounds one can obtain such heteronuclear complex where the interaction of
groups having unpaired electron spins will provide the
fulfillment of the condition (1).
The question is arisen: “What is nature of quantum
object state allowing the model of entanglement to be
realized?” To answer the question, one should take into
account the following considerations. The description of
quantum states, based on the application of spin-Hamiltonian (3) assumes the availability of free (real) quantum
particles, spin carriers S . Meanwhile, the introduction of
unpaired electron into the ligand molecule can lead to
the appearance of states caused by the interaction of spin
S with electrons of the ligand molecule. It is known
that the description of such a collective behavior is often
associated with the use of the quasi-particle concept. For
example, the notions on magnetic polaron or ferron
turned out to be fruitful for the explanation of different
heterogeneous charge and spin states in magnets [12].
We will start from the established fact, i.e. from the localization of unpaired electron spins in two positions like
in paramagnetic heterospin complexes of elements of the
first transition group bearing stable iminoxyl radicals
[11]. In the case of unpaired electron spins related to the
central ion, with which the ligand molecules are coordinated, it is a common knowledge that the behavior of the
spins mentioned can be unambiguously described accounting for 3d  orbitals of a metal. We will address
therefore to unpaired electrons which are localized on
ligands.
Let us consider a simple case: the presence of unpaired electron localized on a ligand. Obviously, this
electron will somehow with an electronic subsystem of
the ligand molecules. Indeed, the electronic structure of
a specific ligand molecule was formed in the absence of
unpaired electron. Therefore, the latter should be considered as a certain excitation. Further on, let us admit
that that owing to peculiarities (in this case, the specification is not important) of spatial and electron structure
of the complex and under the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium (set by the sample temperature),
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ferron-like states are realized in ligands. Here it is necessary to explain that full spin of ferron state is formed
by the local spin and electron spin (see [12] and the references therein). As to the local spin is concerned, it is
caused by magnetic (in particular, antiferromagnetic)
state of the matrix, where the conductive electron moves.
In other words, there is always specific information on
the state of such a matrix.
Formally, in the case of heterospin complexes discussed here, a matrix, in which the unpaired electron
with spin S  1/ 2 is inserted, is a ligand molecule and
not solid phase of microsample as it is observed in manganites [12]. The assumption on realization of ferronlike states should mean that the result of the interaction
of unpaired electron with electron subsystem of the
ligand will be the state with non-compensated electron
spin which differs from the state of free electron. In our
case, the quantum objects employed in the calculations
are electrons. The emergence of ferron states allows one
to distinguish electrons transferred to these states for a
while. For a certain time, an electron is located on d  ,
or f -orbitals of the central ion (for example, nickel).
Further, due to the specifics of intramolecular spin-spin
interactions the electron is temporarily transferred to
ferron state. In a certain period of time (typical for
ferron), the electron is again located on metal orbitals.
Then the cycle is repeated. Here, once should stress once
again that the ferron state differs from the free electron
state. Really, it is a common knowledge that a peculiar
feature of the objects called quasi-particles is the difference of their mass from the mass of the corresponding
free particle. So, the mass of polyaron is hundrets times
higher than that of free electron. This feature is also inherits in ferrons [12]. As was mentioned above, the full
spin of ferron state also differs from spin of free electron.
Thus, the state of entanglement, needed for operation of
a quantum computer, turns out to be modeled. The possible route to a large number of quantum objects has
been described above.
One should explain why heterospin complexes can be
considered as possible objects to model quantum calculations. These are paramagnetic systems containing as
ligands the molecular systems having unpaired electron
or unpaired electrons. The role of d  or f  metal
orbitals here is two-fold. Their population with unpaired
electrons participating in intramolecular spin-spin interactions ensures the validity of the expression (1). Besides, it is just unpaired electron on these orbitals, being
free relative to its magnetic properties, is transferred for
a while to other state needed for modeling the entanglement of quantum particle. By changing the structure and
composition of a paramagnetic compound as well as the
external conditions one can control the entanglement
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

degree of ferron state and state of a free electron, thus
controlling also the calculation procedure.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, one should make the following remarks.
The experimental investigations carried out by the present time are still far from practical realization of the
quantum calculations idea. Therefore, while the suitable
objects for realization of quantum computers idea will be
searched, certain intermediate variants could appear. In
such a situation, an approach based on preliminary modeling the operations which should be realized in a real
quantum computer with their subsequent application in
specific electronic schemes, seems to be attractive. For
this purpose the compounds containing the atoms with
vacant 3d  , 4 f  and 5 f  shells could be suitable.
We mean here the compounds (for example, heterospin
complexes), which unique properties are caused by
strong interactions of electronic and magnetic degrees of
freedom, i.e. strongly correlated systems. Among these
compounds could be, in particular, heterospin systems,
i.e. the complexes of paramagnetic ions of transition
metals with organic radicals, since spin-spin coupling
between unpaired electron spin of different paramagnetic
centers of the molecule is typical for such objects. The
coupling mentioned can result in phase immiscibility to
afford heterogeneous spin states. In its turn, such states
can be used for modeling the processes characteristic of
quantum computer.
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